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. SYRIA was outvoted by a coali-

; lion of moderate Arab states in its

bid to issue an ultimatum to Israel,

'saying the multilateral talks on

: regional issues would stop unless

there is progress in the peace
process. United Press

; International reported in Cairo
- yesterday.

1 The report cited Arab League

i sources, interviewed after a meet-

%. - ing of Arab foreign ministers in
* the Egyptian capital over the

weekend
US special Middle East peace

. coordinator Dennis Ross is

expected to arrive in Cairo today

to discuss regional developments,
including the status of the regional

economic summit scheduled for
‘ Cairo in November, with top
• Egyptian officials.

„ v Egyptian President Hosni
:

• ' Mubarak said yesterday he oorn-

-V;. I. pletely rejects Prime Minister
? Binyamin Netanyahu’s statement

l r that Egypt will sustain tire greatest
' harm from postponing or cancel-

: | ing the conference. It is

;
Netanyahu who would suffer the

{
most iritis cancelled or postponed

> dire to a lack of progress m the

peace talks, Mubarak said.

. -.-'M
'l

Mubarak told Channel 2 yester-

< i- day that Netanyahu's “do-nothing
.-'j. politics” endanger regional securi-

. > ty and confuse him, since

Netanyahu had promised he

. -
: would advance the peace process.

’

f
. Ross is expected to arrive in

i,

•<'
? Israel., tomorrow to brief

; Netanyahu on his talks in Egypt,

; as well as discuss Palestinian-

. f. \
' related issues. It remains unclear

;
. j

whether Ross will visit Damascus
:

;
on this trip.

US Ambassador Martin Indyk
•. i- held preparatory talks with

- Netanyahu in advance of the RossV visit There is speculation, but not

confirmation, that the US would

^,-sflS
•*

‘ like to see Israeli gestures on tire

a Palestinian track.

10% |
A ' According to UFI, Syria was

i Ij I M supported on its resolution on the

1

1

J »*
,

.' .multilaterals by the Palestinian

I u I ; Authority, Algeria, Iraq, Lebanon,

- , pc
y' ~ Libya, Sudan, and Yemen,

i D Dnivunnir »h* Svrians were

1l

Opposing the Syrians were

Jordan, Morocco, Tunisia,

Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,

SaudiArabia, and the United Arab

(Continued on Page 9)
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US cautions
Syria, Israel

to act with
restraint
PM: We are

not complacent
DAVID MAKOVSKY and ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

Police clash yesterday with Hebron residents demanding that Israel allow them to open 20 shops in the city’s market oaakd z&ari)

Hebron residents, IDF clash

over demand to reopen market

Report: Syria

failed to pass
anti-Israel

ultimatum

ABOUT 200 Hebron merchants, notables, and
activists demonstrated at the wholesale market
yesterday demanding that Israel open 20 shops
and fulfill other assurances made in last year's
Oslo 2 agreement.

The wholesale market, next to the Jewish
Avraham Avinu quarter, has been closed since

tire Macbpela Cave massacre 30 months ago
for fear of Arab revenge attacks against Jews
who pass there.

The Oslo 2 accord signed last September 28
in Washington promised that “immediately
after the signing of this agreement” and before

JON IMMANUEL

the IDF redeployment certain measures would
be taken to ease commerce and movement in

Hebron.

The first promise on the list was to reopen

the wholesale market and ro allow the shops to

open for retail trade.

“Open tire market This is not a demand it is

a right,” said one placard waved by a demon-
strator.

Settlers held a counter-demonstration with

placards saying the market “is built cm land

stolen from Jews” massacred in 1929.

Both sides took advantage of lire protest to

press their larger claims on Hebron, with Arabs
saying the protests would increase until the

IDF redeploys and Palestinian Police replace

them in 85 percent ofthe town. Settlers said the

protest showed how little security they "would

have if the IDF redeployed, although that area

is to remain under sole IDF control.

The IDF quickly, dispersed the protesters

ithout incident, after military governor Col.without incident, after military governor Col.

(Continued on Page 2)

THE US is urging both Syria and
Israel to act with restraint and not

miscalculate in a way that could

escalate tension, due to the recent

troop movements in Lebanon and
around the Golan, sources indicat-

ed yesterday.

The sources suggested that

Washington seems particularly

concerned that a flare-up of ten-

sion between Syria and Israel now
could only complicate its efforts to

win Arab support for its efforts to

deal with Iraq.

The Syrian News Agency
reported that President Bill

Clinton sent a letter to Syrian

President Hafez Assad in tire last

few days. Officials in the Prime

Minister’s Office insist the letter

dealt with his deep concern that

any hostilities against Israel could

provoke regional instability.

While there was no letter from

the US to Israel, a verbal message
of restraint is believed to have
been delivered during a meeting
yesterday between Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu and US
Ambassador to Israel Martin
Indyk, which was attended by top

aides.

Last week, during a visit to

France, Foreign Minister David
Levy passed a message via

Foreign Minister Herve de
Ornette urging Syrian restraint.

Senior officials say US and
Israeli military intelligence have
been working very closely togeth-

er in the last few days to determine
the character of the Syrian deploy-

ment of troops on the Syrian side

of Ml Hennon, as well as the

move of one division, or 10,000
troops, from Beirut to tire Bekaa
Valley.

It remains unclear whether the

Syrian move is tied to internal

developments in Lebanon, or rep-

resents a move to politically pres-

sure Israel.

“We do not know anything with

any sense of certainty,” one offi-

cial in the Prime Minister's Office

said. “1 personally think it is tied

to internal Lebanese develop-
ments.”

“In the last few days there has

not been any special (Syrian]

movement, but we are following

anything drat develops on the
northern front,” Prune Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu told

reporters.

“Although there is no reason for

special concern, we are not com-
placent,” he said. “Wie are moni-
toring all the moves while cqntin-

(Continued an Page 2)

50,000 Palestinian

workers to be allowed in
Above All... : :

We've Mastered the Art Of Private Banking;, d
THE number of Palestinians

allowed to work in Israel is being

increased from 32,000 to 50,000,

Finance Minister Dan Meridor
said yesterday.

The decision was announced
following the first meeting of the

Joint Economic Council since the

May elections, with the

Palestinian team being led by PA
Economy, Trade, and Industry

Minister Maher Masri.

‘‘The situation in the territories

is horrendous,” said Masri, who
added he will only be satisfied

when the closure is lifted com-
pletely.

Over the last two weeks, an

additional 5.000 workers have
been allowed in, bringing the total

to 37,000, and the number is

expected to reach 50,000 in the

coming weeks. At that point.

DAVID HARRIS

Meridor said, additional permits

would probably be linked to plans

to reduce the number of foreign

workers, currently estimated at

200,000.
Yesterday's talks centered on

three main areas; the closure’s

effect on the Palestinian economy
and population; the movement erf

workers, businessmen, and goods;

and financial dealings between

Israel and the PA.
Several working groups will be

set up to investigate a series of

complaints from both parties, and
to examine possible ways to

encourage greater cooperation.

The committees will also look at

ways to allow Palestinian busi-

nessmen greater freedom ofmove-

ment

“It’s all well and good for a

West Bank businessman to be
allowed to operate in Tel Aviv,

and yet be refused entry to Gaza,"
said Masri.

Both the PA and Israeli govern-

ment claim the other has outstand-

ing debts. Israeli institutions

demanding repayment include

Bezeq and Hadassah-University

Hospital, Meridor said.

One of the teams will check the

possibility of allowing Palestinian

wholesalers and merchants to use

Israeli importers.

Masri also called for the direct

passage of goods between Gaza
and the West Bank.

“No side roads,” he said. “We
don’t want them to go to Tel Aviv
.or Haifa or anywhere. We want a
road that links the West Bank and
Gaza Strip."

Back to square one
THE decision to raise the number
of Palestinian workers to 50,000

means that the new government is

reversing its predecessor’s suc-

cessful disengagemenr of the

Israeli employer from his cheap
Palestinian labor.

Thirty years ago, Israel had vir-

tually no foreign labor. The phe-

nomenon. which has since become
a permanent fixture of our eco-

nomic landscape, was generated

haphazardly by the Six Day War,

which resulted in both accelerated

growth and an ample supply of

unskilled Palestinian labor.

Back then, defense minister

Mosbe - Dayan believed the

Palestinians' employment in Israel

would contribute to stability in the

short term, and to reconciliation, in

the long ran. Hence his decision to

allow foil worker traffic across the

Green Line.

Two decades later, the intifada

erupted and Dayan’s vision was
discovered to be as short-sighted

as his military arrogance, which

resulted in the Yom Kippur War.
Dayan's concoction was eco-

nomically counter-productive — it

encouraged entire industries to

cling to labor-intensive methods -

and politically destructive, since it

led Israelis and Palestinians to

constantly mingle in a hierarchical

setting, in which Palestinians

would wash dishes, lay bricks, or

sweep floors for Israeli employers.

Such upstairs-downstairs coex-

COMMENT
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istence can work when its protag-

onists belong to the same people,

or when its economically inferior

component is too weak to express

die sense of national humiliation

which such a relationship is bound
to generate.

To prevent such social deformi-

ty, Israel should have allowed the

Palestinians to develop their own
economy in their towns and prac-

tice free professions in ours. Only

then could the kind of social

mobility which has cemented
other multinational societies have
created a basic framework here for

economic, if not political stability.

The reversal of Dayan’s policy,

like its conception, came haphaz-
ardly, as repeated terrorist attacks

forced the government to keep
Palestinian labor at bay. Now
comes the reversal of that reversal,

as an equally short-sighted shot

from the hip, this time on the part

of a cabinet alarmed by the

replacement of Palestinian labor

with foreign labor, and the clo-

sure's enhancement of the territo-

ries' detachment from Israel.

To truly transform the fatal

attraction between a destitute

Palestinian workforce and a
‘ cheap-labor thirsty Israeli econo-

my, new industrial plants must
first sprout outside Gaza, Nablus,

and Ramaliah.

The government’s decision yes-

terday means that a return to the

pre-intifada levels of 100,000
unskilled Palestinian workers is

only a matter oftime. So too arc the

malignant friction, hatred, and vio-

lence it will ultimately produce.
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Zandberg threatens

to submit Golan bill

over gov’t objections
MK Eliezer Zandberg (Tsomet)

said yesterday be intends to sub-

mit ins party's Golan Heights Bill

to the Knesset in the near future,

even though the ministerial com-
mittee on legislation opposes it.

Zandberg’s bill, similar to one
which felted by a single vote in

the last Knesset, calls for a parlia-

mentary majority of 80 MKs to

approve any territorial conces-

sions or changes in die status of
the Golan Heights.

The committee did not explain

its reasoning. Zandberg said he
was “shocked” by (he committee’s

failure to approve the bill, which
last year was considered a linch-

pin in the then-opposition’s poli-

cy. “It’s one of the most cardinal

issues. This was one of the things

the government was elected on,”

he said.

Zandberg said be would submit

UATCOLUNS

the bill anyway, as it is a part of

Tsomet’s platform and he owes it

to the pair’s voters. Zandberg
said he did not expect the Likud-
led government to yield die Golan
Heights “but it is impossible to

predict what future governments
would do and the coalition should
use the opportunity ensure the law
passes while it is still in power.”
Internal Security Minister

Avigdor Kahalani, who broke
away from Labor to found the

Third Way Party over the Golan
Heights issue, said Zandberg's
bill is ‘‘undemocratic” as it needs
only 61 MKs to pass it bid 80
MKs to change it.

The Third Way submitted its

own bill on the matter before the

Knesset dissolved for die summer
recess. Under tins bill, any territo-

rial concessions would require a
61 MK majority and approval in a
public referendum. Kahalani said

he expected die bill to receive the

approval of the legislation com-
mittee and to be raised in the win-
ter session, as per the coalition

agreement.

Justice Minister Tzahi Hanegbi,
who chairs the ministerial com-
mittee on legislation, said

Zandberg’s bill is mare extreme
than Kahalani’s. He also said die

government reserves die right to

submit such legislation when it

feels die time is right, rather than

having it brought up as a private

member's bill.

“The voter can trust us on die

Golan Heights [issue]. And for

sure it can trust us more (ban the

previous government,” Hanegbi
told Israel Radio.

Golan residents express

regret over delays in passing

bill reinforcing Golan Law

A soldier argues yesterday with a Palestinian businessman who wanted to drive his truck to Jerusalem on the recently opened road

from Gush Etoon. Palestinians have been barred from using the new road.

Coalition calls for calm, as Labor
slams PM’s ‘irresponsible’ statements

THE Golan Residents Committee
yesterday expressed regret over

any delays in passing a tnli to rein-

force the Golan Law. The GRC
said in a statement that a bill is an.

important factor in fortifying

Israel’s sovereignty over the

Golan and a united Jerusalem.

The statement said the commit-
tee welcomed the initiatives of
MK Eliezer Zandberg (Tsomet)

and the Third Way party, but

called on all interested elements to

cooperate and support the bill with

the best chance of passing in the

Knesset.

GRC chairman Avi Zeira said

the GRC is “somewhat con-
cerned” by die Ministerial Law
Committee’s decision to oppose
Zandberg’s bill, which calls for a

DAVID RUDGE

majority of 80 MKs to change the

current status of the Golan.
Nevertheless, Zeira said he is

confident that die Third Way’s
proposed bill would be submitted

within the coining weeks and
would be passed.

Under die toms of the Third
Way’s bill, any changes to the law
relating to Jerusalem and the

Golan. would require the support

of 61 MKs and over SO percent of
all those eligible to vote in die

event of a referendum.

Zeira revealed that the commit-
tee is drawing up plans to lobby

MKs and ensure that “all members
of the coalition will support the

bilL”

Meanwhile, in another state-

ment, the GRC charged that the

“winds of aggression blowing
from Damascus” indicate that

Syria is not really interested in

peace.

“This increases the importance

of the Golan as the main barrier to

a new war and as a vital asset to

the security of the state,” the state-

ment said.

“The movements of Syrian

forces are designed to put pressure

on Israel ainifri at dictating terms
of surrender. The GRC felly backs

the government’s stance and
denounces the opposition parties

which are cooperating in Syria’s

psychological war in order to gain

political capital,” it added.

THERE is no reason to fear a
Syrian attack or die collapse of
the peace process, despite the

opposition’s panic-mongering,

MK Uzi Landau (Likud), chair-

man of the Knesset Foreign
Affairs and Defense Committee,
said yesterday.

“I’m convinced [Arab] state-

ments and acts are aimed at oiling

the wheels of the negotiations,”

he said.

Regarding recent Syrian troop

movements, he added, “Israel

must not get too excited by such
things, but just open its eyes and
do everything possible from the

military viewpoint to ensure
we’re not surprised.”

MK Ehud Barak (Labor)
accused Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu of endan-

UAT COLLINS and Itlm

gering relations with Washington
and Arab states.

‘There is room for the ordinary

citizen to be worried,” Barak told

Israel Radio. “Netanyahu, in a
few months, under the headline

of a different approach, has suc-

ceeded in ruining our relations

with the Arab world...

T ._ call on die prime minister

to control his tongue and act

responsibly."

Barak maHp. die comments in

part because of the Syrian troop

movements in Lebanon and Syria

that Israel is closely watching.

“It is not a situation without

risks ... It demands responsible

behavior from the upper eche-

lons, first of all from the prime

minister,” he said.

Barak blasted Netanyahu’s vow
that he would risk ties with

Washington if they conflict with

what be perceives as the national

interest “Israel’s security is more
important than anything, felt rela-

tions with the United States is one
of the central pillars of Israel’s

security,” Barak said. “Therefore

any position that says those things

contradict one another or could

potentially contradict one another

is damaging and a prophecy that

could be self-fulfilling.”

MK Dalia Itzik (Labor), mean-
while, called on Foreign Minister

David Levy to make an effort to

stop what she termed “the route

of confrontation with die

Syrians” that she said Netanyahu

is pursuing.

“When we hear threats and
rhetoric from.the prime minister

on confrontation and escalation,

the foreign minister can’t leave

the fate of the state to

Netanyahu’s chatter.

“At this time, when we again

see that we cannot rely on a
boastful and inexperienced prime
minister, the foreign minister

must get involved and extract

Israel from the brink of war to

which Binyamin Netanyahu is

leading us.”

The Prime Minister’s Office

responded to the Labor comments
by saying Labor had taken

Israel's security to an all-time

low before it was ousted from
power.
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Air force stops using soldiers as janitors
Soldiers were being used as chambermaids and janitors in botel-

typd facilities maintained on various air force bases for the use of
air force officers and occasional civilian guests, according to an

Israel Radio report, broadcast yesterday.

The investigation focused on a 41-roam facility at the Hatzerim

air base near Beersheba. Each morning, soldiers would change the

linens, towels, soap, and empty the garbage pails in these rooms,

whether officers were staying there or civilian guests. The civilians

were usually guests of families living at fee base. As a result of fee

probe, OC Air Face Eitan Ben-Eliahu ordered feat soldiers no
longer be used to clean fee rooms. itim

Boy, 7, killed by truck
Noam Ovadi, a seven-year-old Kfer Yona boy, was killed yesterday

afternoon when he was hit by a truck while riding his bicycle. The
accident occurred near his house, as he was riding on a road feeing

traffic. When the boy saw fee truck, he tried to swerve off fee road,

but was hit by the truck’s back wheels. Itim

Rabbi Raphael Soloveitchik dies at 708Rabbi Raphael Soloveitchik, fee leader of the Brisk community of
Lithuanian hare-dim, died yesterday at 70. He was scheduled to be
buried in Jerusalem’s Har Hamenuhot late last night

Soloveitchik came to the public’s attention during fee 1970s,
when he led the battle against widespread autopsies here, and
succeeded in sparking a worldwide campaign to pressure fee

government on fee issue. Soloveitchik arrived here from Brisk,

Lithuania, during World War 0, and since then lived a modest
existence in a small Mea She’arim apartment Though be was
consulted by haredi leaders on major issues, be generally chose not

to get publicly involved in political matters. He is survived by his

wife, daughter, and five grandchildren. Itim

Syrian army movements designed to create tense atmosphere
THE prospect of Syria initiating a
limited military action or even a
war against Israel at this stage does
not seem likely, according to

Middle East expert Dr. Yossi

Olmert
Nevertheless, he stressed that

Israel has to continue to keep a
close eye on the situation and take

the necessary precautions, espe-

cially if troop movements continue

and fee rhetoric emanating from
Damascus becomes even more vit-

riolic.

Olinen noted feat (be redeploy-

ment of Syrian forces in Lebanon
had been carried out publicly and
over a relatively long period of
time. This in itself indicates that

fee moves were designed more to

relay amessage than to prepare for

a military operation, be said.

“Syrian President Hafez Assad
has never been too adventurous.

He's certainly not like [Iraqi

President] Saddam Hussein. He
has, however, proved in fee past

Knesset to

that when he sees a threat, be sends
a message of Syrian preparedness

and readiness to meet feat threat,”

Ohncit Said-

According to Lebanese newspa-
pers, between 10,000 and 20,000
Syrian troops have moved out of
positions in strategic hiDtop loca-

tions overlooking Beirut and from
various parts of fee Lebanese cap-

ital since the end of August.
According to the reports, these

have been mainly infantry, includ-

ing highly specialized comman-
dos, as well as some mechanized,
armor, and amDery units.

Most of the units have reported-

ly moved east to the Bekaa Valley,

where the bulk of Syria's army in

Lebanon is deployed, to southern

parts of fee Bekaa and nearer to

ML Hermon, and back into Syria.

The fact feat fee moves took
place before and during the

Lebanese elections gave rise to

speculation feat it might have been *

a gesture to die Lebanon govein-
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meat’s sovereignty over Lebanon,
and a defensive move on Syria’s

part in the event of any massive
IDF retaliation far extreme actions

by Hizbullah.

The Lebanese press noted that

the moves came at fee height ofthe
war of words between Israel and
Syria and could be seen in dial

respect

There was also speculation,

however, that the Syrians might
belatedly be implementing the

1989 Taif accord, which called for

the withdrawal of Syrian forces

from Beirut after ensuring peace
and quiet in Lebanon following fee

end of the 15-year-long civil wan
The fact that Syrian forces have

moved out of buildings and areas

of Beirut that are earmarked for

reconstruction and renovation has

been warmly welcomed by the

pro-Syrian government and the

population generally, especially in

the Lebanese capital.

Nevertheless, Syria has left

behind some troops, as well as
hundreds of undercover intelli-

gence operatives, to keep a close

eye on the population. Its soldiers

are still well placed to curb any
dissent against Syria’s control of
Lebanon.
The main aim behind the troop

movements is still unclear, Ohnert
said.

“Do the Syrians want to mobi-
lize the Arab world behind them
after being somewhat isolated in

the past few years; do they want to
bring about a resumption of fee
peace talks; or do they, which I

doubt very much, want to start a
war?” Ohnert asked.

“The main question is whether
these army movements continue
over the n«t week or so and are
accompanied by even sharper
rhetoric. If that happens and the
tension continues, the dynamics of
the situation would be very nega-

'.tive and would indicate feat Syria

is preparing fee the groundfor mil-
itary action. -

“On the other hand, it could be
all part ofdiplomatic moves aimed
at putting pressure on fee US to

pressure Israel.

“They were very bitter about fee
course fee peace process was tak-

ing, especially after the Oslo
accords and fee peace treaty wife
Jordan. They felt they had been
pushed into a comer, but now they
feel they have fee chance to takp-

ihe initiative.”

Olmert noted that as a means of
creating additional pressure and
tension, there is likely to be a
resurgence of Hizbullah activity in
south Lebanon.
“Hizbullah is a cool used by

Syria, and it is highly probable,
especially after fee conclusion of
fee Lebanese elections, that there
wia be an escalation, initiated by
Syria, in Hizbullah’s activities,”
Olmert added.

meet today
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PM urges Olmert to delay acting against illegal building

HEBRON
(Continued from Page 1)

Baruch Najjar agreed to meet
with Mayor Mustafa Natshe, who
led them. But a proposal by Najjar

to build a wall alongside the

shops to separate Arabs and Jews
was rejected by Natshe as intru-

sive.

Palestinians maintain that fee

creation of a wall through the

market also violates another part

of the Oslo 2 agreement, which
promises that “Hebron win con-

tinue to be one city and the divi-

sion of security responsibility will

not divide the city.”

Ensuring that the issue of
Hebron redeployment does not
fade away, “protest win continue

in coming weeks in different

forms,” Natshe said. “Perhaps we
will invite Israeli peace lovers to

join us."

Peace Now yesterday demand-

ed the immediate opening of the
market
Military sources attributed fee

timing of the protest to a settler

attempt to take over two shops
last week and the meeting of the
Steering Committee negotiators
this week.
Palestinians added feat the

protest was also meant to bolster
die PA’s influence in the city,

which they told Najjar was weak-
ening with each passing day of
continued IDF control.

A statement attributed to Hamas
claimed feat “partial agreements
have felled even in serving fee
minimum of promises made” and
urged “armed popular resistance.”
Reports last night indicated that

PA Chairman Yasser Arafat is

expected to meet wife Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechai
today or tomorrow.

THE Knesset is scheduled to meet
in special session today, at the ini-

tiative of the Labor faction, to dis-

cuss the government's policy on
fee peace process. Labor Party

leader Shimon Peres is expected to

give the main speech.

Laborfaction spokesman Yitzhak
Rav-Yihye said fee faction had
called for fee debate in fee summer
recess “because of fee general lack

ofmovement in the peace process.

“Unfortunately fee government
is all talk and no action. Even the

meeting between [Prime Minister]

Binyamin Netanyahu and Yasser
Arafat was an empty gesture. The
government warns to continue the
way of fee previous government
under Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon
Peres, but fee new leadership gives
no substance to iL”

He said fee Syrian issue is also
likely to be raised.

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu yesterday urged
Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert to

act wife restraint when dealing

with demolitions in east

Jerusalem, because ofthe sensitiv-

ity to the subject shown by the

Palestinians and fee international

community, government sources

said.

The request was largely aimed at

avoiding a showdown over the

alleged illegal construction recent-

ly discovered next to Al-Aksa
Mosque.
Netanyahu wants Ohnert to hold

off on taking action against the

Wakf. fee Moslem religious

authority in charge ofAl-Aksa, fee

sources said.

He also would like Olmert to

delay demolishing an illegally

constructed Palestinian home in

the Old City, which was originally

slated for demolition soon, fee

sources said.

BILL HUTMAN

One source said that in both

cases, “there is no question that

fee construction is illegal. But the

timing [for taking action] is not

right."Another source said Olmert
acted hastily on the Temple Mount
construction, and should have
tried to deal wife the situation

using “quieter channels.”

The issue of demolitions was
raised during a meeting between
Netanyahu, Olmert, and other
government and security officials.

They were presented wife a
report showing that some of fee

alleged illegal construction by the

Wakf had halted. About 10 days
ago, the Wakf was presented with

a court order to halt all of fee con-
struction, on the grounds that it

was being earned oat without a
permit
Municipal sources said building

inspectors would try to ascertain

the order was beingwhether
obeyed.
Olmert also reported on plans to

demolish a Moslem Quarter home
in which a second floor was built
without a permit and has been
occupied.

He noted feat fee High Com
recently rejected a petition against
the planned demolition, finding
feat the floor was illegally built
and fee city had the right to
destroy iL

Olmert indicated feat fee city
would go ahead with fee demoli-
tion, but hoped feat fee residents
would dismantle the illegal addi-
tion on their own in an effort to

save the building material and
avoid additional fines.
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We announce with deep sorrow the death of

Prof. ANDRE DE-VRIES
our beloved husband, father and grandfather

Wife: Chava De-Vries

Children: lbmar De-Vries Winter
Han and Shlomft De-Vries
David and Rail! De-Vries

Grandchildren: Anna, Jonathan, Mia,

Asaf, Talla, Rut!

The funeral will be held today, Tuesday, September 17, 1996,
at 3:00 p.m. at the Kfar Vltitin-Hofit cemetery.

We mil meet at the gate.

Likud faction chairman Michael
Eitan, who is also demanding a
special debate, said Labor's
charges over the Netanyabu-Arafai
meeting and government policy
“are pitiable and only go to show
fee depths to which Labor has fall-

en."

CAUTIONS

Eitan said Labor should have
praised the meeting as an attempt

to further the peace process while
preserving the state’s security inter-

ests.

“The criticism is apparently an
effort to hide the personal feuding

going on in Labor,” Eitan said.

Netanyahu is not expected to

speak in the plenum today, but will

appear before the Foreign Affairs

and Defense Committee- Justice

Minister Tzahi Hanegbi will

answer on the government's behalf

in fee plenum.

(Continued from Page 1)

uing our attempts to resume
peace talks with Syria.”

Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai confirmed that the

Syrian army has been deploying

in a “suspicious” manner along
the Lebanon-Syria border, but
urged Israeli officials to tone
down any statements on the aim
of the Syrian troop movements to

avoid escalating tension.

Mordechai said IDF intelli-

gence has been keenly following

fee Syrian redeployment

“Apparently there is more than
one reason on fee Syrian side for

fee redeployment of fences. Some
[reasons] we understand, and we
are suspicious of others. So we
are checking them and will con-

tinue to monitor them,”

Mordechai told reporters. “We
will do our utmost so we are not

surprised.

“In my c“In my opinion, there is no rea-

son for any concern, and the IDF
and defense establishment are

taking fee appropriate steps.”

He advised officials to tone

down talk about any Syrian inten-

tions and warned fee verbal esca-

lation could “bring about a mis-

understanding by one of fee two

sides.”

He also called on the Syrians to

renew negotiations and seek ways

to reduce fee tensions.

“We shall continue to monitor

the movements and take the

appropriate steps. There is no rea-

son to change our normal course

of life.”
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Kuwait allows

Tuesday, September 1 7 ,
1 996 The Jerusalem Post
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US deployment
to bolster buildup

KUWAIT (Reuter) - Kuwait yesterday approved a
US request to deploy additional ground troops to
expand a US military buildup aimed at deterring for-

mer occupier Iraq.

A senior Kuwaiti official said the go-ahead was
given at an extraordinary cabinet meeting, ending a
brief misunderstanding with Washington over a pre-
mature US announcement of the deployment made
prior to Kuwaiti approval.

“Yes, we have agreed," the official said He said the
deployment would be a little less than the 5,000
troops proposed by Washington.

The US Embassy said Kuwait has officially noti-

fied the United States of its decision to allow in more
US troops.

“We have been officially notified of (he approval by
Kuwait for the deployment of additional US troops in

Kuwait," a US embassy spokesman said. He did not
disclose the number of the troops.

Some US commentators had interpreted the appar-
ent delay in obtaining Kuwaiti approval of the move
announced on Friday as reluctance by a close ally to

accept American military help.

Diplomats said there was no delay because, in what
diplomats called an embarrassing gaffe of protocol by
US officials, the request was not transmitted toUS officials, the request was not transmitted to

Kuwait until Sunday at a meeting between US
Secretary of Defense William Perry and the emir,

Sheikh Jaber al-Ahmad al-Sabah.

Diplomats said the additional ground troops from
Fort Hood. Texas would be seen as a defensive force,

in contrast to the deployment on Friday in Kuwait of
US stealth bombers.

“It’s one thing to send in ground troops - a few
thousand men are not going to be able to invade
Iraq. It can easily be presented as a defensive mea-
sure,'* one envoy said. “But it's quite another to send
in strike aircraft that can fly all the way to

Baghdad.”
Diplomats said Saudi Arabia, one of the three states

Perry visited on Sunday, is unlikely to back more
attacks against Iraq or approve of a continuing
American military buildup in the region.

“If tile US retaliates once more against Iraq without

serious provocation, I don’t think it would be under-

stood by the international community," a senior

Western diplomat in Kuwait said.

An Iraqi official, meanwhile, arrived in Moscow on
Monday to discuss the US military buildup in the

Gulf, the official Iraqi News Agency (INA) reported.

It said Foreign Ministry Undersecretary Riyad
Qeisi would conduct talks with officials in Russia’s

Foreign Ministry on “developments in the current sit-

uation (and) the countering of American military

threat against Iraq.”

Vladimir Titorenko, deputy head of Russia’s mis-

sion in Iraq, said os Sunday that Moscow is trying to

defuse tension and prevent yet another military con-

frontation between Iraq and the US.
He criticized Washington for its decision to send

more troops to the region, saying their presence

added to the already rising tensions.

Russia last week secured an Iraqi pledge to halt fir-

ing anti-aircraft missiles against US and allied war-

planes patrolling no-fly zones over Iraq.

In a related development, a first group of 600
Kurds, who fear reprisals for their work with US aid

groups in northern Iraq, left Turkey en route to the

American Pacific island of Guam, Turkey’s Anatolia

News Agency said.

It said another 1,475 Kurds had crossed into Turkey
for possible later airlift to Guam from the airport at

the southeastern Turkish city of Diyarbakir.

Francis Rjcciardone, the US Embassy's chief of
mission in Turkey, told reporters in Diyarbakir that

the Iraqi Kurds would stay “on the island for about

two or three months before being taken to the United

States.”

And Iran asked the UN yesterday for aid to stop a

“serious crisis" for the thousands of Iraqi Kurd
refugees it is sheltering after they fled fighting in

Iraq, state-run Teheran radio said.

It quoted Ahmad Hosseini, Iran’s top official in

charge of refugees, as urging the UN refugee agency

to “take serious measures” to help the 60,000
refugees Teheran says it is sheltering in six border

camps in its western provinces.

“If international aid does not arrive in time, there

will be a serious crisis,” Hosseini was quoted as say-

ing.

He said Iran has received a first aid consignment.

30 tons of medicine and medical equipment, from the

relief group Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors

Without Bonders).

He said Iran had spent $6-7 million on the refugees,

but had not received any aid.

A United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) spokeswoman said on Saturday in Geneva
that an inspection team had so far found about 30,000

Kurdish refugees in camps on the Iranian side of the

border.

The UNHCR has assigned $3.6 million from its

emergency fund to provide shelter, food and medi-

cines for the refugees.
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The space shuttle Atlantis streaks through the sky above the Rocket Garden at Kennedy Space Center.

Shuttle launched to pick up astronaut
CAPE CANAVERAL (Reuter) - Astronaut

Shannon Lucid, after six months in orbit, was
one step closer to earth yesterday, as the shut-

tle Atlantis roared into space to pick her up

from Russia’s Mir station.

Atlantis lit the pre-dawn sky with billowing

smoke and brilliant light as it climbed away at

4:54 a.nu from its launch pad at Florida’s

Kennedy Space Center.

“You can pass it along to the Mir that Atlantis

is on her way,” said shuttle commander Bill

Readdy, as the shuttle slipped into orbit 8-5

minutes later.

Accompanying Readdy aboard Atlantis were
pilot Terry Wilcutt and mission specialists Tom
Akers, Jay Apt, Carl Walz. and John Blaha.

Flight controllers at mission control in

Houston struggled to understand why a power
unit in the shuttle’s hydraulic system shut

down unexpectedly, shortly after the shuttle

reached orbit The device is only used during

launch and landing.

Officials briefly considered of bringing for-

ward the rendezvous with Mir by one day, but

decided to press ahead as planned.

Mission managers planned to meet today to

determine what impact, if any, the problem

would have on the planned 10-day flight

according to NASA spokesman Rob Navias.

The shuttle was scheduled to dock with Mir
late on Wednesday to pick up Lucid and drop

off Blaha, her replacement

When Lucid arrived on Mir in March, she

was expecting to be relieved in early August,

but a series of shuttle difficulties extended her

flight by nearly seven weeks.

The shuttle’s launch, originally scheduled for

July 31. was postponed by six weeks because

NASA ordered die replacement of its twin rock-

et boosters, fearing a flaw in die rocket’s joints.

Menacing hurricanes lurking off the Florida

coast forcedNASA to twice haul the shuttle off

its launch pad, delaying it a few more days.

And a scheduling clash with an unmanned

rocket caused a farther delay.

The Mir station pissed high above the

Kennedy Space Center about 10 minutes after

Atlantis’ liftoff.

“Hey, I saw the shuttle launch,” an excited

Lucid told Bill Gerstnmaier, who heads

NASA's team at Russia's mission control. “Just

keep us informed because it’s pot here — I

mean it’s just a small step.”

Atlantis will match the orbit of Mir over the

next few days, before Readdy gently eases the

two craft together. A nudge from the shuttle's

maneuvering jets should dock Atlantis with

Mir at around 11:17 p.m. Eastern Daylight

Time Wednesday.
Blaha. a former combat pilot and a veteran of

four previous shuttle missions, will switch

places with Lucid and spend four months

aboard Mir.

Early Bosnian elections results favor Izetbegovic
SARAJEVO (Reuter) - President

Alija Izetbegovic was comfortably

ahead of his main rival for die

Moslem seat in Bosnia's new three-

man. presidency according to first

results, scrutineers said yesterday.

But the sample result was too

small to indicate reliably whether
Izetbegovic would win a big
enough majority to ensure he
would bead the presidency, which
will also have Croat and Serb rep-

resentatives.

The Organization for Security

and Cooperation in Europe, which

ran the elections, said Izetbegovic

won 75.96 percent of the vote in

the Sarajevo municipality of Didza,

compared with 20.37% for his for-

mer prime minister, Haris Silajdzic.

. Izetbegovic ’s SDA party feared

that Silajdzic might take enough
votes to let a Bosnian Serb candi-

date capture the presidency’s

senior seat.

The first results showed
Kresimir Zubak, favored to win
the Bosnian Croat seat, trailing his

rival. First results from the

Bosnian Serb republic which
voted separately were still to be
announced.

The OSCE said it bad received

75 protests over the conduct of
Bosnia’s first post-war elections,

and a respected monitoring group

said foe balloting was not remote-

ly free and fair.

Some of the complaints

involved groups, apparently

Moslem refugees bused under
NATO security into separatist

Serb territory to vote, who said

they were disenfranchised because

their names were' missing from
polling stationjists.

• One was achallengeby theSDA
which denounced voting results

on Serb territory as fraudulent,

before they were even announced,

and vowed not to recognize them.

Authorities must rule on com-
plaints within 72 hours of receipt

Elections results cannot be certi-

fied before all protests are

resolved.

An independent monitoring
agency said many refugees in

Bosnia were effectively disenfran-

chised because of technical errors

in voter registration.

Some 200,000 refugees abroad

mayhave been unable to vote far the

same reason, the Soros Foundation-

backed International Crisis Group
(ICG) said in a Statement-

Election Day has been pro-

nounced widely free of abuse and
orderly by OSCE and US archi-

tects of the 1995 Dayton peace

treaty, but the paltry number of
boundary crossings spotlighted

Bosnia's communal chasms.

International officials at an elec-

tion post-mortem briefing blamed
the poor turnout for buses hired to

take refugees across ethnic lines

on several factors, including a
postponement ofmunicipal voting

and a general climate of fear.

Turkey rejects

condemnation
over Kurds

Opposition head can’t run

in Indonesian election

Report cites Pentagon lapses in Saudi bombing
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon and a

key field commander must share blame for

placing US troops at risk in an urban apartment

complex in Saudi Arabia that was hit by a ter-

rorist attack, according to a study of the bomb-
ing released yesterday.

The Pentagon failed to provide guidance or

standards on protecting US forces, said the

report of a task force headed by retired Gen.
Wayne Downing. Instead, the panel said,

troops such as those stationed in Dhahran.

Saudi Arabia, have relied on inadequate State

Department security guidelines.

As a result, thousands of US servicemen liv-

ing iu the apartment complex were vulnerable to

a truck bomb attack outside a narrow perimeter.

The June 25 attack killed 19 US airmen.

The report also focused on lapses by air force

Brig.-Gen. Terry! J. (Terry) Schwalier, the

commander of the 4404th Wing in Southwest
Asia. It said he failed to heed clear warnings of

terrorist attacks on Khobar towers, the apart-

ment complex where some 2,000 of the 5,000
LIS personnel stationed in Saudi Arabia lived.

“Khobar Towers was identified to Gen.
Schwalier as one of the three highest priority

soft targets in the region,” the report notes.

Yet despite this and other warnings, a report

written by Schwalier the morning before the

bombing makes no mention of force protection

and anti-terrorism as a priorities.

In the attack, terrorists parked a fuel trailer

truck just outside the perimeter of the residen-

tial complex, 27 meters away from one of the

eight-story buddings, and detonated a bomb
with a yield of 20,000 to 30,000 pounds.with a yield of 20,000 to 30,000 pounds.
The blast, far more powerful than initially

estimated by the Pentagon, devastated the

building, killed 19 and wounded hundreds. It

resulted in the relocation of most US forces in

Saudi Arabia to a remote air base. Al Khaij.

The report also said Schwalier failed to tell

his superiors of “force protection matters that

were beyond his capability to correct.'' These
include requests for money to pay for installing

blast-resistant coating on windows. The report

found that in 1 2 of the 19 deaths, injury due to

glass fragmentation was a major factor.

ANKARA (Reuter) - Turkey
yesterday rejected the European
Court :of Human Rights’ ^con-

demnation of its army’s tactics

in the fight against Kurdish sep-

aratist guerrillas.

‘‘Since the case was proceeded
with in Strasbourg without first

exhaustion of domestic means
and without application to the

independent Turkish courts, it is

difficult for ns to understand,”
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Omer Akbel said. He said
Turkey found the court in error.

In its first condemnation of
TYirkey, the Strasbourg-based
court ruled that TYirkey had vio-

lated the European Convention
on Human Rights because its

forces had destroyed the village

of Kekkd in the south-east of
the country in 1992 and 1993.

Seven Turkish Kurds had
alleged that soldiers wrecked the
village, in the Kurdish province
of Diyarbakir, after Knrdish
separatist guerrillas attacked a

post of Turkish gendarmes.
Ankara argued that the village

was destroyed by guerrillas of
the separatist Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PICK).

•The court ordered Turkey to

pay the applicants a sum cover-

ing costs and expenses and rec-

ommended negotiations on far-

ther compensation.

JAKARTA (AP) - Opposition

-.leader - Megawati Sukarnoputri

. add her supporters have been .

barred a? candidates far the 1997.

parliamentary election, an official

said yesterday.
'

A lawyer for Megawati, whose
government-backed ouster as

head of the Indonesia Democratic
Party, or PDI, led to rioting in.

July, vowed to sue to have her
name put on the ballot

“We have received lists of can-
didates from the three political

parties. The acceptance of the list

is done, and if there are additional

candidacies from the Indonesia
Democratic Party, it must be done
through the chairman, Suryadi,”
Interior Mmister Yogie Memed
told reporters, referring to the new
PDI chief recognized by the gov-
ernment.

The three recognized parties -
the ruling Golkar Party, the
Moslem United Development
Party, and the PDI — submitted
their lists of candidates at 9 a.m.
Officials from the PDI faction

that still considers Megawati to be
the party chairman appeared at the
election committee five hours
later.

“We did not want to come in the
morning to avoid unnecessary
incidents," Sutaijo Suiyoguritno,
a member of the PDI executive
board, told reporters. He did not
elaborate.

More than 100 soldiers were
^deployed .at the national election

. : committee office, as Sutaijo and
_ several other J*DI. officials.from
the Megawati camp entered . the

building. She was not present.

The group was met by a lower-
ranking official from the informa-
tion department and the security

chief at the election committee
office.

"We cannot receive more nom-
inees because the official candi-
dates have already been submit-
ted,” said H. Zumaidy of the
committee's information depart-
ment
R.O. Tambunan. a lawyer for

Megawati, responded that “we
will definitely file a lawsuit
against the national election com-
mittee for refusing to accept our
list of candidates because as far as
we are concerned, Megawati is

still the rightful leader of the
party.”

The three, parties will compete
next June for 425 parliamentary
seats. The other 75 seats are
reserved for the military, which
does not take part in elections.
President Suharto personally
appoints the military representa-
tives to Parliament.
Suiyadi ousted Megawati as

party chief at a rump congress
organized by the government in
June. Megawati has sued to be
reinstated as PDI chief.
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Divisions surface
on Algeria’s
‘unity pact’

WORLD NEWS

Saddam now has Kurdish
card against Turkey
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PAWS (Reuter) — Algerian
President Liamine Zeroual’s
promise of a “new era" opening in
his violence-ridden country ran
into suspicion, division, and indif-
ference in dieAlgerian capital yes-
terday. .

Countering the applause of
around 1,000 politicians, union
add social leaders which echoed
round the Palais des Nations on
Sunday over a pledge of general
elections next year and a pact to
reject violence, residents and inde-
pendent newspapers in the streets
of Algiers suggested little had
changed.
“We’ve beard it all before. In

ftet, things are worse now than
eariy this year because then at
least some of the parties who real-
ly reflect the people were involved
in talks over the conference," said
one resident by telephone.
She added that die twomain sec-

ular parties had boycotted the
weekend “National Conference of
Understanding."

Ihe meeting, attended largely by
leaders seen as either close to the
authorities or lacking popular
appeal, agreed to ban the use of
Islam and language — such as
Arabic or Berber - as political
platforms.

Existing parties based on these
have a year to change.
Predictably, state-run media saw

the meeting as a milestone in tak-
ing Algeria’s 29 million people to
more democracy.

El MoudjcJud said it furthered
the path towards this and set up a
"front to reject violence," while
offering clemency to “mistaken”
Moslem fundamentalists.

One radio commentator said:

"The conference showed the one-
party era has ended and Algeria is a
full-blown, multi-party democracy."
But El Walan, one of the most

independent papers, said the
maneuvering was a bitter reminder
of the political atmosphere which
prevailed in 1990, when the pow-

2“ party, the Islamic

SSS FroDt <**> w°n

on to dominate the
first round ofAlgeria’s first multi-
party general elections in 30 years

"hen the poll was

S0'000

“Wads winch shrouded the con-
failed to conceal the

way **Paved far
toe FLN (Natioia Liberation
rront) and Hamas ... to take com-
manding leads in the legislative
elections,” said El Watan. TheFLN ruled Algeria as a single
party state from 1962 indepen-
dence fromFrance until reform
followed riots in 1988.
Hamas, condemned by FIS mili-

tants, has been trying to swing
moderate Islamists behind it. its
leader Mahfoud Nahnah chal-
lenged Zeroual in last November’s
Presidential election and won 2.9
million votes against Zerouai’s 7
million.

Secular opposition parties, who
claim the banner of democracy
suspect the old FLN and Hamas of
^ying, with the blessing of
Zeroual, to forge a pact to keep the
military’s grip on real power.
Ali Rachedi, spokesman for the

Socialist Forces Front (FFSj,
which came second to the FIS in
the last poll’s first round, said the
pact “keeps vague the role of the
army, which intervened in 1992 to
block the election process, [and
remains vague] on the violence
and on Algeria’s economic choic-
es...

“What the authorities are doing
aims to change the 1989 constitu-
tion, which guaranteed many lib-
erties, in wanting to reduce these
freedoms. We do not agree," be
said.

The French-language indepen-
dent Uberte dismissed the confer-
ence as "a mere tfatf which will
become quickly blurred.”

JONATHAN LYONS
ISTANBUL

SADDAM Hussein’s return to
northern Iraq has handed him a
potential new weapon against
neighboring Turkey— the separatist
rebels of the Kurdistan Workers
Party (PKK) who are fighting for
autonomy from Ankara.
With Baghdad’s influence now

extending all the way to its north-
ern header, Saddam can pressure
Turkey by unleashingPKK fighters
based in camps along the Iraqi
frontier, domestic analysts and for-
eign diplomats say.

At the same time, they say,
Baghdad’s new Kurdish allies

, the
Kurdistan Democratic Party
(KDP), have filled a five-year vac-
uum and limited Turkey's ability to
project military force and political
influence into northern Iraq.
‘The fact is the PKK will go on

existing and being effective in toe
region. Now, all depends on
Baghdad’s directives,” political
scientist Dogu Ergil said yesterday.
"Will Saddam now use the PKK
card against Turkey?”
A Weston diplomat with exten-

sive experience in the north said:
“We can now expect toe Turks to
have a much tougher time."

Already, more than 20,000 people
have died in toePKK’s guerrillawar,
which has tied up more than 250,000
troops in eastern Turkey at an esti-

mated annual cost of $8 billion.

Foreign Minister Tansu Ciller
this month announced ambitious
plans for a “security cordon” up to
10 km. deep inside Iraq to choke
off PKK infiltration. The army,
accustomed to regular security
sweeps across the border, vowed to
“go in and stay in.”

Two weeks on, military planners
are talking about stationing elec-

tronic monitoring devices, not
troops, while the Foreign Ministry
is smarting from Arab and western
protests in defense of Iraqi territor-

ial integrity.

“There are new facts in the north
of Iraq. Thai area is no longer free

for all" Iraqi presidential adviser
Hamed Youssef Hummadi warned
the Turks last week.
Even Foreign Minister Sheikh

Sabah al-Ahmad al-Sabah of
Kuwait. Iraq’s staunchest regional
foe, blasted the Turkish plan at a
weekend meeting of Arab minis-
ters: “We are the people most com-
mitted to toe coherence of Iraq ...

We cannot accept the partition of
Iraq”

Not can Ankara expectKDP war-
lord Massoud Barzani - now, with
Saddam’s backing, master of the

UN official says Afghan
peace effort must go on

north - to take on toe PKK in
exchange for aid and political sup-
port as he once did.

“There is certainly no coopera-
tion between us and toe PKK
against Turkey,” Barzani told
Cumhtriyei daily. “But we would
not fight against a Kurdishorg-
anization such as the PKK for
Turkey’s sake. As long as it does
not pose problems for (Iraqi)

Kurdistan, it can stay there.”

KDP leaders inside Iraq said they
had no plans to move against PKK
positions, clustered not far from toe

ISLAMABAD (Reuter) — Hie latest fighting in
Afghanistan means urgent UN efforts are needed to
avert mote bloodshed, a high-ranking UN official

said yesterday.

“There is a genera] expectation that the Taleban wiH
have another go at Kabul and try and tighten their

grip on Kabul from the east and northeast,"
Undersecretary-General for Political Affairs Manack
Goulding told Reuters in an interview.

“This would lead to yet more civilian casualties and
destruction of infrastructure, which malms it all toe
more urgent that we should get a proper negotiating
process going.”

The rebel Islamic Taleban militia captured toe east-

ern city of Jalalabad from neutral factions on
Wednesday, gaining control of toe main highway
linking toe capital Kabul to Pakistan.
The Taleban, seeking to overthrow President

Bmhaquddin Rabbasi and enforce a strict Islamic

orderinAfghanistan, is already besieging Kabul from
the south and southeast.

Goulding, just back from a four-day tour of
Afghanistan with UN special envoy Narbert Holl,

said he is returning to New York with ideas for UN
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali on how toe
mission should proceed, but did not disclose them.
He said the Thleban believes cities are falling into

its hands “Woe ripe plums," not thanks to its military
skills bat because toe people are fed up with “cor-
rupt” guerrilla groups.
“The Talehan is on a military high,” he said, adding

that it is refusing to talk to Kabul government leaders
or to opposition leader Gen. Abdul Rashid Dostum.
The United Nations, however, must pursue its

efforts in the hope that the Afghan conflict, like other
long-running struggles in Cambodia, Namibia, and
toe Middle East, coaid be settled.

“These things arc all extremely difficult to resolve,

and you must not give up,” Goulding declared. “That
doesn’t mean that ifwe get thoroughly stock, we are
going to go on maintaining a mission the size of the
present one in Afghanistan.”

He said proposals for an arms embargo on
Afghanistan are not very practical and said an
international peace conference would only be useful
toward the end of a negotiating process.

IRA truce report

treated with caution

EU farm ministers meet over beef crisis
BRUSSELS (Reuter) - European
form ministers yesterday began a
potentially seamy two-day meet-
ing over whether cereals farmers

should be paid less so that beef
formers can get more help in cop-
ing with the mad cow crisis.

Several hundred German form-
ers demonstrated behind barbed
wire barriers outside the ministeri-

al building, chanting “Fischler
out” and “Kschler the executioner
of German formers," a reference

to EU Farm Commissioner Franz
Fischler.

“We are categorically against

toe commission’s proposals to

reform toe beef market,” Gerd
Sonnleitner, vice president of toe

Goman Farmers Federation, told

a news conference.

German beef producers, who are

losingDM 400for every bull sold,

face ruin, he added.
Germany, backed by most EU

member stales, also argues that

cereals formers, who have been
reaping bumper profits from

record world prices, could soon be
confronted with foiling prices as
production rises.

“It’s unfair to make a permanent
cut in aid after what may prove to

be a temporary windfall,” said one

Germany says that savings could
be made within toe form budget to

find the 13 billion Ecus ($1.7 bil-

lion) needed in 1998 to case toe

problems caused by the crisis over
mad cow disease.

“The discussion is likely to be

long and heated, bat without any
decisions,” added toe diplomat.

With mainland Europe worried

about repairing die damage eumutd
by the public health scare over toe

disease, known medically as
Bovine Spongiform Enceph-
alopathy (BSE), Britain is unlike-

ly to receive support for earing a
worldwideban on its beef exports.
British Farm Minister Douglas

Hogg met Fischler yesterday to

press toe case for cutting a scheme
to slaughter an extra 147,000 cat-

tle most at risk of developing

BSE.
A report by Oxford University

scientists, published by Nature
magazine last month, said

BSE would disappear within five

years even without an extra cull.

“The Nature article made it

plain BSE will die out in any event

by 2001, and secondly there is no
cull policy which anybody
remotely suggests could be adopt-

1

ed which will substantially speed
up the eradication of the disease,"

Hogg told reporters.

“The controls that we have ...

uniquely in place, both toe 30
months rule and controls over
specified bovine material mean
that British beef can be eaten wife
complete confidence,” he said,

urging other EU countries to fol-

low Britain’s example.

Hogg is due to update form min-
isters on BSE today.

Britain has already slaughtered

some 450,000 cattle over30 months
old under a separate scheme.

BELFAST (Reuter) - Irish

Republican Army (IRA) guerrillas

may be moving towards a new
cease-fire, Irish media reports said

yesterday, but their Sinn Fein
political wing ruled out an early

truce and pro-Bptish Protestants

said they were skepticaL
Irish newspapers predicted

peace moves by toe outlawed
IRA, which has fought to end
British rule ofNorthern Ireland for

25 years and broke a 17-mouth
truce in February.

Quoting security sources, press

reports said die leadership of the

IRA may be planning a special
secret convention to consider
restoring toe truce.

“IRA’s top command structure

may call a cease-fire,” toe Irish
Times said, supporting British

newspaper reports that tire guerril-

las arc planning a secret confer-

ence to decide strategy.

The Irish Independent, alsqpub-
lished in Dublin, said senior police

officers in the Irish capital believe

that most of the IRA’s leaders

favor reinstating the cease-fire.

Sinn Fein’s chief strategist,

Martin McGuinness, said he had
no knowledge of toe guerrillas*

intentions.

Accusing Britain of “dogged
intransigence,” McGuinness said

in radio interviews that there was
little prospect of an IRA cease-fire

before Britain brings Sinn Fan
into talks on a permanent political

solution for the province.

“I think that anyone who thinks

that it [an imminent truce] is likely

- given toe events of the past two
years - is living m cloud cuckoo
land," he said on BBC radio.

The IRA launched a bombing
campaign in mainland Britain in

Febniary, but it has not set an

attack since June 15.

The powerful Protestant Ulster

Unionist Party (UUP) accused
London and Dublin of creating
false impressions to pave the way
for Sinn Fein to join multi-party

talks under way in Belfast Sinn
Fein is barred because the IRA
refuses to end hostilities.

UUP politician Jeffrey
Donaldson, who wants toe British

presence in Northern Ireland to
remain, insisted there must be a
permanent end to violence before
Sinn Fein could be considered for
a talks seat

“I am not sure that we are going
to see that," he said on his way
into toe talks, launched in June
under toe chairmanship of former
US senator George Mitchell.

Nigel Dodds of toe Democratic
Unions! Party said that “any
announcement from the IRA will

be viewed with the greatest degree
of skepticism possible by
Unionists, who have heard it aU
before."

McGuinness put the onus for a
positive move by the IRA on toe
British government
“Cta mis occasion, 1 believe it is

absolutely essential, if there Is to

be any hope whatsoever ofgaining
a second IRA cessation that toe
British government must move „
to put in place the process of real,

meaningful negotiations.”

According to toe Irish media,
recent setbacks including explo-
sives siezures have fueled a new
mood which is swinging support

behind the “peace strategy,” spear-

headed by Sinn Fein president
Gerry Adams, and his chief lieu-

tenant McGuinness.
Irish Prime Minister John

Bruton caused puzzlement at

borne when he said during a trip to
the US last week that an IRA
cease-fire might be on the cards.
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A US Embassy official in Turkey escorts an Iraqi Kardish refugee fondly whichcrossed in from^ (Renter)

main Iraqi border town of Zakho
that is now under KDP control.

Deprived of influence on the

ground, Turkey appears about to

lose its last window on PKK activ-

ities — the US-led air umbrella that
has sheltered Kurds of the north
from Iraqi forces since a failed

uprising after toe 1991 Gulf war.

Pressure is mounting in Turkey to
deprive that mission. Operation
Provide Comfort (OPC). of its

Turkish base to end what domestic
critics term a surrender of Turkish
sovereignty. (Reuter)

Princess

Stephanie

to divorce

faithless

husband
PARIS

^
(AP) - Princess

Stephanie of Monaco will carry
ont plans to divorce her faithless

hnsband Daniel Dncruet,
French radio reported yester-
day.

The royal palace in the Riviera
principality said there would be
no statement concerning the
announcement, made through
her Paris lawyer, Thierry
Lacoste.
Lacoste’s office confirmed the

report on France Info radio. The
all-newsTV station LC1 said the
divorce would be pronounced in
three to five weeks. It did not
rite sources.

According to France Info,
Stephanie, the youngest daugh-
ter ofPrince Rainier and the late
screen star Grace Kelly, alleged-
ly met with Ducruet over the
weekend to discuss a possible
reconciliation. No details were
available.

Italian magazines broke the
scandal on August 28, publish-
ing 40 pages of explicit photos
showing Ducruet, 32, cavorting
naked at a villa outride Monaco
with FHi Honfeman, 26, a for-

mer Miss Nude Belgium.
It would not be the first

divorce in Monaco’s royal fami-
ly. Princess Caroline divorced
French playboy Philippe Junot,
although their marriage was
annulled by the Vatican after
she remarried.

Apartheid
hitman

pleads for

leniency
PRETORIA (Reuter) -A convict-
ed government assassin of South
Africa's apartheid era made a plea
for leniency yesterday, saying be
had suffered years of nightmares
after carrying out killings on
orders from above.
Last month, Eugene de Kock

was found guilty of six murders
and scores of lesser crimes com-
mitted while he led a notorious
death-squad unit bunting down
guerrillas of the black liberation
movement
He faces a maximum sentence

of life imprisonment, which usual-
ly means 25 years. But he has
applied for full amnesty to South
Africa's “truth commission,” hint-
ing that he is ready to name those
behind crimes committed in the
name of racial segregation.

De Kock, 47, told a packed
Pretoria Supreme Court that the
brutality of guerrilla warfare in
Namibia had turned him into a
hardened killer who used silenced
weapons and fired without hesita-
tion.

He recalled that his first opera-
tion killed six people instead of
the two intended targets, members
of the African National Congress
(ANQ military wing.
“We kicked in the door and shot

everyone in the house,” he said.
De Kock and his team were later

awarded medals for their action.
Cabinet ministers of President

Nelson Mandela's ANC-led gov-
ernment were in court to see the

sober-suited de Kock take toe
stand for the first time in his
lengthy trial.

He said his unit carried silenced
firearms. “You use them for assas-
sinations ... for nothing else.
Without the element of surprise,

you’d have problems,” he added.
Anti-apartheid activists are hop-

ing de Kock will implicate better
known senior officials who served
in former president F.W. de
Klerk’s last white government.
Safety and Security Minister

Sydney Mufaraadi and deputy
national intelligence minister Joe
Nhlanhla listened as de Kock
described how a little-known Gen.
Dteyer had ordered him to execute
three black guerrillas in Namibia
in the 1970s.

The only official to be charged
so far is former defense minister

Magnus Malan, whose trial for
alleged complicity in a 1987 mas-
sacre of 13 men, women and chil-

dren is nearing iis end.

De Kock once claimed to be
apartheid's most effective assassin.

But defense lawyers in his 18-

month trial say henow suffers from
post-traumatic stress disorder:

The career policeman, arrested
shortly after toe all-race elections
in 1994 buried apartheid, took a
break for medication during his

day’s testimony.

“At one stage, I was too scared
to go to sleep," he told Judge
Willem van der Menve. “I would
have nightmares of fights, burning
grass ... you foci you're awake, but
you can’t move."
De Kock was raised in a strict

religious and nationalistic home
but denied being a racist and dis-

avowed toe double standards he
sard he witnessed in the South
African forces during wars in

Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) and
South-West Africa (now
Namibia).
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THAT Syria has once again refused to
reopen peace talks with Israel should
come as no surprise. Syria has proven

repeatedly that it has little interest in actually

reaching an agreement; its main interest is in
whatever benefits it can squeeze out of the US
in exchange for occasional procedural conces-
sions. What is puzzling is why the rest of the

world continues to dance to Syria’s tune.

As usual, Syria has tried to blame Israel for its

refusal to reopen talks. According to die official

Syrian press, Damascus cannot re-enter talks

while Israel refuses to commit in advance to

giving up land, or while Israel is demanding
“tangible concessions” of it, or while Israel

refuses to accept the unwritten and non-binding
understandings reached during negotiations

with the previous government
Also as usual, Syria has been abetted in its

attempt to shift the blame by its Arab allies -
including those Arab countries which are offi-

cially at peace with Israel. At an emergency
meeting of the Arab League in Cairo on
Sunday, the attending foreign ministers

accepted Syria’s proposal to freeze ties with
Israel unless there is “progress in the peace
process” - a euphemism for complete Israeli

capitulation to Syrian demands. Officially,

this resolution is not binding on the countries

in question. However, Egyptian Foreign
Minister Amr Moussa - representing Israel’s

supposed closest ally at the conference - said

afterwards that the ministers had agreed on a
series of concrete anti-Israel measures which
would be brought to their respective govern-
ments for approval.

The Israeli government has so far responded

to these threats with an appropriately firm time.

“External pressure does not serve the interests

of the peace process. It has precisely the oppo-
site effect,” said Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu's foreign policy adviser. Dote Gold,

after the meeting.

However, it is high time that both the interna-

tional community and the Israeli opposition

begin acknowledging the hypocrisy of the

Syrian poation, instead of continuing to try. to

put fruitless pressure oa-the Netanyahu govern-:

meat.

It is ridiculous, for instance, for Syria to refuse

to negotiate with Israel because Netanyahu is

demanding “tangible concessions,” while at the

same time saying it will not negotiate unless

Jerusalem promises in advance to make the

most tangible of all possible concessions: The
entire Golan Heights. Either neither side has the

right to demand concessions in advance, or both

sides do.

Where the hypocrisy really reaches its height,

however, is the consistency with which both die

world and the Israeli left parrot Syria’s claim

that no agreement is possible unless Israel gives

up the entire Golan. As revealed last week,

Israel tried this approach two years ago - and it

did not work.

Last week’s disclosure that prime minister

Yitzhak Rabin agreed in 1994 to a full retreat to

the pre-1967 border is the best possible proof
drat Syria simply does not want an agreement
Rabin's conditions for such a withdrawal were
that Syria provide appropriate security arrange-

Syrian hypocrisy
ments and that it offer an acceptable level of
normalization. According to Yediot Aharonot,

which broke the story, Syrian President Hafez
Assad consented orally - though not in writing

- to the security arrangements Rabin was
demanding. What evidently stuck in Assad’s

craw, however, was the demand for normaliza-

tion. Because of this, the oral understandings

remained oral understandings, and no agree-

ment was ever signed.

If Syria is so unwilling to accept normaliza-

tion with Israel that even die offer of the whole
Golan could not sweeten the bitter pill, it is

clear that it is not interested in an agreement It

appears that the only thing Assad would accept

is die equivalent ofa military victory: The entire

Golan with no normalization at all.

Indeed, there are worrying signs that

Damascus has not yet abandoned hope of
recouping the Golan by military action. It has

been engaged in a massive and unrelenting arms
build-up in recent years. It has built up its air

force to a level which “goes far beyond a defen-

sive posture,” in the words of the prestigious

Jane's Defence Weekly, it has established Scud
missile sites in underground bunkers within

easy striking range of Israeli troops on die

Golan Heights; it has, according to Jane's

Sentinel, the most advanced chemical weapons

program in the Arab world, including missiles

capable of delivering chemical warheads to any
part of Israel; and it also has one of die largest

stockpiles of chemical weapons in the Third

World, as well as a recently-built chemical

weapons plant which is busily engaged in pro-

ducing more.

Just last week, the prestigious London-based

Foreign Report revealed that Syria was working

“feverishly” to build combat positions in the

demilitarized zone on the Golan, in violation of

the 1974 disengagement agreement
If Syria is truly considering a military attack

on Israel, this is the best possible reason for the

government’s refusal in principle to give up the

Golan, which is the only buffer Israel has

against Syrian military might.

hi practice, however; it is now evident that

even if the government were willing to give up
the entire Golan, it would not avail Syria has

made it clear that it is unwilling to agree to nor-

malization, and not even the Rabin-Peres gov-

ernment would have given back the Golan for

less.

For die world to pressure Netanyahu into

changing his positions is therefore a waste of

time. If the international community really

wants to bring about an agreement, it should

concentrate its efforts on pressuring Assad. For
starters, this means that international diplomats

must stop acting as apologists for Syrian intran-

sigence and cease their constant pilgrimages to

Damascus as supplicants. Instead. US Secretary

of State Warren Christopher might do well to

take a page from the book, of his predecessor,

James Baker Give Assad his phone number,

and tell him to call when he gets serious about

peace.

Such pressure, far from disrupting the peace
process, is the only way to further it - because

without a radical change in Syria’s positions,

there is never going to be an agreement

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
DAMAGE

Sir, - The Netanyahu-Arafat
meeting must be seen in context.

There is an old story of the traveler

who stops to ask the way. "How do
I get to NewviUe?" he enquires. “If

1 were going to Newville,” comes
the reply, “I wouldn’t start from
here.”

In Netanyahu’s search for peace
and security, he has been given no
choice of a starting point. He has

inherited decisions and policies of
his predecessors which, to put it

mildly, compromise the future well-

being and security of the Jewish

State. In many ways, what is lefr to

the new government is best de-

scribed as "damage control” - lim-

iting as far as possible the harm
already done, finding a difficult way
forward from this imposed starting

point which will hopefully be more
secure and more honorable, more
consonant with our nation's past tra-

ditions and future hopes. However,
its hands are tied by international

commitments entered into by the

Rabin-Peres government, notwith-

standing the grave consequences

implicit in Oslo I and Oslo EL

That Binyamin Netanyahu was
reluctantly compelled to meet with,

and shake the bloodstained hand of,

Yasser Arafat is not. as Shimon
Peres smugly claimed, proof of the

correctness of the previous govern-

CONTROL
meat's policy; rather it is part of the

price which not only Netanyahu, but

the country as a whole, has to pay

for the follies of the Labor-Meretz

government. To proclaim that the

Nelanyahu-Arafai meeting proves

that “ours is die only way,” as

Peres and his associates have done,

is not only a pathetic attempt at self-

justification. but a remarkable per-

version of both truth and logic.

It was Rabin and Peres who put

the terrorist chief Arafat on a pedes-

tal of international respectability

and who entered into deeply flawed
but binding agreements with him.

That these commitments determine

the starting point ofdie new govern-

ment’s negotiations with the Pales-

tinian Authority is unfortunately

true; that they prove the correctness

of the previous government's policy

is arrant nonsense.

The Rabin-Peres government dug
a bottomless pit for the country. The
ways out from the darkness and
back to the light are few and diffi-

cult; however, while our leaders are

constrained by the past, they cannot,

as the electorate wisely recognized,

perpetuate the rejected ways of

those who now sit in disgruntled

opposition.

AIRPORT SECURITY

Sir, - In the August 11 article

about security checks at Ben Gurion

Airport, El ATs statement that “it

was understandable that the report-

er, a Jewish Israeli, had not been

subjected to an exhaustive

search...” is jus! the kind of logic

that can lead to tragedy.

No one should be excluded from a

body search and hand search of all

luggage, perhaps even the crew.

This was done in 1971 when my
family and 1 made a trip to Israel on
an El AJ flight. We had been asked

to arrive the usual three hours before

take-off No one complained.

ANNETTE WUNSCH

SLEUTHING NEEDED
Sir, - I rely on your Time Out

supplement for information on TV,
arts and entertainment programs, but

it frequently requires Sherlock

Holmes-style sleuthing to discover

what those programs are. Apparent-

ly yon receive them from the He-
brew source and no effort is made to

check back on the original title.

GILBERT HERBERT

NOISE POLLUTION

Some examples: The Joffrey Bal-

let presents “Outward signs” (77me
Outy; the real title of this dance;

“Billboards."

Sir, - I was interested to read

D'vora Ben Shanl’s snide of Au-
gust 26 about babies' hearing being

affected in the womb, although this

often did not manifest itself until the

child was several years old.

Perhaps the din we are subjected

to daily should also be taken into

account - the shouting, yelling,

hooting, radios played far too loud

on buses and in the streets and music
played at unbearable noise levels at

festivities, the latter so loud one
cannot talk to friends ai these “joy-
ous” functions.

No wonder people of all ages are

having hearing problems.

Your schedule recently stated

Channel 1 was to screen "The Cur-
rie Brothers," a film about the

1960s
1
"crime kings of the dty.”

Who would have guessed this was
“The Krays”? In a recent issue,

world-famous conductor Pierre
Boulez becomes Pierre “Borlouz.”

Jerusalem.

ELAINE M. ABELSON
Tel Aviv,

MIRIAM DAYAN

Tuasriav Bentember 17, 1996 The Jerusalem Post
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Ongoing nightmare
X \ 7TTH the end of the

1/V/ Rabin-Peres Oslo
T regime one has the sense

of finally waking up from a night-

mare. The only trouble is that

many aspects of it refuse to go
away.

.

Before 1992, when the Labor
coalition took office, a function-

al consensus that encompassed
most of tire Likud and something

then still called the Labor
“hawks” or “central stream”
ensured that certain interests

would be safeguarded.

In the brave new world we now
face, an Israeli prime minister

loath to give up the Golan
Heights is portrayed by the

Western countries, the Arab gov-
ernments and the local and
opposition as an intransigent

hawk pushing the region toward
war.

Jerusalem, too - also once
thought to be part of the “Israeli

consensus” - is now vwy much at

issue as die PA fights to entrench

itself in the eastern part of the

capital.

Beyond these and other aspects

of Israel’s deteriorating geopoliti-

cal position, the Rabin-Peres gov-
ernment weakened and possibly

destroyed certain fundamental

Zionist-Israeli values, like antiter-

rorism. Israel, often in heroic con-
trast to other Western states,

refused to accept the murderous
ideology of terrorism or give in to

terror itself.

Today, little remains of that

concept. Instead Israel has
become the world's most dramat-

ic appeaser of terrorism.

By making a statesman out of
Yasser Arafat - and the hand-
shake between the PLO leader

and an unenthusiastic Netanyahu
set the seal on that - Israel sig-

naled that terrorism does pay and
will even reap a reward if the per-

petrators persist in it for long

enough. Israel’s reward for this

message was three years of the

worst terror the state has ever

P. DAVID HORNIK

known.
Settlement of the land is anoth-

er basic value that united society

and held great symbolic power.
To be sure, beginning in 1967
debates raged over where to set-

tle, who should settle, and why.
But before Oslo a significant

part of Labor was thought to be
committed to settling some parts

of the territories, and to Zionist

settlement per se.

As the reality of Oslo emerged,
however. Labor-affiliated settlers

in the Golan and the Jordan

The legacy of Oslo

is not just political

damage but erosion

of Zionist values

Valley learned that they were fod-

der, pawns, fireiers.

Today idealistic settlement is

strictly associated with the

national-religious sector. With the

Labor movement’s abandonment
of settlement it has vanished as a
value from secular Israeli society.

With the loss of the principles

of antiterrorism and settlement,

could army service be far behind?
Undoubtedly, more general trends

of materialism and hedonism
made their contribution here.

Still, every inquiry I have seen
into the decline in willingness to

serve cites the belief that “peace
is around the comer” as a major
factor.

It could hardly be otherwise,

considering that since 1993 Labor
and Meretz have constantly

beguiled the public with this

seductive, poisonous message.
Instead of saying what needs to

be said - that life in the Middle
East cannot be like life in

America or Benelux, but that cer-

MOST fundamentally, the Rabin-

Peres government damaged the

most central Zionist value of all:

independence.

The main thing, after alL that is

supposed to distinguish Israel

from Diaspora Jewish communi-
ties is that it takes responsibility

for its own fate rather than relying

on the good graces of non-Jews.

Yet at every turn the previews

government sought to transfer

responsibility for our well-being

to others.

The PLO was brought into

Gaza and West Bank cities to pro-

tect us from terrorism; Norwegian
observers were brought into

Hebron; the great day was sup-

posed to come when Israeli sol-

diers would be cleared off the

Golan and replaced by American
soldiers acting as our shield

against Syria.

Where there had been self-

reliance there would be peace
treaties shored up by our distant,

giant benefactor, America.
Tbe political legacy of Oslo is

that Israel is under intensifying

pressure to make concessions
that, not long ago, a large part of
the Labor Party would have con-
sidered unacceptably dangerous.
The ideological legacy is that val-

ues of antiterrorism, settlement,

army service and independence
have been damaged or even
destroyed.

The new government’s task is

both to contain the political dam-
age and to try and reverse the ide-

ologica! erosion. So far it is work-
ing hard at the former while only
just beginning to address the lat-

ter.

The writer is a Jerusalem writer
and translator.

Jewish bias toward life

ONLY before a Jewish court
comprising judges with a
uniquely Jewish reverence

for life could Ruti Nahmani have
prevailed in her quest to have eggs
fertilized by her estranged hus-

band Danny used against his will

to create a child.

Had Nahmani pressed her claim
in the US she would have encoun-
tered far greater judicial hostility.

Ruti and Danny bad squarely

conflicting personal privacy
rights. Ruti claimed that develop-

ment of one of her 11 eggs fertil-

ized in vitro was her only hope of
ever becoming a genetic mother.

Danny claimed be had the right

not to be compelled to be a parent.

Justice Zvi Tal, the lone dis-

senter in Ruti’s favor on the origi-

nal panel of five justices, explicit-

ly gave much greater weight to

Ruti’s desire to be a parent than to

Danny’s wish to avoid parent-

hood.
“These interests,” Tal said, “are

not equal.” Having a child “is a
basic and existential value, both
for the individual and for society
as a whole. By contrast, “there is

no intrinsic value to the absence of
parenthood.”

Justice Ya’acov Terkel
expressed a similar view when he

NATHAN LEWIN

Nahmanis, and seven “frozen
embryos” were an issue in their

divorce. The lower Tennessee
courts disagreed over whether
Mary Sue could transfer any of the

eggs to her own uterus in a post-

divorce effort at pregnancy.

By the time the case reached
Tennessee’s highest court, Mary
Sue no longer wanted to use the

Had Ruti Nahmani
pressed her claim in

the US, she would

have encountered

far greater

judicial hostility

said, “In this difficult judgment, 1

choose life.” And Justice Ya’acov
Kedmi viewed the fertilization of
Ruti’s eggs as an irreversible step
in creating life.

These attitudes are not surpris-

ing from representatives of a peo-
ple decimated in the Holocaust
and concerned about dwindling
numbers from assimilation.

THERE HAVE been Nahmani-
style cases in the US, where judi-
cial opinions proceed on entirely

different premises. The leading
case was decided by the Supreme
Court of Tennessee in 1992.
Mary Sue Davis and Junior

Lewis Davis were the American

eggs herself. She was prepared to

gjve them to an otherwise child-

less couple for implantation.

But the Supreme Court of
Tennessee unanimously ruled that

tbe potential father could prevent

Mary Sue's control of the fertil-

ized eggs.

The author of the Tennessee
court decision was a woman,
Martha Craig Daughtrey, who was
promoted to a federal court of
appeals by President Clinton little

more than a year after her decision

in die Davis case. Her opinion,

learned and judicious, is now rec-

ognized in the US as a landmark
in a developing legal area.

Her premise was the opposite of
Justice Tal’s. She recognized that

the Constitutions of the US and of
Tennessee grant a right of privacy

that includes the right to procre-

ate. But, she declared, it includes

“two rights of equal significance -
the right to procreate, and tbe right

to avoid procreation."

The potential Tennessee father’s
childhood experiences bad led
him to be “vehemently opposed to
fathering a child that would not
live with both parents ” All of
Tennessee’s Supreme Court jus-
tices agreed that this was enough
to override Mary Sue’s interest “in
donating the preembryos.”

In a 1995 case, a New York trial

judge ruled in favor of a mother
who wanted, as part of a divorce
proceeding she had filed, to have
control of five fertilized eggs for
implantation in her own uterus.
Here the judge’s decision rested
exclusively on the distinction
between male and female roles in
procreation.

“The simple fact.” said Judge
Roncallo of Nassau County, is Chat
the “rights of control” of a hus-
band in the usual procreative
process “end with ejaculation.” A
husband, he concluded, has no
greater right when the egg is in a
hospital freezer than when it is in
its mother's womb. That view
may please feminists, but it would
treat the egg differently if its
potential mother warned it
destroyed than if the father was
Die parent unwilling to proceed.
The four dissenting Israeli jus-

tices believed that at each stage
before implantation acquiescence
of both potential parents is
required. Court President Aharon
Barak’s dissent gave either parent
the right to prevent future develop-
ment of tbe egg. Like Justice
Daughtrey, Justice Barak viewed
the right not to be a parent as equal
to the right to be a genetic mother
The majority disagreed, reflect-

mg tbe unique perspective of a
category of jurists - Jewish judges- that places a paramount value on
potential life.

Gangsta

rap
markhardie

tarn values make our persever-

ance here worthwhile - they

encouraged every wish and fanta-

sy of an easy, self-centered exis-

tence.

I
SRAEL is being invaded by

American inner-city culture.

From “gangsta" music to

“gangsta” clothing Israeli

teenagers are adopting elements

of a violent subculture ftat pro-

motes violence, racism and sex-

. ism.

On any given night in

Jerusalem’s Zion Square one can

hear the pounding beat and racy

lyrics of “gangsta rap” music,

typically associated with

America’s worst street gangs.

One gangsta rapper proclaims,

“Life ain’t nothin’ but b—ches

[promiscuous women] and

money.” Another states, “I’ve got

a sawed-off [shotgun], bodies

will get hauled off.”

In gangsta rap music women
are sexual objects, almost always

portrayed as uneducated and

highly promiscuous. Random
violence is promoted and law

enforcement scorned. One song

entitled “CopkiUer” urges ^listen-

ers to “dust some cops off.”

The stereotypical gangsta is a

defiant and armed teenager who
drinks malt liquor, uses drugs,

sneers at women, calls himself a

“n-gga" (black person) and kills

in the name of gang violence.

Throughout the rap the gangsta

describes his perspective in chill-

ing detail.

In America widespread recogni-

tion that gangsta rap music glam-

orizes and glorifies wanton vio-

lence and illicit sex has led to the

establishment of several social

movements whose aim is to edu-

cate the public about the mes-
sages these rappers axe promot-

ing.

In Israel, fte public remains

largely ignorant of fte pbenome-

MANY RAPPERS argue that

gangsta rap is honest social com-
mentary, reporting what the rap-

pers see in fte inner city: racism,

sexism, drugs, violence, gangs,

alcohol abuse and fte breakdown
of family life.

This is a valid argument, as far

as it goes.

But gangsta rappers, instead of
denouncing this culture, condone
and even promote it Their songs
and videos create fte impression

that such degenerate social condi-

Israeli teens are

adopting a culture

that promotes

violence, racism

and sexism

The writer is a Washington
lawyer who has argued numerous
constitutional cases in the Os
Supreme Court.

tions and behavior axe acceptable,

even desirable.

The rappers themselves aren’t
likely to pay much attention to
their critics because vulgarity and
violence sell. And one need only
look at die behavior of the zap
artists themselves for confirma-
tion of the dangers posed by their
culture.

Rapper Snoop Doggy Dog was
recently acquitted of murder
charges in a case involving an
alleged drive-by shooting. Flavor
Flav, a quirky rapper, was recent-
ly arrested for allegedly possess-
ing cocaine. Rapper Tupak
Shakur was recently convicted of
sexual misconduct on charges
related to alleged assault on a
young woman.
The point is clean Gangsta rap-

pers don’t just talk; many prac-
tice what they preach.

Israeli teenagers aren’t just lis-
Jjwung to gangsta rap music,
iney re increasingly going about
in so-called “gangsta clothes.”
to violent American inner-city

neighborhoods gang members
wear overly baggy pants, over-
sized shirts and back-to-front
baseball caps. This style, popular-
jzed by rappers, has become a hot
Israeli fashion trend. Do we real-
ty want young Israelis parading
around imitating American crimi-
nals?

Beyond music and fashion,
*s beginning to influ-

^giiage used by some
young Israelis. Slang words like
homey (friend),^" (gangsta),

JtgT
hi® a

(homjc,de) are increasingly
heard among the hip teen£e™ ^ “trendy” for young

tbues wi h°
UI^ ^kc reacho

atef th7
,*~^C^fl0Des who crc-ated this explicit style.

s Popularization of gangsta
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Buying Time

Stalemates
Can Help
A Place
Like Bosnia

By BARBARA CROSSETTE

United Nations

T
O those who watch from a distance, there seem

to be some places in the world where conflict is

chronic, embedded in the folk music, the mythol-

ogies, the tales of martyrdom told to children.

War sometimes seems a part of the human condition in

these places, alive in memory and always possible at

some future random moment. Bosnia can look like that.

Until about a quarter century ago. the United Na-

tions and that elusive thing diplomats call the “world

community" specialized mostly in drawing lines

through intractable conflicts — in Kashmir, Cyprus and

the Korean peninsula, for example. Now the peacemak-

ers build rickety political coalitions like the one that just

collapsed around the Kurds in Iraq, or organize elec-

tions like the messy one held yesterday in Bosnia.

Then the world waits, knowing that these political

experiments are less likely to be cures than Band-Aids

over the wounds of war. Still, even uneasy stalemates

Should the vote have been

held now? What was the

alternative?

buv time for people to resume normal lives and look for

more permanent solutions— if, that is. they are not busy

gathering energy and ammunition for the next round of

fighting (like Afghanistan’s last week).

Because hopes run so low for Bosnia— which gave

prosperous andpeaceful Europe a bad
name for die hrst

time in hall a century - many wonder if this election

worth the trouble. But what was the alteroative?

asks Ruth Wedgwood, a professor of miernaUonaMaw at

the Yale Law School. She has just returned from Bosroa,

Wre she found that the NATO-enforced peace, howev-

ertfreCBrious, had brought changes ui many ways, and

had given people time to think.

"The Dayton accord was not trying to reveree

ethnic cleansing, except on paper, ^ ^Jd- jmd

last two years of fighting had really made
r

the possibility of putting Bosnia back together.^ Going

ahead with elections under imperfect conditions proba-

bly did make sense.” she said. "The situation wasn

fioins to get any better in three or four months.

^Stalemates are sometimes policies m
and they work for a white — sometimes a long while.

India Sid Pakistan have fended off a United Nations-

mandated referendum on

as PToS
d
re

b^
Ireland. We now learn from Central

documents how several Administrations use^the Kurds

as makeweights to stymie Iraq or Ir

fJ^
or

ĥ ?L, sign
A real stalemate in Bosnia might be a hopeful sign.

Tto Talon an Army-financed magazine for American

troops serving there, recently painted a chwrfid picmre

nf what follows the voting (and what follows is more

fm^r,hrelection
g.U if says) : die magazme

Continued on page 2
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Some Images Stick. Some Don’t. Why?

Sieve LiswCBS New*

n “co n/KmiW in 1992 with Hillary, he admitted marital problems.

Character: Bob Dole left his first wife, Phyllis. But Bill CUnfon gets the fidelity questions. On 60 Minutes m 1992 with mtuy

fW OWN

Mdole

Associated Press

Tobacco: “Buttman” reminds voters that Bob Dole accepts tobacco contributions. So does the President, but for him the issue just blows away.
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Teen Smokers

The more adults

say “no,” kids

say “yes.” 4

H rrciw _

It’s less risky to send

planes than troops. 2
By Philip Shenon

Just Colleagues

How far is too far on

gay rights?

By Steven A. Holmes 4

Greg Gibson lor The Mew Yorti Times

Health: Bob Dole’s medical records show that he

By RICHARD L. BERKE .

is in great shapel'birt hisage raises questions. Bill Clinton is presumed to be healthy, despite his eating habits.

Washington

I

magine, for a moment, if Bob Dole,jm three

this year, had responded to reporters

""TS™^e"rface dgPj-r

dowi to only two dinners - Christmas and Easter

-

Wim^tf

c
e
r,s

d
arf™ted h. real bfe only dw

bole, not Mr Clinton, whose marriage to his first wife,

^uh^^Suha^-^Sned.miom-g
in the press, andha«^““Serftat

about whether he had the temperament to be Presi-

dent-would be relentless. And tadIthei

tions been about the Clintons, so too would be me new

questions about Mr. Clinton’s private comportment

and true character.

Stereotypes _

Such inconvenient details suggest thatthewaythe

two major candidates for President are being judged

££ Saved often doesn’t reflect reality at all. to-

* steatTa complicated set of double standards seems to

te at work, derived Irons earlier Impr^o'the
candidates and from a reluctance by ^Press^d
public to revise their nations
lareelv unchallenged stereotypes often affect bow tne

SSL£IreJt themselves - mtI MrgJ—J
Robert Schmuhl, chairman

ies department at the University of Notre Dame. sew

not onlydouble standards but "a paradox with a cap

p ” He said: "What is happening is that political figures

become established in the public mindm rertam ways.

We tend not to pay much attention to mforaation that

conflicts with that image unless it is so remaifcableltat

it grabs us by the throat and says. ‘You haw to rethink

how you view a particular political figure.

Mr. Dole’s one public flash of pique this year

against Katie Couric on the “Today” program

became an enduring motif in press reports because it

flute stereotype of Mr. Dole as irascible. Conversely,

the dour Dole stereotype also helps explain why unflat-

teringstorfes aboutWsi^i^nal life hanltydraw

Mr. Clinton’s aides complain that while the

dent has been skewered as having shady«nnecna^
the Whitewater case (though most people polled

WhitewaterItself won'I effect their vote), Mr Dole has

eseaDed criticism for his links to David C. Owen, who

Managed a Dole blind trust before he and the tojator

h^Saninamicable parting in 1988. SinceJus deaho^

with Mr. Dole, Mr. Owen has served six months in

Continued on page 4
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An American Stealth fighter, like the ones now in Kuwait, was filmed for Kuwaiti television on a visit in 1994,
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Associated Press

U.S. ground troops last fought Iraq in 1991, when these Special Forces troops patrolled in Kuwait City.

A Low-Risk Plan to Counter Iraq: Fly, Don’t Drive
By PHILIP SHENON

Washington

AS the United States approached another mili-

tary showdown with Iraq last week, nobody, but

nobody at the Defense Department talked pub-

licly about the possibility of sending American
ground troops back to war in the Persian Gulf.

And why should they? If Pentagon officials are

telling the truth, the idea of American ground troops in

battle against Iraq is not even being bantered about

privately. “In terms of protecting the people we care

about most in the Persian Gulf — the Kuwaitis, the

Saudis, the other oil states — air power is really all we

need," said a Pentagon official.

Since the end of the gulf war in 1991, the United

States has had a simple policy: If the Iraqis make
trouble on the ground, they are attacked from the air, at

little risk to American lives. If American ground troops

are sent to the Middle East, as 5,000 were last week, it is

mostly for show, a display of resolve.

When Iraq moved thousands of troops into Kurdish

areas of northern Iraq this month, the United States

launched 44 cruise missiles that crippled much of what
remained of Iraq's air defense network in southern Iraq,

an area of far greater strategic value to the United

States because it borders Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

In an era in which the image of a single body bag
can upend American foreign policy, the cruise missile is

seen at the Pentagon as a nearly perfect weapon. Fired

from hundreds of miles away, a cruise missile puts no

American life in danger; the same is not true for Iraqis

or others living or working near its destination.

Iraqi troops and tanks are barred from massing

south of the 32d parallel in southern Iraq — the Ameri-

can-policed "no-drive” zone — and should they dare to

penetrate it and move toward Kuwait and Saudi Arabia,

they could expect cataclysmic aerial retaliation from

the United States.

Weighing the Hazards
That sort of conflict would certainly carry some risk

for American pilots, but nothing like the sort faced by
ground troops in the same situation.

American policy makers wish they still had similar

options today in Bosnia, where American and other

NATO ground troops are all that keep warring ethnic

groups from genocide. There is a belief among some

Pentagon and State Department officials that the deploy-

ment of American ground troops might never have been

necessary there had the Clinton Administration acted

earlier with air strikes, especially against the Serbs.

Despite indications last week that -the Iraqis were

backing down from a fight. Pentagon officials continued

drawing up plans for a massive air attack that would

teach the Iraqis a lesson not soon forgotten. The Air

Force was quick to point out that the bat-winged. F-l17

Stealth fighter-bombers that were dispatched had been

used during the gulf war to attack the most sensitive, best

rotected military targets in Baghdad. And in that war,

not one of the planes was lost.
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Covert Action in Iraq

Call in the C.I.A. and Cross
;

Your Fingers
By TIM WEINER

WashingtonWHEN die President tells the Central Intelli-

gence Agency to discreetly make a foreign

leader disappear, the agency's job is to

salute smartly, skulk back to headquarters

and try to figure out how in the world to do it. The
assignment came last January; topple Saddam Hussein.

Five years had passed since the gulf war. Despite a

series of earlier covert operations, Saddam remained
standing, thumbing his nose at the Western world.

Nobody had any great ideas about how get rid of him.

The United States, for better or worse, is not very
good at this sort of thing. By executive order, it forbade

assassination plots after the nation learned that the

C.IA had, among other things, worked with the Mafia to

bump off Fidel Castro. It has a democracy's distaste for

secrecy and a superpower's disdain for subtlety. And it

knows that some of the coups it carried off had dreadful

sequels. In Guatemala, for example, or Iran.

The C.LA. didn’t have many spies to speak of in

Baghdad, and no likely candidates to replace Mr. Hus-

sein. Its covert operators were a little rusty, having shut

down the big efforts of the 1980’s: smuggling billions of

dollars of weapons into Afghanistan, spending hundreds

of millions to fight leftists in Central America.

But if the United States wanted Mr. Hussein driven

out by unseen hands, the C.LA. had the only vehicle

going; the White House could not leave the clandestine

service standing in the garage like an aging sports car.

So it oiled, gassed and rewed up the secret machine.

Small Potatoes
The agency created a $20 million program of subver-

sion — small potatoes by Pentagon standards but still

more intense than any mounted before against Saddam

;

it was supposed to help build a new paramilitary force of

Iraqi secret agents and recruit officers in Mr. Hussein's

inner circle who might some day help overthrow him.

The Congressional intelligence committees authorized

and paid for it, though several once gung-ho members
now badmouth the operation with colorful barnyard

epithets. ("Twenty million dollars to overthrow Saddam
Hussein?” one Congressman said. “Please.”) But it was
better than nothing, all agreed.

So the C.LA. pulled on its boots and began building a

secret mission out of thin air. It already had a small

cadre of cold war-hardened officers based in northern

Iraq, a "safe zone" policed by United States warplanes.

The officers helped smuggle Iraqi military defectors out

of Iraq and into the paramilitary operation.

The mission posed some classic problems. It had to

be small and secret But if It was to be secret how to send
word to those in Baghdad who might join? And if it was to

be small, how could it ever hope to overthrow Mr.
Hussein?

In the end. it was not secret enough. Mr. Hussein
infiltrated the group quickly. By August the group's
agents inside Iraq were dead

And then, on Aug. 30, the C.IA base in northern Iraq
had to close up shop when one of Us supposed allies, the
Kurdish leader Massoud Barzani, turned coat and invited

30,000 Iraqi soldiers into the zone. The C.IA has aban-
doned that base, but not its mission. "There are other
activities under way," a Government official said.

Still, the death of several dozen trusted Iraqi agents
is no small matter. Nor is the task at hand. "Saddam
devotes a lot more resources to his self-preservation than
you are able to marshal for his removal," said Richard

Haass, a former national security aide to President Bush
now at the Brookings Institution. And William E. Odom, a
retired general and a former director of the National

Security Agency, observed that "covert action makes the

least sense when you're trying to achieve a foreign policy

goal on the sly without facing up to the strategic implica-
tions"— that is, trying to overthrow Mr. Hussein with no
one to supplant him.

Something to Do
So why go on, if the chances of success are vanish-

ingly small? The spooks have simple answers. Nations
have spied ever since Joshua hit Jericho. Every Presi-
dent since Harry Truman has turned to the C.IA for
down-and-dirty solutions his soldiers and diplomats can-
not provide. The world is a dangerous place. And the
clandestine service cannot be seen doing nothing when a
certain dictator is driving the President crazy.

"It's something the President can do when he’s
frustrated," said Allen E. Goodman, a former lop C.IA
administrator who is now dean of Georgetown Universi-
ty's School of Foreign Service, “ft’s what you do when
you want to feel tough.”

A Stalemate Buys Time
In a Place Like Bosnia
Continued From Page 1

envisioned a period of newly elected representatives of

the people going to work in their peaceful assembly
halls. But the truth may be that only more troops will

make that picture a reality, says Barnett Rubin, direc-

tor of the Center For Preventive Action at the Council
on Foreign Relations in New York.

"The question is: Are you going to commit the

resources to make the elections mean something?” he
asked, noting that Carl Bildt, the highest-ranking civil-

ian official representing the world’s nations in Bosnia,
has suggested that the NATO-led international force
should be extended two years beyond the present De-
cember deadline. "We may quibble abouc the length of

time," Mr. Rubin said, “But no one believes they can
leave in December.”

Wilson’s Echoes Fade
For a while after the end of the cold war — a period

as optimistic, perhaps, as the heady days of post-Worid-
War-I Wilsonian diplomacy — it seemed that more than
stalemates and patchwork diplomacy would be possible.

Failed countries would be rebuilt wholesale by peace-
keepers, international civil servants and experts ready to

reconstruct everything from pylons to parliaments. The
United Nations, for one, found itself at what Secretary
General Boutros Boutros-Ghali called in an interview
last week "the beginning of a new experience."

“Before, there were clear classifications," he said.

"You had peacekeeping and the blue helmets, then the
problem of refugees, then relief, then reconstruction."
When putting all this together into one mammoth nation-

saving operation became possible, the task needed "a
whole change in this institution," Mr. Boutros-Ghali said.
“I'm certainly in favor of this." But the most influential

members of the United Nations were not.

"Our new culture is for quick results, for limited
spans of attention." he said. "We are not ready to think of

long-term or even middle-term problems. There is a
Chinese proverb that says how difficult it is to obtain

money for medicine but how easy to obtain money for a

coffin. The governments are ready to spend money when
the accident happens because they feel that they have a

moral responsibility. But if you ask for money or atten-

tion to prevent an accident or if you are asking for money
to follow up — to prevent the recurrence of the accident
— they are not ready.”

"Once the operation is finished, then everybody's in

a hurry to leave,” he said. "If you have spent $2 billion to

achieve peace, to achieve reconciliation, why don’t you
spend six additional months there to be sure that no
accidents will happen during the convalescence?”

In El Salvador, which has known recurring cycles of

violence, the United Nations guided the warring sides to

peace in 1992 and continued for three years to work on
the fundamental problems that had caused the civil war.
But the job is not finished, particularly in the fields of
human rights and land redistribution, a procession of

Salvadoran leaders have been saying on visits here. They
want the United Nations to stay. The Security Council,
satisfied that the shooting war is over, shut down the
mission instead.

Politics, domestic and international, is one explana-
tion for a reluctance to stay the course. A group of

nations working on how to rebuild wounded civilizations

found in meetings here over the last year that countries
get very touchy over intrusions on national sovereignty.
The working group cannot even use the word democracy
among its stated goals because China and others object.
On the other hand, when powerful nations have strong
interests in long-term solutions, a very effective opera-
tion can be put in place, and stay. The United States in
Haiti is a good example; even last week, Americans were
rushing to protect President Rene Preval while he was
overhauling his security detaiL Cambodia is another case
in point: China and the United States agreed to an
overhaul there because a stalemate would have left a
pro-Vietnamese party in power.

Turkish Cypriots protesting this month on Cyprus in their long-stalemated
A*®** Prance-Press

with Greek Cypriots.
conflict

A lack of international machinery to oversee the
rebuilding of nations is often cited when countries walk
quickly away from a conflict-prone place. Arthur c.

Helton, an international lawyer specializing in refugee
issues, said strategies to keep stalemates from disinte-

grating are lacking because too often decisions on when
to act "are driven by politics or crises.” The result is a
list of semi-successes or failures.

"Look at the four biggest examples,” he said.

.
l,0n with humanltaria

Bosnia and Herzegovina? a road
cleansers of the new world disordei

Unless, of course, the Bosnians
the period of stalemate to set a new

)

I -
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The Packaging
Of a Perpetrator

The Housewife Idea

In television interviews shortly before

her incarceration, she had asserted she

wasno different from the ordinary house-

wife who signed a couple’s financial pa-

pers with little knowledge of what they

were. (Investigators have a far different

account: Whitewater prosecutors have
already proved to a jury that she know-
ingly defrauded the Federal Government
of $300,000, while California authorities

are hoping to try her soon on charges that

she stole $150,000 from the conductor Zu-

bin Mehta and his wife when she worked
for them.)
Her walk prompted scores of com-

plaints to the office of the Whitewater

independent counsel. Kenneth W. Starr,

even though by all accounts, Mr. Starr

and his deputies had nothing to do with

how Mrs, McDougal was taken away.

Federal marshals said last week that

they treated Mrs. McDougal no different-

ly than any other prisoner in their custo-

dy. Their rules require that any prisoner

in transit be shackled with leg-chains and

handcuffs linked to a waist-chain.,

“We're required to do that for every-

one,” said Conrad Pattillo, the United

States Marshal for the Eastern District of

meht.” Mis. McDougal used Che same Most suspects are paraded, like Theodore Kaczynski, left, injumpsuit. A few get cover (that s John Gotti at right, in 1986).

By STEPHEN LABATON

T
ur* .. « nanunjiuNhe perp walk got a new look In
Arkansas last week, when a
mini-skirted Susan McDougal
was led from the United States

Courthouse and Post Office Building in
Little Rock in chains and leg irons for
vowing to maintain her silence about her
former partner in the Whitewater ven-
ture, Bill Clinton.

It was an odd twist on the customary
perp walk, a decades-long tradition de-
signed to satisfy a hungry press corps,
permit cops to gloat over their latest
catch, help prosecutors mold public opin-
ion arid humiliate suspects who find
themselves in the government’s cross-
hairs. The opprobrium of the typical
Walk of the Perpetrator before reporters
and photographers has compelled many

Susan McDougal in

chains, and other

perp walk stories.

a prisoner to struggle to conceal a face or
a manacled pair of wrists under a coat,

hat or anything else at hand.
The walk done right is also supposed to

make the prisoner look dangerous, like

someonewho would mall package bombs
for two decades, blow up a building in
Oklahoma City or attempt to assassinate

a President But last week in Little Rock,
it made the Marshals Service look like

the heavy.

For Mrs. McDougal. who in her cam-
paign to avoid jail bas been trying in

recent days to evoke public sympathy
and portray herself as a victim, her
shackled gait could not have been better

choreographed if it had been arranged by
her lawyers. Walking cautiously in front

of the whirring cameras, Mrs. McDougal
played perfectly the role she has sought

to cast herself in: wide-eyed and inno-

cent bit player in the legal battle between
the .Whitewater independent counsel and
the White House.

courthouse door used by all prisoners in
Little Rock, and no attempt was made by
the authorities to either help or hinder the
flocking cameras.

Other authorities said the rule’s only
exception is for prisoners with physical
infirmities, but black stockings and
pumps don’t count. The leg chains may be
removed for steps and other obstacles,
the rules also say.
“Any inference that Mrs. McDougal

was chained for a staged photo is simply
ridiculous,” said BiU Dempsey, a spokes-
man for the Marshals Service. He said the
practice of shackling prisoners is at least

25 years old, and may actuallygo back to
the founding of the Marshals Service in
1789. He said it is intended to protect both
the marshals and the suspects.
"We do this for everyone, clergymen,

doctors, lawyers, Indian chiefs. Noncom-
pliance with the rule by a marshal is a
very serious offense.”

Still, in the constant public relations

struggle between prosecutors and defend-
ants, the perp walk has almost always
worked in the prosecutors' favor, leaving
the image of a suspect as a true villain. In
courtrooms, judges rarely permit the au-
thorities to chain defendants in the pres-
ence of jurors for fear of such a prejudi-
cial sight; but what they can't get across
in court, the authorities can convey by
permitting television cameras to capture
a defendant moving in and cut of the
courthouse.

Indeed, the public perceptions of Theo-
dore Kaczynski, (accused of being the

Unabomber), Timothy McVeigh (accused
of bombing the Federal building in Okla-
homa City) and Aldrich Ames (the mas-
ter C.LA. mole for Moscow), have been
shaped by the images of them paraded in

chains.

It also helps if the prisoner is left

unshaven and unkempt, or is provided the

standard-issue orange jumpsuit that

makes it appear as though he has already
been convicted. Small wonder, then, that

Mrs. McDougal chose a white blouse and
a pleated skirt Susan McDougal, in chains at court Monday, following in notorious footsteps.

Principled Resignations

When Quitting Is Un-American
By DAVID E. ROSENBAUM

w

Peter B. Edelman.

WASHtNGTON
THEN two
prominent' of-

ficials in the7

Department of

ilth and Human Serv-

> resigned in protest last

•k over President Clin-

's welfare policy, it rep-

ented an unusual twist _

American politics.. ,

In Britain and many
er parliamentary de- :

trades, political history

?ell marked by officials

igtiing as a matter of
.

iciple. But there is.no

h tradition in this country.

Some of the most illustrious British politicians m
'century :-- David Lloyd George, Anthony Eden and

nirin Bevan, to name three— quit the Government at

time or another in' protest Most recently, David

uhcoat-Amory resigned in July as Paymaster-Gen-

I because he disagreed with the Conservative Party s

ition on relations with the European Community

Others in Britain have resigned not because they

•greed with Government policy but because they felt

-vm<rihle for policies that turned sour. For example,

t Argentina invaded the Falkland Islands in 1982,

d Carrington resigned as Foreign Secretary, saymg

ply “I have been responsible for the conduct of the

cv I think it right that I resign."

tn contrast, Donna E. Shalala, the Secretary of

Health and Human Services, and Labor Secretary Rob-

ert B. Reich have made no secret of their disagreement

with Mr. dinton’s decision to sign the welfare legisla-

tion, but they remain firmly ensconced in the Cabinet

As he writes in his new book, “Who's in Control,”

Richard G. Darman knew that Ronald Reagan’s tax cut

in 1981 was grounded In faulty economics and would

result in a disastrous budget deficit, but Mr. Darman

remained in top Administration positions for 12 years.

Loyalty and Influence

And Robert S. McNamara dutifully executed the

gy-aigrtnn of thewar in Vietnam even though he now says

he was opposed to the policy. In his tormented book, “In
' Retrospect,” this ishow be explains why he did not resign

as President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Secretary of Defense:

"I was loyal to him, and I sensed his equally strong

feelings toward me Moreover, .until the day I left, I

believed I could influence his decisions.”

Principled resignations are not unheard of here.

Cyrus R. Vance quit as President Jimmy Carter’s Secre-

tary of State because he opposed the abortive military

raid to free the hostages in Iran. Elliot L. Richardson quit

as Richard M. Nixon’s Attorney General rather than fire

the special prosecutor, Archibald Cox. Several mid-level

officials resigned from the State Department in the Bush

and Clinton Administrations because, they said, they

objected to the Bosnia policy.

But such cases are rare. When officials here quit

over policy, they usually do so quietly. More often, they

stay on- ....
That Is why many students of American politics

found it refreshing when the Health and Human Services

officials — Mary Jo Bane, an assistant secretary, and

Peter B. Edelman, an acting assistant secretary —
resigned last week, joining Wendell E. Primus, a deputy

assistant secretary, who had resigned over the welfare

issue last month.
Edward Weisband, a political science professor at

Virginia Tech, said he thought “the public would be well

served if our system would allow officials to resign and

go public more often when they felt deep disagreement

on principle.”

The main reason why more British officials resign

over policy is that the British Cabinet acts collectively.

Each member can be held publicly accountable for the

actions of the entire Government But in the United

States, no one would hold Mr. Reich accountable for,

say, the air strikes in Iraq.

But Mr. Weisband, a coauthor of a 1975 book

surveying the subject called “Resignation in Protest,”

suggested a more subtle reason. Government officials

in the United States, unlike Britain, most often come

from law firms or corporate offices where loyalty and

fpam play are overarching values.

Loyalty and team
play are not necessarily

unethical or unwise, said

Michael Josephson, presi-

dent of a research center

on ethics in California,

who advises politicians.

Government officials and

business executives. “My
advice is usually not to

resign unless it is a mat-
ter of total conscience,"

Mr. Josephson said, “not

just something you dis-

agree with, but something

that is completely beyond

your conscience.”

What
Welfare
Research?

By ROBERT PEAR

I

M Washington
N trying to remake the nation’s welfare sys-
tem, members of Congress and President
Clinton rarely cite any data or research to
support their arguments. And for good reason.

The data are skimpy, and on many important
questions, the research results are ambiguous.
contradictory, confusing or nonexistent.

In a survey of the available research, Robert A.
Moffitt, an economist at Johns Hopkins Universi-
ty, said that studies of people moving on and off

welfare “appear to suffer from a lack of theoreti-

cal content and from a failure adequately to
construct testable hypotheses.”
More than 4.5 million adults receive monthly

cash payments through the main welfare pro-

gram, Aid to Families With Dependent Children.

But it is difficult to determine from Government
data how many of them work while on welfare or
how long they stay on the rolls.

Many members of Congress want to change the
behavior of welfare recipients, lo increase work
effort and reduce out-of-wedlock childbearing. But
Mr. Moffitt said that lawmakers had “ignored
even the small amount of research” that has been
done on the effects of various incentives.

Little Demand
By contrast, a student of health insurance or

pension policy can find dozens of studies by Gov-
ernment agencies, business organizations, labor
unions, Wall Street analysts and actuaries describ-

ing who gets what Denefits. For such research,

there is a large market
Christine Seitz, a spokeswoman for Hewitt Asso-

ciates, an employee benefits consulting firm based
in Lincolnshire, HL. said, “When a company consid-

ers offering a new benefit it wants to know whether
such benefits are prevalent in its industry, in its

region and nationwide."

But there is less demand for data on welfare

benefits.

For social insurance programs like Social Secu-

rity, the Government keeps detailed data on a
person’s work history and lifetime earnings to

compute benefits. But there is no need for such

data in determining who gets AF.D.C. AU that

matters is a person’s income and assets.

It- is relatively easy for the Federal Government
to collect data on Social Security. Medicare and

No one knows what kind

of welfare works because

few people need to know.

food stamps because Congress sets uniform nation-

al eligibility criteria and the Federal Treasury

pays the entire cost of benefits. By contrast, wel-

fare varies from state to state. So the task of

compiling data is more formidable.

Social Security is able to provide an abundance
of data to defend its programs. For example, it

says, “12 percent of the aged are poor, and 42

percent are kept out of poverty by their Social

Security benefits,” so more than half of the elderly

would be below the official poverty line without

Social Security.

But welfare has proved harder to track and thus

harder to defend. The number of people in a

household, the number of workers and the amount
of income change frequently. Few welfare recipi-

ents have regular work habits. Some work in the

underground economy.
Barbara Boyle Torrey, executive director of the

Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and

Education at the National Academy of Sciences,

said: “Poverty is a very dynamic concept Because
people continually go in and out of poverty, you
need to be able to follow thesame person over time.

That is difficult”

No Complaints
What’s more, in recent years, it seems, poor

people have been less outspoken, less well organ-

ized and less likely to report the effects of changes
In Government programs. While a small cut in the

cost-of-living adjustment for Social Security would

generate a torrent of mail to Congress and studies

from the American Association of Retired Persons,

welfare recipients register few protests when the

purchasing power of their benefits erodes.

Studies of welfare are often confounded by other

factors as well. Changes in the economy at large,

like a recession or strong economic growth, can
obscure the effects of changes in welfare policy.

Moreover, there are complex Interactions between
welfare and other benefit programs like food

stamps and Medicaid, which are often changed by
Congress at the same time. Thus, researchers have
found it difficult to separate and measure the

effects of each change.

Of course, there have been many attempts to

study the effects of welfare, and Democrats cited

some of those studies in defending parts of the

current system. But Republicans in Congress tend-

ed to view data on the old welfare system as

irrelevant to the new world they were creating.

So what about the future? Evelyn Ganzglass,

director of employment and social services policy

at the National Governors’ Association, said,

“We’re entering largely uncharted territory,” with

time limits on benefits.and no one entitled to any
specific amount of cash assistance.

Under the new law, states can go off in 50

different directions. Each state is supposed to

collect data on each family receiving Federal aid,

and in theory these reports will provide a treasure-

trove for researchers.

But Peter T. Gotischalk, a visiting scholar at the

Russell Sage Foundation in New York, is doubtfuL

“States will have every incentive to make it look as

if theirprograms are successful," he said. "Unless

you have impartial data, it will be impossible to

determine whether these reforms succeed or faiL”
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Civil Rights Dance Lesson: The Tiny Step Forward
By STEVEN A. HOLMES

Washington

T
wo bills. Two votes. Two defeats for gay rights

advocates. And one edifying lesson on haw far
they have taken their movement for equality —
and how far they have to go.

Last week’s votes in the Senate — on a measure
permitting states not to recognize gay marriages legally

performed io another state and on one to prohibit job
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation— were
a clear illustration of the country's variegated view of

homosexuality. The marriage bill was approved by a
lopsided 85-to-l4 vote amid strident calls for lawmakers
to defend the sanctity of heterosexual marriage. The
employment measure was defeated by one vote, despite

pleas that competent and dedicated workers should not

be fired on the basis of whom they sleep with.

The mixed messages in the two votes reflect public

ambivalence towards gays and lesbians. Opinion polls

Indicate that about 85 percent of Americans support
equal rights for gay people in job opportunities, while

about 60 percent oppose legally sanctioned gay mar-
riages. To some gay-rights advocates, the differing

views suggest how wide the gulf is between tolerance

and full social acceptance of homosexuality.

Strategic Imperative
And the public’s ambivalence presents tricky ques-

tions of strategy for the gay rights movement. Its leaders

say battles have to be chosen cautiously, tactics planned

carefully. “That’s what you have to figure out,” said

Elizabeth Birch, executive director of the Human Rights
Campaign, a gay rights group. “What is the state of the

soil? What can grow there? Where is it the most fertile?"

Other minority movements have recognized this

strategic imperative. When he ran the NAACP Legal

Defense Fund, Thurgood Marshall, the lace Supreme

Court Justice, began with lawsuits to integrate graduate

schools, reasoning that white and black adults attending

classes together would be more immediately acceptable

to judges and the public than would racially mixed
classes of children. It was only after he won legal

precedents that he went after the more emotionally

charged issue of integration for schoolchildren.

So is America similarly more disposed to one small

America isn’t ready for gay
marriages, but it’s almost

ready for equality on the job.

step at a time for gay men and women — like equality in

the workplace — rather than one giant leap for gay
humankind, like fully sanctioned homosexual marriages?

“I think when people think of marriage, they think of

sex,” said Brigid Quinn, a Federal worker in Washington
and a lesbian. “When people think gay and sex in the

same phrase it just unnerves them. But when you chink of

the workplace, they think of colleagues, people doing the

same thing they do. And they think, 'Why shouldn't Brigid

be protected the same way I’m protected?'
”

When people— gay or straight— think of marriage,

they also tend to think of a religious ceremony, one that

Involves lifelong vows made before God. Given the Bibli-

cal strictures against homosexuality, it is not surprising

that many people see sacrilege in gay marriage ceremo-
nies. “People aren’t against gay marriage; they're

against gay weddings,” said one gay rights advocate who
asked not to be identified.

A survey conducted in May by Lake Research, a •

Democratic polling' firm, found that 67 percent of the

respondents felt gay marriages went against their “reli-

gious beliefs.” But when the issue of rights for gay
couples is framed in non-religious contexts, society ap-

pears more sympathetic — to extending gay employees'

health benefits to their domestic partners, for example.

Over theyears more than 300 companies, including Apple

Computer and Eastman Kodak, have quietly set up
programs -to extend benefits to the partners of gay
employees. The Disney Company has steadfastly main-

tained such a policy even in the face of boycott threats by

conservative Christian groups. In the same Lake Re-

search survey, 61 percent of respondents supported “in-

heritance rights for gay spouses."

Such gauges of opinion raise strategic concerns for

gays that are perhaps more critical than those facing

other groups likes blacks and women. This is in part

because, beyond the general indifference or hostility that

homosexuals and lesbians face, gay rights leaders are

leading a relatively small army. The National Opinion

Research Center at the University of Chicago found, in a

rigorous and much-cited survey in 1994, that only 2.6

percent of adult men and 2.5 percent of adult women
reported engaging in homosexual sex during the previous

12-month period. Some argue that the percentage of gays

in the United States is much higher. But if their numbers
are that small, gay people, much more than blacks or

women, are more dependent on persuasion and the

sympathy of strangers than sheer electoral clout.

rohesiveness is another issue. Blacks' unity in the

civil rightsercnras bom iargelyof nccessiW^nse

The Ultimate Issue?

In fact, the gay marriage issue arose from the

actions of Mtrttak who had Uttle or no to

organized groups. Three couples sued the state of
_

Hawaii

for denying them marriage licenses, and the

StopremeCourt ordered the state to stow a cwni«ttmg

interest in denying them their wish to be legally joined.

With expectations high that Hawaii will soon

same-sexmarriages. religious conservatives introduced

the anti-gay marriage bill in Congress. _ .

But the couples say they were less interested in

scoring political points than affirming their love. We

were just six people who wanted to get married, said

Ninia Baeher, one of the litigants.

Gay marriage split the gay community itself before

the issue was brought to Congress. Some, like Andrew

Sullivan, former editor of The New Republic, believe that

marriage is the ultimate civil rights issue. “This really is

equality," Mr. Sullivan said. “This is not some projected

status, not a way that a minority can be cordoned off and

condescended to. It’s a fundamental statement that our

loves are as good as anybody else's.”

But others say battles like that for workplace equali-

ty should take precedence. Without such rights, some say,

gay people will not be secure enough financially and

psychologically to move into the mainstream and take on

Government Warning

Don’t Smoke. Please. Pretty Please.
By LAURA MANSNERUS

T
HIS may be an unhappy time to be a
regulator, but hardly anyone except

the cigarette companies had a criti-

cal word to say last month when
President Clinton announced new steps by
the Food and Drug Administration to limit

the marketing of tobacco to minors.

As if in reply to Bob Dole, who had goofed

a few weeks earlier by saying that smoking
seems to be addictive to some people and
not ..others, the President said the Govern-
ment considers tobacco an addictive drug.

Mr. Clinton, in the Rose Garden, was accom-
panied by 14 children in red T-shirts that

announced, “Tobacco-Free Kids.”

The regulations are under challenge in

Federal court, and many experts outside the

industry believe that the F.DA. is exceeding

its mandate from Congress and impinging

upon advertisers' First Amendment rights.

What’s more, proponents of the new rules

don't entertain much hope that they will be a

real deterrent. The only restriction on actu-

al sales, for example, limits vending ma-
chines to adults-only areas; the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention report that

only 2 percent of teen-agers buy cigarettes

from such machines.

So what is the real point of the regula-

tions? To many social observers, their sig-

nificance is more political and moral than

practical or medical : The Government has
decided to curtail as best it can one un-

healthy indulgence, in the awareness that in

a society that fosters individual freedom
actual suppression is not practical or even

possible.

Making it harder for people to hurt them-
selves is not something Americans like to

do. notes Allan Brandt, a professor of the

history of medicine at Harvard University.

The notion of “it's my body and I'll do what I

please” has done plenty to frustrate the

anti-smoking movement, he said.

The Surgeon General documented the

dangers of smoking in 1964. Mr. Brandt said,

and “there's a strong strain in American
culture that says that’s the limit of regula-

tion.”

So. while anti-smoking forces celebrate

the first significant Federal restrictions

since cigarette ads were banished from
television 25 years ago, they are celebrating

rules that are mostly symbolic and aimed at

youths.

Controlling Desire

Still, symbols matter. "I’m trying to un-

derstand not the public health argument— of

course it would be better if teen-agers didn't

smoke — but the passion, this moral fervor,

about smoking recently,” said Thomas W.

Laqueur, a social historian at the University

of California at Berkeley.

“Public health decisions are always moral

decisions of some sort,” he said. "Whatever
it is that’s causing this to be an issue isn’t

some discovery about the nature of tobacco,

or the fact that it's addictive. It’s an interest

in controlling desires. When you start saving

that the state has an interest in which desi res

can be gratified and which can't, it’s a pro-

found thing to do."

Indeed, the question of whether nicotine is

addictive, as the Surgeon General declared it

to be in 1988, was answerable in a general

way when Columbus reported that his sail-

ors, introduced to tobacco in Hispaniola,

couldn’t stop chewing and smoking. But

Professor Brandi argues that more is known

now about addiction and cigarettes (.even

more than in the I9S0‘s) and that including

nicotine in the pantheon of addictive drugs,

at least as u affects children, “changed how
we think about cigarettes."

“Kids are not viewed as having the facili-

ties for independent judgments." he said.

Smoking Before Driving
At rhe same time, teen-age smoking has

increased. In the C.D.C.’s latest survey, 34.8

percent of high school students 17 and under
said they had smoked in the previous month,
up from 27..i percent in 1991. When asked if

that mighi not be one result of cigarettes'
increasingly forbidden nature, Dr. Michael
Eriksen. head of the center’s Office on Smok-

ing and Health, not only acknowledged the

connection but said teen-age smoking is “al-

most a mathematical function” of adult dis-

approval.

Still. Dr. Eriksen says, adolescent perver-

sity is no reason to give up: “Is it really

going to make a difference that there are

black-and-white-only ads instead of color?

For a generation that would grow up without

that linkage between glamor and cigarettes,

we think, yes. it will make a difference."

Mr. Brandt notes that “the cigarette is an
invention of the consumer culture, so part of

the policing of desire is recognizing that

there have been powerful forces" — the

industry and its advertisers, that is — “pro-

moting this risk."

4Reefer Madness'
Other generations, of course, have seen

cigarettes reviled as well as promoted in

cycles, which sometimes matched and some-
times contrasted with other prohibitions.

While “Reefer Madness” was playing to

horrified audiences in the 1930’s, for exam-
ple, Scientific American told them that even
if cigarettes (“a packet of rest") did turn out
to be risky, well, so was crossing the street
And today's awareness of the limits of regu-
lation is in large part defined by the failure of
Prohibition.

As to Mr. Laqueur's question — what now
is the attraction of moral politics? — he
offered one answer. “You could be cynical
and say it’s because there’s no other kind of
politics.’’ Mr. Laqueur said, adding that
“Clinton is not about to address something
like the entitlements issue."

Another view is offered by Richard
Kluger, author of “Ashes to Ashes" (Knopf,
1996), a history of the tobacco industry. He
not only applauds the Federal role but hopes
the F.D.A. will eventually force down the
level of nicotine in cigarettes. “For Clinton to
have seized upon this because it’s a political
issue is fine." he said. “It’s great That’s
what politicians are supposed to do."

Some Images Stick. Some Don’t.
Continued From Page 1

Federal prison on unrelated tax charges.
One explanation may be that the White

House has been painfully slow in disclosing

details of the Whitewater affair, perhaps
inviting greater scrutiny. But Michael D.

McCurry, the White House press secretary,
offers another theory: “There’s a difference
between being President and being a candi-
date for President, and sometimes that
leads to different standards."

Blaming the Press
Both sides blame the press.

“I resist talking about liberal bias in the

media because it’s unfruitful." said John
Buckley, Mr. Dole’s communications direc-

tor. “But there is a visceral understanding
that reporters have more culturally in com-
mon with this President than they do with the

Republican nominee."

Though he left off the word “liberal,”

George Stephanopoulos, a senior adviser to

the President, offered a similar plaint, say-

ing the press fails to seize on allegations

about Mr. Dole’s business associations be-

cause “there is a bias in the elite press
corps." He went on: “If the facts don’t fit the

story line, sometimes they’re ignored."
Still, stereotypes are perpetuated because

frequently they do reflect a degree of reality.

Fair or unfair, reporters seized on Mr.
Dole’s exchange with Ms. Couric because it

fit with his reputation as sometimes lacking
self control, a reputation earned from a few

well-publicized incidents earlier in his ca-

reer. Even Mr. Dole’s aides acknowledge
that he would

-

be less susceptible if he smiled
more.

Stories about distant marital lapses by the

73-year-old Mr. Dole don’t stick because they
don’t jibe with his present image as a politi-

cal elder, and because it is not he but Mr.
Clinton who has whetted the public appetite

with allusions to lapses in his personal life.

Thus, embarrassing accounts in Gail
Sheehy’s article in the current Vanity Fair
about Mr. Dale’s failed first marriage have
created nary a ripple.

“A development is most likely to be a
‘story’ for the press if it plays off a candi-

date’s past foibles," said Mark Halperin. an
ABC News producer who closely monitors

the campaign. "Every Arkansan is now in-

stantly suspect as a crook or an incompetent,
while Kansans get the benefit of the doubt
afforded to people of die other 49 states."

Dole campaign officials complain that Mr.
Clinton has largely escaped criticism of his

refusal to disclose all his medical records,

while Mr. Dole has been far more forthcom-
ing. Because Mr. Clinton is much younger, he
seems to have gotten a pass on his health,
while many voters are clearly concerned
about Mr. Dole's in light of his age.

Dole aides also are quick to point out that
while both the Democrats and Republicans
have accepted millions of dollars in dona-
tions from tobacco interests, it is Republi-
cans who are vilified. No doubt this is be-
cause Mr. Dole has been less inclined to

attack the tobacco industry and equivocated

early in the campaign on whether nicotine

was addictive.

And Mr. Dole’s aides say that Mr. Clinton

gets away with vicious attacks. Consider the

Clinton TV commercial aired last week, fea-

turing a dying girl io dramatize Mr. Dole's

opposition to the Family Leave Act. Or, Vice
President Al Gore’s recent denunciation of

"this two-headed monster of Dole-Gingrich.”

Dirty Pool
"If Dole were to make assertions like that

with the same level of moral hysteria there
would be a frenzy in ihe media." Mr. Buckley
said. "There would be a revival of hand-
wringing and people saying. ’See, they're
trying to Willie Hurtonize the race.’

”

Yet it is the notion of Mr. Dole as the dirty
player that is entrenched. Asked in the latest

New York Times/CBS News Poll whether
Mr. Clinton spent more lime explaining his

policies or attacking Mr. Dole, only 19 per-
cent said attacking Mr. Dole. But 50 percent
said Mr, Dole was spending more time at-

tacking the President

Mr. Stephanopoulos counters with exam-
ples of his own, like Mr. Dole’s assertion that

he would support the current ban on assault
weapons, “particularly in New England,"
where voters strongly support gun control.

“Imagine the uproar if the President said he
signed the welfare bill to appease angry
white males in the South,” Mr. Stephanopou-
los said. "Bob Dole does a total flip and does
it for an avowedly political motive and every*,

body yawns."

Af-suciarcd Press
^

Mean Spirited: Bob Dole not famous for his smfe BillcTT""*'h,s temper, but he d,d storm off after hearing a

Preconceptions (or misconceptions) are
tough to shake. They worked to Mr. Clinton’s

bencfii Ihp other day when he was in Coving-
ton, Ti»nn.. and instead addressed the citi-

zens of Covington, Ky. — and even Covington,

Mass., which doesn’t exist. Mr. Clinton — he
of the legendary glib tongue — emerged
unscathed when* George Bush or Dan

Quayle would have been ski
Bui, as Mr. Quayle know

often seems set in indelible
the Washington Post wrote"mg that he had more grcommon wisdom held, Mr i
lion as a shallow bumbler suDan Quayle was alroady wr

l
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ard An Asian Billionaire Tries to Fly by the New Rules
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By EDWARD A. GARGAN

E
ARLIER this summer, the
largest tax evasion case cm
the planet landed in the Jap
of the Supreme Court of
the Philippines. Lucio Tan,

one of the country's richest men
sioodaccused of evading more than
$1 billion m taxes.
The Government, many econo-

mists and a large segment of the
business community argued that los-
ing the case against Mr. Tan would
risk the very integrity of the Philip-
pine state. But a sharply divided
Supreme Court faulted the Govern-
ment for failing to give Mr. Tan
adequate notice in pursuit of its case
and dismissed the case.
Score another one for Mr. Tan, a

62-year-old Chinese immigrant who
has become a billionaire legendary
for his brazen business ways and his
seeming invincibility. Using street-
smart strategies, Mr. Tan has built
an empire that spans banking and
brewing, tobacco and trading as well
as real estate development. But he
also benefited from political crony-
ism reaching back to Ferdinand
Marcos and Government-granted
monopolies. For years Mr. Tan has
refused to disclose financial data on
his companies to the Government. In
the beer and cigarette business, he
was given open-ended tax breaks

that allow him a big competitive
advantage. And with the Philippine
Congress debating a major tax over-
haul, he is peddling a plan to give his
breweries an even greater edge over
his leading competitor.

In the process, he has faced accu-
sations of not only tax evasion but
also corruption, receiving political
favors, and ruthlessness. Mr. Tan
and his lieutenants steadfastly main-
tain that no legal case has ever been
proved against them.

But now, as the Philippines follows
other Asian nations in trying to open
its economy and become another
Asian tiger, the rules are changing.
And Mr. Tan intends to prove he can
win at this game. too. To do so, he is

taking on a challenge that even his
own advisers consider folly: to fix
Philippine Airlines, the money-los-
ing national carrier known as PJV.L.
or, among its critics, "Planes Al-
ways Late."

This time, there is no Ferdinand
Marcos to help him with tax favors;
indeed, Mr. Tan is out of favor with
the current President. And this time
he has no ready-made monopoly; the
airline faces competition from a
spate of domestic start-ups and
sleek, efficient Asian carriers.

Just as the economy here is in
transition, Mr. Tan himself is trying
to transform his image from Marcos
crony with sweetheart deals to re-
spected businessman who put the
airline on course for sustained prof-
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its and ended its years on the public
dole.

Mr. Tan declined to be interviewed
for this article. But from his rare
public comments, it seems that his
obsession with Philippine Airlines
stems from a determination to
achieve what many think impossible
as well as from a chance to demon-
strate a public commitment to his
adopted country. As Teresita Aug
See, who runs a research center on
the Chinese in the Philippines, points
out, there is still tension between
ethnic Filipinos and ethnic Chinese,
fueled in part by the sense among
many ethnic Filipinos that the Chi-
nese have prospered at their ex-
pense and hold a disproportionate
sway over the Filipino economy.
Because of this, some people here

believe that Mr. Tan’s takeover of
the national airline is a way of as-
serting his Philippine identity. For
Mr. Tan, who speaks poor English
and Tagafog when he cannot con-
verse in his native Fujian dialect,

this is not unimportant
Last March, at the airline's 55th

anniversary dinner, Mr. Tan con-
fessed that the airline takeover was
really an “emotional" decision.

"This is 100 percent emotion,” he
told employees. "This is my contri-

bution."

Emotion alone will not salvage the
floundering airline. For years, Phil-

ippine Airlines has piled on losses

and staff. Since 1983, the carrier has
lost at least $408 million. According
to Airline Business magazine, the
carrier had a net loss last year of

$66.1 million on revenue of about $1.1

billion.

The airline, which ranked 56th

worldwide in revenue last year, be-

tween Aeroflot and Aerolineas Ar-
gentina^ has wallowed around Asia
with aging planes, bad service and
approved but unused routes. For
years it had been run by political

cronies who looted its assets and
neglected its modernization. It was a
basket case in the fiercely competi-
tive Asian market, which is bustling

with crisp, efficient and profitable

carriers like Singapore Airlines and
Thai Airways.

It is no accident that Cathay Pacif-

ic’s flights to Manila are solidly

booked in all classes while seats
always seem to be available on Phil-

ippine Airline flights.

Yet, the allure of controlling a
national airline, even one as bedev-
iled as this one;proved irresistible.

"Mr. Tan started investing in the

airline in 1992, when the airline was
privatized by Mrs. Aquino’s admin-
istration," Jaime J. Bautista, a long-

time executive with Mr. Tan’s com-
panies and now the chief financial

officer of Philippine Airlines, said of

Corazon C. Aquino, who had succeed-

ed Mr. Marcos as President “Being
a taipan in the Philippines, it is a
challenge to him to take over a very
challenging business."

In 1992, a group of Philippine in-

vestors agreed to commit about 10

billion pesos, roughly $400 million,

into a consortium called PR Hold-

ings to buy two-thirds of the airline.

When one of the leading investors

failed to come up with his half of the

capital, he secretly turned to Mr.
Tan for help. "He agreed to invest

about 5 billion pesos as a silent in-

vestor,” Mr. Bautista recalled of Mr.
Tan. “There was an agreement that

he would not come into the open, but

be wanted to be consulted."

Mr. Tan scrupulously hid his par-

ticipation in the takeover because of

an aggressive series of moves by the

Government of President Aquino

against Mr. Tan and his companies.

Mr. Tan. whose close ties to Mr.
Marcos included preferential tax
status, had faced a series of investi-

gations into accusations of corrup-

tion and tax evasion. At one point,

the Government failed in a legal

attempt to seize his companies.

Even as a business matter, Mr.

Tan’s lust for the national carrier

seemed risky to his senior aides.

. "I was involved in the cigarette

and beer business,” Mr. Bautista

said, referring to the Fortune Tobac-

co Company and Asia Brewery Inc,

two of Mr. Tan’s flagships. "There
was a consensus among the senior

executives that it was very difficult

investing in an airline. We don’t

know the business. We knew the air-

linewas beset by problems. We knew
P-A-L-'s people were known to be

involved in graft and corruption. But

he wanted to make it his personal
challenge.”
Mr. Tan's involvement in the air-

line, and his momentum toward
complete control, came to light only
alter a series of management wars
at the airline. Philippine President
Fidel V. Ramos was so enraged at
Mr. Tan’s subterfuge that be autho-
rized the licensing of a second na-
tional airline. Grand International
Airways, to compete against Philip-

pine Airlines.

For Mr. Ramos, Mr. Tan’s attack •

on the airline presented a quandary.
On the one hand, the Government
was desperate to privatize a failing

state enterprise. On the other, Mr.
Tan was anathema to post-Marcos
Governments. In the end. Mr. Ramos
decided, on the advice of many of his

advisers, to let the takeover go
through. Last week, the airline’s

shareholders approved it.

It remains unclear whether Mr.
Tan can turn the airline around. His
executives profess that the carrier

may show a profit this year, al-

though it will be so slim that it will fit

inu a billfold. Like Mr. Tan, his
competitors here, including John Go-
kongwei, another leading Filipino-

Chinese businessman, who runs
Grand Airways, declined to be inter-

viewed.

Lucio Tan was born in the Chinese
coastal province of Fujian and little

is publicly known about his rise to

fortune. When he was still a young
boy, his parents fled the chaos of

China and moved him and his six
brothers and sisters to sleepy Cebu
in the middle of the Philippines ar-

chipelago. Arriving with virtually

nothing, he struggled like many oth-

er immigrants to the Philippines;

for a time he worked as a janitor,

later as a dock worker. Various
stories surround his emergence into

the ranks of powerfuf businessmen
here and into one of the world's

richest men. According to Forbes
magazine, his holdings are roughly
valued at $12 billion but no one out-

side the Tan clan seems to know for

sure. What is known is that his ties to

President Marcos did much to fuel

his success.

Within the tight Chinese social and
business network, opportunities for

credit abounded and business prac-
tices were less hindered by tradition

and convention than for the landed
aristocracy and Spanish business
houses of the country. More, the Chi-

nese showed extraordinary flexibili-

ty in dealing with a series of political

regimes. And none were as adept in

their footwork as Mr. Tan.

Indeed, the success of Chinese
family empires throughout south-

east Asia can be attributed in no
small part to an indifference toward
the nature of the political regime of

the moment And in many cases,

exemplified here by Mr. Tan and in

Indonesia by several dominant Chi-

nese tycoons, substantial support in

the early days of regimes has been
rewarded with lavish contracts, li-

censes and monopolies.

Mr. Tan’s first major venture was
in the cigarette business and the

founding of Fortune Tobacco in 1966.

With tax breaks and near-monopoly
licenses, he quickly captured the

dominant share of the Philippine cig-

arette market with his Champion
brand smokes. "It was," a Manila
banker put it, “a license to print

money.” Todayt Fortune commands
67 percent of the cigarette market.

In 1977, as the Philippines labored

under the rigors of martial law, Mr.
Tan and a group of Filipino-Chinese

businessmen banded together and
acquired a small, floundering bank.
General Banking and Trust Mr. Tan
changed the bank's name to the Al-

lied Banking Corporation.

Today, from its headquarters on
Makati Avenue in Manila’s thriving

business district. Allied is the coun-

try’s eightb-Jargest bank, according

to Moody’s. On the bank’s worn
second-floor executive headquar-

ters, the language that drifts from
offices and down the central hallway

is Mr. Tan’s native Fujian dialect

Three years after Mr. Tan’s foray

into banking, President Marcos gave
him a license to .open Asia Brewery
Inc. to compete against the San Mi-
guel Corporation, the old Spanish
brewer that had a monopoly in the

Philippines and was the country’s

only real multinational Wiseacres at

M. Photo' Haag Knag

Like the Philippines, Lucio Tan
wants to improve his image.

the time suggested that the new beer
would be called Lucifer, a contrac-

tion of the first names of Lucio Tan
and Ferdinand Marcos. Mr. Tan re-

ciprocated Mr. Marcos’s favors with
substantial contributions to the
President's election campaigns; Mr.
Tan’s critics denounced the dona-

tions as bribes.

Despite the favoritism shown by
Mr. Marcos, Mr. Tan also displayed

a ferocious desire for his companies
to succeed on their own merits. A
former Government adviser on pri-

vatization and a management expert

here contend Mr. Tan has thrived in

the sharply shifting political winds
by being a smart entrepreneur.

“He’s very good at taking care of

his people,” said the former adviser,

who maintained that he could be
more candid by speaking anony-
mously. “He believes in single pro-

prietorship; he has no listed compa-
nies. He believes in getting the most
modem equipment”

Still, this former adviser said:

“Lucio Tan is very secretive. Many
Filipino Chinese wield a lot of influ-

ence here, but Lucio Tan maybe
wields the most He has the most
political connections of everyone.
He's funded almost every Congress-
man.”

It is in Congress where Mr. Tan
has waged one of his biggest battles.

Under stiff demands from the Inter-

national Monetary Fund, which is a
major lender to the Philippines, the

Philippine Government is attempt-

ing to rewrite its tax laws. A major
element of the revision entails

changing the formula used for calcu-

lating the excise tax on cigarettes

and beer, revisions that would sharp-

ly increase the taxes paid by Mr.
Tan’s companies.

Because Mr. Tan releases no fi-

nancial data on any of his companies
— despite requirements by the coun-

try’s Securities and Exchange Com-
mission that all companies, public or
private, do so — it is impossible to

determine the profitability of his cig-

arette and beer operations. As for

revenues, discussions with financial

analysts and competitors suggest

that Fortune Tobacco’s were about

$670 million last year, and that Asia
Brewery’s were in the neighborhood
of $215 million, about 20 percent of

the beer market.
The Philippine Department of Fi-

nance contends that not only do Mr.
Tan’s companies underpay taxes,

but also that he employs a variety of

schemes to evade accurate assess-

ments of his existing tax liability.

Based on its findings, the depart-

ment devised a simplified excise tax

code that would make such cheating

difficult or impossible and would
eliminate the favorable, open-ended
low tax brackets Mr. Tan bad ob-

tained for his products. The depart-

ment submitted the proposal in leg-

islative form to Congress as part of

the overall tax overhaul package.
“There was very strong opposition

from him, and it was translated into

opposition from members of Con-
gress," said Milwida M. Guevara,
the Undersecretary of Finance. “We
say everybody should pay the same
amount on each bottle, on each pack
of cigarettes. We say companies
should compete on quality and brand
name, not on special tax prefer-

ences."
After a blizzard of lobbying by Mr.

Tan’s companies, an alternative tax

proposal was put forward by some
members of Congress. “They have

Sept. 9-13: Bear, Are Put on the Defensive as the Dow and the S.&P. 500 Hit Recordffighs

come up with a compromise that is

worse than this curreni system,”
Ms. Guevara said.

Mr. Tan’s only competitor in the
beer market, San Miguel reacted
with fury to the new bilL “It seemed
specifically designed to pm us at a
marketing disadvantage," said a
senior executive at San Miguel who
preferred that his name not be used.
“He wants to carve out a larger
market share through this tax bill"

At the same lime, Mr. Tan has
remained embroiled in a tax evasion
case of cosmic dimensions. For
years, the Government has pushed a
case through the court system
charging Mr. Tan with evading 25.6

billion pesos in taxes, about $1 bil-

lion. In June, in a 3-to-2 decision, the
Supreme Court dismissed the case
against Mr. Tan, a move that was
greeted with a public uproar and
accusations of payoffs to the jus-

tices. So deafening was the criticism
of the court that it felt compelled to

take the bizarre step of issuing a
letter denying that it had been
bribed.

But President Ramos left no doubt
where he stood on the court's deci-

sion. “The decision of the Supreme
Court First Division is certainly a
setback," Mr. Ramos declared. “It

has a grave implication on the Gov-
ernment's effort to proceed against

those who violate our tax laws.”

The dean of newspaper columnists
in Manila, Amanda Doronila, who
writes for The Philippine Daily In-

quirer. put the matter bluntly. “The
Court just delivered another blow to

further weaken the state on the ca-

pacity to raise revenue,” he wrote.

"No business entrepreneur in the
history of this country has been
more successful in gaining his objec-
tives in the strategic economic, polit-

ical and judicial arenas in so short a
time than Lucio Tan,” he wrote. “Lu>
cio Tan appears unstoppable."

Estelito P. Mendoza, Mr. Tan's
chief lawyer and the solicitor gen-
eral for part of Mr. Marcos's regime,
noted that Mr. Tan’s victory in the

Supreme Court did not mean that the

Government had given up or that

Mr. Tan was home free. "Now that

we have woo does not mean that

Fortune Tobacco does not owe the

Government," he said.

Still, despite the implications of

his tax case and the problematic fate

of the Government's tax package.,

many business people believe nbT
only that Mri Tap will continue io!

thrive, but also that he is a needed
force in the economic revival of the

country.

“Yes, he’s having real problems
with the executive" branch of the

Government, said Gregorio U. Ki-

layko, the president of ING Barings
Securities (Philippines) Inc "But
the Government realized that the

only way to save Philippines Airlines

was to let him run iL He had real

trouble getting financing from local

banks for the airline because of wor-

ries about liabilities from his tax

cases. But he gat iL”

Mr. Tan is moving aggressively on

a range of fronts, from Philippine

Airlines to property interests abroad
— and even in beer. Although he is

now clunking around in the low-

priced end of the beer market with

Beer na Beer (translated roughly as

Really Beer), Mr. Tan’s Asia Brew-
ery just won rights from Anheuser-

Busch International to produce Bud-

weiser beer in the Philippines.

In Hong Kong, Mr. Tan’s develop-

ment group, Eton Properties, run by
his brother Frank Chan, has grown

to become one of the top 15 develop-

ers in the territory. With as much as
$500 million invested in commercial
and residential property in Hoag
Kong, Mr. Tan has used the territory

as a base to expand into China. Al-

ready. Mr. Tan has property invest-

ments, of unknown size, in Shanghai
Beijing and Xiamen.
With a bit of arm-twisting from

• President Ramos, Mr. Tan has
teamed up with six other Filipino-

Chinese tycoons to form an infra-

structure group, the Asia's Emerg-
ing Dragon Corporation . Each of the

tycoons anted up 100 million pesos,

about $3.8 million, to get the consor-

tium off the ground. Its first project

is building a new passenger terminal

at the decrepit international airport

in Manila, a project already under
court challenge from other develop-

ers who want a piece of the action.
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S.&P. 500 dividend yield

Change in

basis points.
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Mr. Dole Bumps a Good Treaty
It is not uncommon for election-year politics to

contaminate Congressional lawmaking, but a vi-

tally important international treaty should not be
cynically sacrificed for political advantage. That is

what happened last week when Bob Dole reached
back into the Senate to block the expected approved
of an agreement banning the development, produc-
tion, stockpiling, sale and use of chemical weapons.

In so doing, Mr. Dole derailed a treaty negotiat-

ed by the Administrations of his Republican breth-

ren Ronald Reagan and George Bush, and support-

ed by Republicans and Democrats. Though Mr. Dole
offered many policy objections, the real point was to

pick a fight with President Clinton and deny him the

afterglow of a diplomatic achievement.
As the Senate vote approached last week, Mr.

Dole, who had not previously opposed the agree-

ment, chimed in with a letter to the majority leader,

Trent Lott, urging that approval be withheld until

the accord had been accepted by virtually every
other country in the world and there was assurance
that even the smallest violations could be detected.

Fearing they could no longer count on the 67 votes

needed for approval, treaty sponsors pulled the

measure, dooming it in this Congress. It can be
brought back for a vote next year.

No treaty can absolutely prevent terrorists and
other outlaws from smuggling small quantities of

chemical weapons. But the Chemical Weapons Con-

vention, already signed by 160 nations and ratified

by 63, could make it much harder for countries like

Iraq, or criminals tike the group that unleashed
lethal sarin gas in the Tokyo subways last year, to

obtain toxic chemicals or their ingredients.

American military leaders, responsible politi-

New York’s Upcoming Non-Elections
New Yorkers are generally unaware of how

much power the state government has over their

lives. Otherwise they would be angrier at how tittle

say they have over who runs it

Thanks to-gerrymandered district lines —
drawn by the State Legislature itself — almost all

the state senators and Assembly members in No-
vember’s elections are running in contests where
their party has an overwhelming advantage. Even
worse, the opposing parties show little appetite for a
fight. As a result, some New Yorkers will find only

one name on the ballot, leaving them with no more
voting options than North Koreans have.

In New York City, Democrats constantly tell

voters they are being shortchanged in the state

budget because the Republican-dominated Senate

favors the suburbs and upstate regions. Six of those

Republican senators, however, are from tbe city

itself, and only two have Democratic opponents this

fall. In the Bronx, voters have a choice between
State Senator Guy Velelia the Republican candidate

and Guy Velelia die Democratic nominee, in Staten

Island, Senator John Marchi, a Republican, is also

on both lines. In Queens, of the three Republican
incumbents, two are running unopposed.

Republican leaders in New York City have
managed to find people to run against about 70 of

the 77 incumbent Democratic state senators and
Assembly members. But the Democrats, who need
to challenge only nine incumbent Republicans,

made no effort in four of those races. The Demo-
crats are more interested in husbanding what they
have. New York has developed a risk-averse breed
of politicians who prefer protecting their en-

trenched interests to competing for real power.

The system starts at the top, where legislative

gerrymandering all but guarantees that the Repub-
licans will control the upper house and the Demo-
crats the lower. Each party thus commands patron-

age and perpetualveto powerover the other. There-

fore, the voters will never be able to give any
governor a clear mandate for change.

The citizenry is shortchanged further by local

leaders who try to avoid any election in which their

candidates actually stand a chance of losing. The
Democratic chairman in the Bronx, Roberto Ra-
mirez, said he had decided to cross-endorse Mr.
Velelia to encourage his support for legislation of

interest to the Bronx. He also wanted to concentrate

on protecting the one Bronx Assembly district

where a Democratic incumbent actually faces a

real contest "Call it a pragmatic decision," he said.

Mr. Velelia, a popular politician in a district that

was drawn to maximize G.O.P. chances, would
indeed be nearly impossible to beat But by giving

him both party lines the Democrats have absolved

him from all accountability for his performance
over the last two years. In community debates, in

interviews with neighborhood newspapers, he will

have to answer to no opponent
Mr. Ramirez’s thinking is typical of many city

politicians, who regularly make nonaggression
pacts with the other party to assure that both sides

can coast back into office without opposition. The
term for this is "mutual interests." The result is the

worst of both worlds. The State Legislature exists in

a permanent partisan deadlock, where there is little

cooperation in solving serious issues. But at election

time, both parties can join forces against their

mutual enemy, the voter.

Editorial Notebook

Life in the Toxic Zone
Metaphors of death are plenti-

ful in Chester. Pa., a declining fac-

tory town on the Delaware River
just south of Philadelphia. Once a
muscular city of 66,000, Chester lost

a third of its population -r and more than 40,000 jobs —
between the end of World War II and the coming of
Ronald Reagan. Elected Mayor, the town’s leading mor-
tician suggested turning out street tights — actually
letting the city go dark — to save money. Many streets
are desolate. Young prostitutes prowl the doorways of
bumt-out buildings. In addition to these misfortunes,
Chester has become the hazardous-waste capital of
Pennsylvania — and national battleground on the issue
of environmental justice.

The city was already polluted from a long history of
steel and heavy manufacturing. The desperate need for

new jobs made the situation much worse. Chester began
to accept waste facilities that rich neighbors like Swarth-
more and Bryn Mawr wanted no part of. Its zoning laws
were recently tightened. But during the last decade,
Pennsylvania’s Department of Environmental Protec-
tion issued permits for five waste-treatment plants in

Chester, with the capacity to handle more than two
million tons of waste per year. Elsewhere in Delaware
County, only two permits were issued for small plants
that could process less than 1 percent as much waste.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency in

Washington, Chester treats all of the county’s solid waste
and 85 percent of its sewage. The city accounts for 75
percent of the county’s air pollution complaints.

Chester is mainly black. The rest of the county
is overwhelmingly white. In 1995. a draft report from
the E.PA found that Chester had the state’s highest
infant mortality rate and the highest death rate due
to certain malignant tumors. Risks of kidney, liver

and respiratory disease from pollution were unaccepta-
bly high. In addition, 60 percent of blood samples
from Chester children exceeded lead levels recommend-

Environmental Justice

In Chester, Pa.

ed by the Centers for Disease Con-

trol.

Faced with a hostile Congress
determined to slash its budget, the

E.PA. lacked the heart to fight a
Republican state government. But Chester residents

went to court this spring, after the state Issued a permit
for yet another waste facility, to be placed in a mainly
black part of the city that already had several. The suit

argues that the new permit violates Tide VI of the Civil

Rights Act which forbids discriminatory behavior by
any agency receiving Federal funds.

Lawsuits charging environmental discrimination
have become fairly common since the late 1980's, when
some studies found that hazardous and toxic waste
dumps were more likely to be placed In minority neigh-
borhoods. Two years ago. White House executive order
required every Federal agency to make environmental
justice a high priority.

Michael Churchill, chief counsel of Philadelphia’s
Public Interest Law Center, said the Chester suit is the
first In the nation to skip the customary administrative
.hearings route and jump directly to Federal court. The
Justice Department filed a brief in support of the plain-

tiffs, suggesting that the state may indeed have violated
both Title VI and Federal E.PA regulations. If success-
ful, the suit could force the state to rescind the most
recent permit. It would also be required to rewrite
regulations to insure nondiscrimination, as a few states
have already done.

The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection says the permits are awarded on a race-
neutral basis and that any discriminatory effect stems
from the city's own zoning plan. But the Justice Depart-
ment is right when it says that the state also bears heavy
legal responsibility. Whatever the local zoning and envi-
ronmental laws say, the state has a moral obligation not
to allow poor, desperate communities to turn themselves
into toxic dumps. BRENT STAPLES

U.S. Companies Can Live With Trade Sanctions

cians of both parties and the American chemical

industry all favor the treaty.

The convention, including its verification sys-

tem and severe restrictions on chemical purchases
from countries that have not ratified, is now likely

to go into effect without the United States, potential-

ly costing the American chemical industry billions

of dollars in lost exports.

Mr. Dole complained that the convention im-

posed intrusive paperwork on American industry

and risked the trade secrets of American chemical
manufacturers. But the agreement’s inspection and
paperwork provisions were negotiated in close co-

operation with tbe chemical industry.

The United States is already destroying most of

its own chemical weapons arsenal, and current

Pentagon doctrine excludes the use of these weap-
ons even in response to a chemical attack.

Mr. Dole’s new scorched-earth strategy in Con-

gress was not limited to the chemical weapons
treaty. To insure that the President cannot claim

credit for enactment of an immigration bill this

year, Mr. Dole is now pressing to give states the

right to deny a public education to the children of

illegal immigrants. He knows that provision would
lead either to defeat of the bill in the Senate or to a
Clinton veto.

At least this particular maneuver would do
tittle barm since the immigration bill is filled with

other unacceptable provisions. But imperiling the

Chemical Weapons Convention is trifling with the

national interest It is a measure of his desperation

that Mr. Dole would seek to stir his becalmed
campaign by blocking such an important and bene-

ficial treaty.

To the Editor:

“Who’s Punishing Whom?’' (Busi-

ness Day, Sept 11) leaves a strong

sense of some American companies'
disapproval of the use of economic
sanctions as a foreign policy tool.

American companies are in business

to make money, and sanctions stand

in the way. At face value, this senti-

ment is understandable. Unfortu-

nately, the world is not a simple

place.

Capitalism, if left to function in its

purest form, would end up financing

terrorism and would keep dictators

in power and the people of their

countries without the most basic of

human rights.

American business must mature
in its business ambitions. Yes, con-

tinue to embrace free and fair trade
— but fair trade for all involved.

Making money is the objective, but

not at the expense of prostituting

American values.

Multilateral sanctions against

Cuba, Iran and Libya, for example,
would help level the playing field for

American companies. If the public

relations people play their cards
right, they can give American com-
panies doing business abroad-the hu-

man face they so often ljtck and
make more reliable business part-

ners. Maria. A. Martin
North Bergen, N.J., Sept II. 1996

To the Editor: .

You report that the heyday of uni-

lateral trade sanctions came-“in the

immediate postwar years, when the

American economy was so mighty"

(Business Day, Sept II).

True — but that was also a period

when the world had just received a

powerful object lesson in what hap-

pens when the good guys stick togeth-

er and what happens when they don’t

Today, the managers of Caterpil-

lar Inc and other pouting exporters

seem to be suffering from corporate

amnesia. Rather than undermine

United States sanctions against dan-

gerous regimes abroad, they would

do better to lend weight to Washing-

ton’s efforts to make our unilateral

sanctions multilateral, as they de-

serve to be. John w. Bush

Brooklyn. Sept. 11, 1996

parties. While pandering to national-

istic instincts, such proclamations

disguise the truth.

A public company’s mam ambition

is to Increase net worth. As Ameri-

can corporations have sent jobs

overseas by the thousands and their

respective stocks have risen, execu-

tives have almost without exception

spoken not of retraining displaced

employees but of the need to com-

pete in the international market-

place.

Of course, this cheap labor reduces

costs and propels shareholder value

“P
lTtruth, then, Mr. Fites should

have stated simply that these unilat-

eral trade sanctions just might

inhibit raibing next quarter’s divi-

dends. Mark A Hunt
Atlanta, Sept. 11, 1996

To the Editor:

Regarding “Who’s Punishing

Whom?” (Business Day, Sept. 11). 1

found comments by Donald V. Fites,

the Caterpillar chairman, quoted

from his unpublished opinion article,

to assume gullibility on the part of

the reader.

Mr. Fites says of unlilateral trade

sanctions that the real pressure is on

United States companies that must

cede American jobs to foreign com-

EtHics in Public Life

Jobs Gone, We’ll Be a Nation of Cooks

To the Editor:

With more people swapping com-
puters and attach^ cases for utensils

and haute cuisine ("Out of tbe Rat
Race and Into the Kitchen," Living

Arts, Sept. 11), America is on tbe

path to becoming a nation of cooks.

People dissatisfied with dull corpo-

rate and technological careers are

turning to the kitchen for solace,

creative fulfillment and work satis-

faction. It will only be a matter of

time before we begin to see physi-

cians, who are becoming dissatisfied

with managed care, moving from
hospital to kitchen. This may well be
a plus for the public, since not only is

there a surplus of physicians, but in

these days of food-borne Infections, it

will be reassuring to know that, yes,

there is a doctor in the house.

There is another reason for this

parade to the stove. An increasing
umber of highly trained technolo-

gists can no longer find employment
in their expertise since higher-pay-

ing jobs have been moving overseas.

These future chefs are looking to the

kitchen for substitute employment
since they realize that while it is

possible for companies to move
many of the software-related jobs to

.

X-RAY
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p. Knott

countries like India, it would be diffi-

cult to transfer the preparing of a
souffle to Mexico.

I can visualize an America in which

food preparation is the only remaining
industry and we are all cooking for

one another. Lester E. Block
Minneapolis, Sept. 12, 1996

The writer is director of graduate
studies in public health at the Uni-

versity, of Minnesota..

To the Editor:

There used to be a widespread

belief that bribery was immoral, un-

ethical and corrupt

Your Sept 5 front-page article on

Bob Dole’s legislative skill over the

years in providing special tax breaks

for corporations in exchange for mil-

lions of dollars'ofcampaign contribu-

tions is the latest example of corrup-

tion throughout the legislative and

executive branches of government

The practice of soliciting contribu-

tions in exchange for favorable legis-

lation or law enforcement is “legal”

because Congress has enacted

“rules” governing the prices, called

"limits on political contributions,"

that can be charged for these serv-

ices. In fact, several members of

Congress seem to be proud of their

zeal in converting legislation favor-

ing clients into dollars for them-

selves and their friends.

We would be outraged, say. if a

Mafia boss tried to bribe a judge, but

the skill of a Senator Dole in engi-

neering a $12 million-a-year tax

credit for an Enron Corporation is

celebrated
In an earlier time these actions

would have been denounced and vot-

ers would have turned the rascals

ouL Our political leaders in and out

of office are unable to effect true

reform because they are trapped in a
corrupt and corrupting system. Per-

haps a few courageous newspapers
like The New York Times, can stirup
sufficient public outrage to cause the

enactment of binding legislation that

will do the job.

That should help re-establish pub-

lic confidence in our political system
aod enable ethical people to enter

public life. .... Ernest Stern
.n. . ...CopponLMa/Kt.jSept, 6*1996

New Plaque at Statue Endorses No Religion

To the Editor:

Your Sept. 7 news article on the Sri

Chinmoy Peace-Blossom plaque at

the Statute of Liberty is a disservice

to the National Park Service and to

me as the Superintendent of the mon-
ument
By accepting this plaque, we were

not endorsing a religion. The Sri

Chinmoy organization has been pro-

moting its message of peace through

non-political means since 1986.

Crossing the Bridge

To the Editor:

While I agree with the point of

your Sept 8 Week in Review article

that the bridge as a metaphor in the

1996 Presidential campaign already

feels a bit tired* (“Bridges for Both
Parties: Requiem for a Metaphor
Too Far”), it’s too soon to dynamite
it.

I’m still waiting for somebody
to revive (or reinvent) Oscar Le-

vant’s comment about a politician he
obviously disliked: “He'll double-

cross that bridge when he comes to

it." Andie Tucher
New York, SepL 8, 1996

As indicated in your article, other

sites dedicated with the Peace-Blos-

som plaque include Mount McKinley
in Alaska, the Grand Coulee Dam in

Washington. Victoria Falls in Africa

and the Sydney Opera House in

Australia In addition, many states

and cities here and paries in other
nations have responded positively to

this group’s efforts to foster harmo-
ny.

I have worked for the National
Park Service for 21 years and recog-

nize the importance of keeping our
parks pure for future generations.

The Peace-Blossom plaque was not
affixed to the statute itself but, as
your article indicates, to a wall in the
information and visitor area. It does
not detract from the majesty or dig-
nity of the structure or from its sym-
bolic meaning.
Lady Liberty’s message is peace

and freedom for all people, and this
is precisely the message that the Sri
Chinmoy group has conveyed
through more than 1,000 internation-
al projects. Diane H. Dayson
Superintendent, Statute of Liberty/

Ellis Island National Monument
New York, Sept. 12. 1996

What Builds Welfare
As Japan Knows It

To the Editor:

Before your SepL 10 front-page
overview of the Japanese welfare
system is used to support the new
Federal welfare legislation in this

country with its reduced benefits, let

us keep in mind the differences be-
tween our two societies.

Aside from those your article men-
tions is the most important differ-
ence: Japan does not have the wide
disparity of the United States in the
wealth and quality of its school sys-
tems. All Japanese children receive
a solid education.

Japanese officials who study at
Pace University never cease to won-
der at why neighboring school dis-
tricts in Westchester County are so
dissimilar in student per capita expen-
ditures and teacher salaries, physical
facilities and other resources.
The Japanese system is not based

on local property wealth. Maybe if
we emulated Japan’s effort at equity,
the need for welfare would be dimin-
ished. ANTHONY A CUPAIUOLO

White Plains, SepL 10, 1996
The writer is director of the Edwin
G. Mfchaelixm Institute for Public
Policy and Management, Pace U.

Environment Bond Issue Is More Than Politics

To the Editor:

Your SepL 9 Political Memo on the

$1.75 billion New York bond act to

improve the environment presents

the issue as a political game instead

of focusing on the proposal itself.

The purpose and content of the

Clean Water-Clean Air Bond Act are
more important: $200 million to

clean up Long Island Sound, $400

million to insure safe drinking water,

$75 million to close the Fresh Kills

landfill in Staten Island, $125 million

to convert coal furnaces in public

schools, as well as cleanup and im-
provement of Lake Champlain, the

Hudson River estuary, the Great
Lakes and the Finger Lakes.

Contrary to Assemblyman Richard
L. Brodsky, whom you quote. Gov.

George' E. Pataki doesn’t need to co-

opt environmentalists; he has tong

had excellent ratings from conserva-

tion and environmental groups. If the

bond act was a partisan act, it would
not have been supported by both

Democrats and Republicans in the

Legislature or endorsed by the lead-
ing environmental and business or-
ganization in the state.

The environment is not the prop-
erty of any one political party or
section of the state. I totally disagree
with the premise stated in your arti-
cle that only downstate liberals sup-
port environmental issues and that
upstate conservatives don’t care
enough to vote.

Turning the bond act into a parti-
san issue does a disservice to New
Yorkers. Carl L. Marcellino

Chairman. Senate Environmental
Conservation Committee

Albany, Sept. 11, 1996

Test-Ban Monitoring
Need Not Wait for India

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er’s name, address and telephone

number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mail to letters@nytimes.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor,

The New York Times. 229 West 43d
Street, New York, N.Y. 10036-3959.
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Foreign Affairs
THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

i It’s a
Love-Hate

Thing
Teheran, Iran

At the comer of the former U.S.
embassy in Teheran now sits a small
shop called “The Center for Publica-
tion of die U.S. Espionage Den’s Docu-
ments" — a bookstore of sorts, selling
dusty paperbacks containing the se-
cret documents found when the em-
bassy was stormed by Iranian stu-
dents in the revolutionary days of
1979. The man behind the counter
couldn’t quite recall when someone
last came in to buy a book. His languid
demeanor, though, his three-day-old
stubble and the broken air-condition-
ing all suggested that this was not
Barnes & Noble, and that his shop had
long ago seen its last real customer.
But like much of Iran’s anti-U.S. rhet-

• dric today, the shop stays open —
partly on inertia, partly because
America-bashing is useful for the re-
gime and partly because Iran’s lead-
ers have long forgottenwhat a normal
relationship with the U.S. is like.-

Is it inevitable that things will re-
main frozen this way? Not necessar-
ily. There is no question that the do-
mestic needs of Iran's Islamic leader-
ship dictate a hostile relationship with

' America. There is a visceral fear
among Iran’s mullahs of the cultural

;
invasion that a normal relationship

1 with the U.S. would bring, and a deep
concern that if they open the door to

America the whole structure of the
revolutionary regime could be shak-
en. It is useful for them to have a big
external enemy to mobilize the public
and justify the regime’s shortcom-
ings. This sort of attitude is quite

common to post-revolutionary socie-

ties, whether it be France in the 1700’s

or Russia in the 1920’s.

But there is something else that is

common to revolutionary societies:

Once the revolution consolidates it-

self, and the revolutionary zeal cools,

the traditional national interests of

that country reassert themselves.
* and those interests are dictated not

by ideology but by history and geog-
raphy. And that’s why although
Iran’s domestic needs may dictate a
hostile relationship with America to-

- day, its foreign policy needs dictate a

working relationship with America
todhy. Geopolitically speaking, the

: animosity between Iran and the U.S.

os; uhnatutaf - and --the current Iraq

Why Iran

might need
the U.S.

. crisis only underscores that point.

Here’s why: Iran is a country sur-

rounded either by powerful enemies

with whom it has fought wars — Rus-

sia, Iraq. Ottoman Turkey -- or by

new states that covet some of Iran’s

people. Remember: Iran is an em-
pire. Within its boundaries are Turk-

ic, Kurdish, Afghan, Azeri, Baluchi,

Arab and Armenian minorities —
most of whom have cousins living just

across Iran’s borders in their own
nation states. On every border Iran

has ethnic communities that could

easily switch sides. Hie reason the
• Shah reached out to America, Israel

and Europe was because he under-

stood that Teheran had no natural

allies in its neighborhood
Unbeknownst to most Americans,

the U.S. did Iran a huge strategic

favor in 1991. At the end of the gulf

war, Saddam Hussein turned his

vengeance against the Kurds of north-

ern Iraq, driving several hundred

thousand into Iran. This created a

huge refugee problem for
-

cash-

strapped Iran. But shortly thereafter

the U.S. set up a no-fly' zone over

northern Iraq, and Operation Provide

Comfort, to protect the Kurds there.

This enabled Iran to send its Kurdish

refugees back across the border. The
U.S.'and Iran now share an interest in

maintaining • a Saddam-free zone in

- northern Iraq and are both supporting

the same Kurdish faction there.

• Maybe that was why I found virtual-

ly no personal animus toward the U.S.

from any Iranian official I spoke with.

; I did, however, encounter virulent,’

straight-from-the-gut, burninganimus

toward Israel andZionism, which runs

right through Iran’s leadership. Inter-

estingly, Israel's Ha’aretz newspaper

just reported that senior Israeli secur

. rity officials hadwarned Prime Minis-

ter Benjamin Netanyahumot to follow

..Prime Minister Rabin’s and Prime

Minister Peres’s line of constantly

. lathing out at Iran, because “the Ira-

uians had come to see Israel as then-

main enemy — even .more than the

U.S " which is ‘Soot desirable from

Israel's perspective,’’ It reported that

. Mr. Netanyahu clearly understands

me Iranian threat but has been quite

careful in how he speaks about Iran,

and this has been noticed by Iranian

diplomats in Europe. .

As ihe U.S. becomes more deeply

embroiled in the gulf, it will be fasci-

nating to see which of Iran’s impulses

• drive its relations with America and

. israei— its domestic needs for hostil-

ity or its foreign policy needs for co-

operation. Who knows what this year’s

October surprise mightbe? u

Liberties

MAUREEN DOWD

Pink Think
Washington

I thought feminizing would be civi-

lizing.

With the feminization of politics,

we could drop the cliches about war
rooms, haymakers and getting under
the hood of Ross Perot’s stupid car.

and find fresh similes. Ross Perot's

mouth snapped shut like a purse.

We could stop having macho pho-

Crocheting their

way to the

White House.

Russell Christian

The Schools Need $7 Billion

By Harold O. Levywhen I was ap-

pointed

chairman of

commis-
sion on
school main-

tenance in March 1994, 1 had not been
inside a New York City public school
since I graduated from the Bronx
High School of Science in 1970.

Over the past two years, however,
I have visited dozens of schools in

every borough. Our commission, in

Its 1995 report, documented the de-

terioration of New York City schools,

and led me to conclude that the
crowding and dilapidation is so se-

vere that nothing other than a large
infusion of capita] — paid for with an
increase in local property taxes, plus

additional state and Federal aid —
will save the system.

The situation is potentially danger-

ous. The elementary school I attended,

P.S. 189 in Washington Heights, has a
wall that is now braced in place.

That’s because three years ago, it

suddenly began to lean precariously

into my old fifth-grade classroom,

threatening to fall in on the students.

In schools in middle-ciass neighbor-

hoods of Queens;- broken Windows
were held together by Sco.tch.tape. In

one school, a windowpane teetered on
a fifth-story ledge, just waiting to

drop onto the schoolyard below. That

no student has yet been injured or

killed is solely a tribute to providence.

Only significant capital — at least $7

billion over 5 to 10 years— will repair

these schools and make room for the

20,000 new students expected every

year. Amounts such as this can only be

raised if city, state and national gov-

ernments work together.

So far, attempts at raising this mon-
ey have been futile. Peter VaHone,
Speaker of the City Council, made a

good start in February, when he sug-

gested extending a temporary prop-

erty tax surcharge, originally im-

posed to support the Safe Streets, Safe

Cities program. Yet, Mt. Vallooe's

proposal would have raised only $1.4

billion over three years, not nearly

enough money.
Even that modest initiative didn’t

Harold O. Levy is vice president and
counsel of Salomon Brothers.

succeed; Mayor Rudolph Giuliani

used the money to help balance the

city's budget Although the Mayor and
the Council did agree to come up with

the $1.4 billion over four and a half

years by other means, the money is

not guaranteed, particularly since the

city is facing an enormous budget gap.

What is needed is a combination of

a $4 billion increase on city property
taxes (mainly on single-family

homes), a $3.5 billion state bond issue

and $500 million in Federal aid.

Given the city’s large property-tax

base, modest increases generate
large sums. A mere 5 percent sur-

charge would realize an average of

$400 million annually. If you could

Why a property

tax increase is a
good investment.

borrow against that sum, it would

generate $4 billion. For the average
homeowner that would mean a tax

increase of as little as $75 a year. The
taxes on the, largest commercial
buildings woiSld be Increased’ fry an
even smaller percentage.

This proposal requires that city

leaders make a potentially unpopular

decision. Property owners obviously

hate tax increases, but an increase

dedicated to improving public schools

could also improve propertyvalues. A
house is much more valuable if par-

ents can confidently send their chil-

dren to the area’s public schools.

I also believe that New York City

is ready to make sacrifices for the

schools. The construction unions

have offered to work at reduced

rates, and the New York City Part-

nership. the city’s most important

business coalition, has supported the

Vallone proposal, as has the Real
Estate Board, which represents the

city’s major property owners.

If the city does its part, it has

every right to demand a similar ef-

fort from the state. The Legislature

should approve a $3.5 billion bond
issue and amend the reimbursement

formula so that New York City gets

its fair share of annual school con-

struction money. Moreover, the state

Forest on the Verge

By David Brower

Berkeley, Calif,

khe great redwood for-

‘ests that once covered

two million acres in

Northern California

are nearly gone. Most
of what remains is

protected in Redwood National Park

and a few isolated state parks.

Near. Eureka, however, there is the

Headwaters Grove, which contains

magnificent redwoods dating back

twomillenniums. The 3,000-acre grove

and the forest around it are the last

redwoods remaining in private hands.

How can we let

the redwoods fall?

But unless the Government can reach

a deal with the owner, Charles Hur-

witz. a Texas corporate raider, his

company will soon begin "salvage”

logging the old-growth areas.

Soon after Mr. Hurwitz bought the

Pacific Lumber Company and its

189,000 acres, including Headwaters

Grove, in 1985, he doubled the rate of

logging in the area. Only legal chal-

lenges by environmentalists have

kept him out of the grove and five

David Brower is former executive

director of the Sierra Club.

other old-growth stands that are the

nesting sites of a protected seabird,

the marbled murreleL Restrictions on

logging during the birds’ nesting sea-

son were to be lifted on Monday, but

Pacific Lumber agreed on Friday to a

two-week extension.

The Clinton Administration intends

to trade Federal lands elsewhere for

the Headwaters Grove and a small

buffer area around iL This is an admi-

rable effort, but saving an isolated

stand of trees is a futile act To pro-

tect the grove and its endangered

species, the entire ecosystem— about

60,000 acres — must be preserved.

It is also unfortunate that the Gov-

ernment is prepared to hand over

Federal property to Mr. Hurwitz in

exchange for his land. The Federal

Deposit insurance Corporation and

the Office of Thrift Supervision are

seeking hundreds of millions of dol-

lars in damages from his holding

company, Maxxam Inc., in two cases

involving a failed Texas savings and

loan that cost taxpayers $1.6 billion.

Mr. Hurwitz has long balked at the

prospect timing the land over to the

Government in exchange for absolv-

ing him of personal liabilities. Yet his

representatives met this week with

banking agency officials in Washing-

ton. Even if the Government trades

land for the ancient grove, it shpuld

continue to press him to give up the

rest of the necessary land around the

grove in exchange for his debL
Headwaters is a national treasure

and one of our last connections to a
primeval pasL If President Clinton

' saves it, he will have the backing of

the American people and the grati-

tude of generations to come.

should require that the city maintain

its level of education spending when
the state increases its financing.

Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver

has tried to increase state financing

for school construction and repair.

This kind of leadership should also

come from Gov. George Pataki. But
the Governor, in his 1995 budget,

actually proposed reducing school

construction aid to the city.

The Federal Government should

also share the burden, because its

immigration policies have contributed

to the bulging classrooms. But don't

expect Washington to play more than

a token role. President Clinton recent-

ly proposed giving states $5 billion for

school const ruction, .which could gen-

erate $400 million to $700 million for

New York City, but even this relative-

ly inexpensive proposal faces an un-

certain future in Congress.

After touring schools like P.S. 42 in

Far Rockaway, Queens, which had to

be closed because a 12-foot piece of

parapet broke off the building this

summer, I believe it is just a matter of

time until a child or teacher is injured.

Elected officials who have opposed

any new taxes for school construction

wiil then be held accountable for their

fiscal negligence. Politicians have
been defeated for less.

tc-ops at gas chambers, tank fac-

tories, gun shows, stockcar races and
bass Ashing tournaments, and go
someplace fun. Trying to soften his

image. Bob Dole campaigned today

at Bergdorfs Semi-Annual Sale and
spent several hours accessorizing.

We could quit swaggering about
whipping third-rate dictators and
start figuring out how to get cheaper

day care and more classrooms.

But 1 was wrong.
Both parties chink suburban women

will be tbe key, so they try to latch on

to the nurturing aura of Family Cir-

cle, Ricki Lake and Rosie Donnell.
Bob Dole's new ad is full of women,

one holding a baby, gazing up at him
adoringly, something I have yet to

see at a bole rally. Bill Clinton, never

one to shy from the ghoulish, uses

pictures of a little girl named Melis-

sa who died of an unnamed disease,

and interviews with her parents, to

bludgeon Bob Dole about his inane

denunciation of the popular Family
and Medical Leave Act as govern-

ment intrusion.

Watching the Presidential candi-

dates trip over themselves to woo
Soccer Moms, watching these men
weep, emote and confide at the drop

of a hankie, I can’t call it progress.

I'm afraid of what the fall will

bring. Will Bob Dole get the vapors

and collapse cm a fainting couch? Will

Jack Kemp grace the cover of Cro-

chet Magazine in a little number he

stitched in his spare time on the bus?
The feminization of politics has re-

sulted in a nauseating display of

senseless sensibility. If women want-

ed revenge for decades of being ig-

nored while their men talked sports

and politics, they got id

Since Geraldine Ferraro was put on
the ticket in 1984, many elections have
been christened the Year of the Wom-
an. This year, women have more clout

than ever, but it is not measured by
how female candidates are doing, or
how close women came to getting on a
national ticket

This year, women will get credit for

a breathtaking achievement: Taking
sports out of the Olympics and politics

out of the conventions.

The men in charge of Olympic and
convention coverage bled their spec-,
tacles of nasty old competition to lure
female viewers. We were spoon-fed
treacly, heart-tugging soap operas.
Or. as the mother of all pundits. Jack
Germond, puts it, ‘‘Goop.’’

The guys must have read that wom-
en prefer consensus to conflicL But
sports and politics are about winning
and losing, not getting along. As John
Podhoretz wrote in Tbe Weekly
Standard, “the very things boys love
about politics and sports" were re-

placed by "a giant smiley face."

With their parade of first-person
tales of rape, AIDS, cancer, abortion,
disability and death, the conventions
were reminiscent of the depressing
Sunday-night movies-of-the-week
aimed at women, the ones about wom-
en being stalked and raped and har-
assed and dragged into custody fights

and ugly romantic triangles. The glo-

rification of victimization.

It made me cringe for my gender,
to see how men define our taste.

The vision seemed as narrow and
sentimental as the way Victorian

women were corseted, put on a goody-
goody pedestal as homemakers,
sources of compassion and moral
forces in the world.

“Men very often think women are

children,” Pat Schroeder says. "They
really think we have no intellect They
think that we can't comprehend any-

thing except little human-interest

stories. Please, 1 want to see the

game. 1 want to hear political speech-

es. 1 don’t want to see little stories.

Men say it’s feminizing, but it's really

downgrading, more dumbing down.”
Mr. Germond notes that “it is sort

of ironic that a guy like Clinton, with

his history." is enjoying such strong

support from women. But then. Mr.
Clinton has always been good at the

politics of seduction.

The campaign is bathed in a flatter-

ing pink light now. Let's just hope that

when the men start governing, they

have more to offer than sweet noth-

ings. -
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How The West Was Lost (As a Staple Of Television)
ByCARYNJAMES

V
ery near the end of "The
West," an epic documen-
tary about how the Ameri-
can frontier was settled
and how its myths took

shape, there is a brief but extraordi-
nary piece of early film: actual
scenes from Buffalo Bars Wild West
show. Here are glimpses of the fabu-
lously successful entertainment that
file Western scout and showman
Buffalo Bill Cody staged for 30
years. In the middle of an arena
Indians with elaborate headdresses
ride wildly after soldiers and around
tepees, recreating the Battle of the

.

L,ttle BiS Born. A cowboy shoots at
•several massive buffaloes as en-
thralled schoolchildren cheer from
the bleachers. Buffalo Bill himself
white hair flowing, rides into view
carrying the American flag and
takes a bow.

Here, in film shot in 1908, are the
same images baby boomers grew up
watching in fictional form, in movies
and on television, half a century lat-
er. That tiny bit of film is one of the
first genuine westerns, its images
.among. the most enduring in Ameri-
can culture.

Today, of course, the television
western is as dead as if it had been
gunned down on the streets of Dodge.
From the mid-1950's through the
mid-60's, westerns like “Guns-
moke," “Wagon Train” and "Bonan-
za” dominated television, and many
of those classics can still be found on
nostalgia channels on cable. But
among current shows, the closest
any major network comes to a west-
ern is CBS's pallid "Dr. Quinn, Medi-
cine Woman," with its veneer of
1990’s sensitivity troweled onto a
frontier setting.

The myth itself is not dead; it is
constantly being reinvented in mov-
ies. In the 1990’s, there have been
redemptive westerns like "Dances
With Wolves.” revisionist westerns
like "Unforgiven,” feminist west-
erns, African-American westerns,
poetic westerns. But none of that
interest has spilled over into televi-
sion, which hasn’t had a hit western
in decades.

What killed the television west- 1

em? "The West," a 12V4-hour, apart !

series that begins this week on the 5

Public Broadcasting System this i

week, is fiercely arid brilliantly root- a

ed in fact. But it throws some light on
that curious question.

. . Directed by Stephen Ives and pro-
duced by Ken Bums, "The West" a

uses a style made, familiar in Mr. f<

Bums's "Civil War” series: history d
built around personal narratives, a

rich with archival photographs and
letters. In enthralling detail it ex-
plores the day-to-day reality of dis-

5 appointed gold rushers, stubborn
- cattle drivers and displaced Arneri-
’ can Indians. And underlying it all is

1 a profound sense of how the old
t myths — the gun-slinging marshals

and “get out of Dodge” morality that
l television cherished — have become
[ inadequate, even in fiction.

In the popular imagination, the
West used to be a wilderness of

i endless possibility and freedom, con-
i quered by brave white men. In the

last few decades, it has become a
lost Eden where cowardly white men
slaughtered the Indians and stole
their land. "The West” demon-
strates that there is truth in both
those ideas. By the time Buffalo
Bill’s Wild West turns up in the docu-
mentary (in the next-to-last episode,
on Sept. 23) the point has been
made: the myth of the American
West, a florid hybrid of fact and
fiction, was never as simple as it

once seemed.
The death of the traditional televi-

sion western is a complicated his-
torical matter, too. There are practi-
cal causes: television advertisers’
desire to reach a specific audience
(younger viewers, the ones least
likely to go for an aging genre like
the western) ; the divergent creative
paths taken by movies and television
series. But the more philosophical
and perhaps more basic reason ech-
oes the very issue “The West" ex-
plores so eloquently. After the social
upheavals of the 1960’s, which have
reached into the morally sensitive
90 ’s, the old myth of the West has lost
its apparent simplicity and inno-
cence. Unwilling to grapple with a
more complicated, darker version,
television has abandoned it to the
movies.

It was during a more oblivious,
less questioning period in American
history that the imagery flourished
on television. Within a two-week pe-
riod in 1955, “Gunsmoke," “Chey-
enne" and "The Life and Legend of
Wyatt Earp" had their premieres.
Before long, the prime-time sched-
ule was cluttered with immensely (

popular shows like "The Rifleman," i

"Have Gun, Will Travel,” “Raw-' i

hide" and “Maverick." In the 1958- i

59 season, four of the five top-rated
|shows were westerns. “Gunsmoke" i

would last for 20 years and “Bonan- t

za" for 14.

At the start — when Gene Autry
and Roy Rogers were being trans-
formed from movie cowboys to kid-
dy-television stars— there was such
a strong link between western films

d and television that John Wayne was
l' asked to play Matt Dillon in “Guns-
5- moke.” It was Wayne who suggested
n James Arness for the role, and
i- Wayne who appeared on screen to
s introduce the series, bringing a west-
a em hero’s sea] of approval to televi-
s sion.

t The appeal of those early shows
5 was the same as that of western

films: adventure; in which the good
- guys beat the bad. In the "Guns-
f moke” premiere, Marshal Dillon

faces a gunslinger who is wanted for
* killing an unarmed man. Matt does-
i n't want to shoot him, but the outlaw
i resists arrest and insists on a show-

down in the streeL “He’s a gunman.
Doc,” Matt says. "He has got to be

i eliminated." A marshal was always
a moral -touchstone.

As series developed, television
westerns took their own shape. It
was easy, for a movie hero, riding off
into the sunset after an hour or so, to
be a tough loner. Paladin in televi-
sion's "Have Gun, Will Travel,"
played by Richard Boone, was juk
such a loner, a mercenary for the
forces of good ("a

.

knight without
armor in a savage land," as his
theme song said). But more typical-
ly, characters who appeared week
after week established their own
cozy communities: Matt, Miss Kitty
and Doc formed a snug (and unbe-
lievably platonic) family. Television
westerns offered vicarious adven-
ture and a comforting sense of fam-
ily. That combination spoke directly
to the calm, suburban 50’s, much the
way police and lawyer dramas later
spoke to the urban, crime-conscious
80’s and 90's.

On cable, we can still see how
those family-oriented westerns
worked. The FX channel shows
"Rawhide" twice a day, giving ev-
eryone a chance to see where Clint
Eastwood learned to be a heartthrob
cowboy. TV Land, Nick at Nile's new

'

spinoff, has a Sunday afternoon
block or shows called "TV Land !

Goes West," including "Gunsmoke" 1

and “Have Gun, Will TraveL" '

(Viewers in New York City may be
[among the country’s most western-

deprived
; neither FX nor TV Land is f

yet available here.) The Family
Channel has long relied on westerns Iand every Saturday afternoon

P

presents a block that Includes the
L

matriarchal "Big Valley," with Bar-
bara Stanwyck, and the patriarchal

s

“Bonanza," with Lome Greene as 5
Ben Cartwright, everybody’s favor-

h

ite pa. n
Yet a glance at who is watching

01

these cable retreads hints at why pi

there are few current westerns, why w
the genre itself seems creaky on I

television. During the western’s hev-

TrvStar Pklurcs iThe Quick and Iho Dead')

“The Quick and the Dead,

'

with Shamn Stone

day, it was enough to have a large
audience. In the 60's, demographic
research began telling the networks,
and the advertisers that support
them, about the makeup of that audi-
ence. Today it is well known that the
most desirable viewers are young,
preferably female, and that west-
erns usually appeal to older audi-
ences and to men. Sure enough, re-
searchers Tor FX, TV Land and the
Family Channel agree, that their
western reruns are watched mostly
by adulis over 30, presumably baby
boomers who grew up with these
shows and are nostalgic for their
childhoods.

Much of that nostalgia is focused
on a time when the country shared
an unquestioned morality. The laws
in the Old West may have been dif-
ferent. but the community’s clear-
cut ideals reflected the situation in
contemporary America. Everybody
knew that shooting a man fair and
square was not a sin in the Old West.
"Head on. I’ll face any man in the
world. Matt," a visiting lawman tells
Marshal Dillon. "It's getting shot in
the back that bothers me."

In an episode of "The Big Valley"
shown on the Family Channel re-
cently, Barbara Stanwyck 's sons
help a rancher defend land the rail-
road wants to take. There is a shoot-
out and lives are lost, but killing to
preserve the ranch is part of the
western ethic.

The days of that ethic were num-
bered, though. On an episode of

"Wagon Train," John Mclntire, as

the wagon master, gives a little lec-

ture to Jane Wyman. She plays a

mother who doesn't want her son to

ride off with the other men. who
must get rid of an outlaw band plan-

£ nmg to attack the wagon train.

"There never was anything fair

about war, Hannah.” the wagon
master tells her, explaining the be-

lief, firmly held by him and his audi-

ence, that sometimes a few lives

have to be sacrificed to save many
more.

That episode was from 1962, the

year “Wagon Train" changed net-

works and toppled from No. 1 in the

ratings to 25. But the ratings plunge

is less instructive than the fact that

in a ctfuple of years, the war in

Vietnam would make those plati-

tudes obsolete. There was no way the

western, which had always operated
on shared moral assumptions, could
survive in its old form.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch,
demographic research was begin-

’ ning its reign of terror: if social

changes hadn't killed the western,
demographics surely would have. By
the 1970's, westerns were scarce.

There have been aberrations since
then. The big-budget 1989 mini-se-
ries "Lonesome Dove" was a smash,
partly because it was a perfect blend
of old-movie-style action and sensi-
tive heroes. There were huge cattle
drives, an outsize landscape and two
gruff former Texas Rangers with
cotton-candy hearts, played by Rob-
ert Duvall and Tommy Lee Jones.
But "Lonesome Dove” was not a
series; it was a made-for-lelevision
movie, as virtually all of today's
truest television westerns are (in-

cluding the "Lonesome Dove" se-

quels and TNT's films about Indian
heroes. "Geronimo" and “Crazy
Horse").

The smartest western idea to
come along lately is TNT's 1

*Laza rus
Man," which grafts hot 90’s themes
like government conspiracies and 1

lost identity to traditional shoot-’em-
up action. Robert Urich plays an *

amnesiac searching for his identity
;

‘

he is mysteriously involved, as pro-
tector or culprit, in Lincoln's assas- *

sination. The series did reasonably l

well last season and was gaining t

strength, but because Mr. Urich is «

being treated for cancer, the show t

was not renewed. (Seven new epi- £

sodes that had been completed will r

be shown in October and Novem- ii

ber.) n

Such dark themes are rare in se- n

ries, though they have flourished in

movies. Even in film, revisionist

westerns are nothing new. John

Ford's "Man Who Shot Liberty Va-

lence" (1962), Arthur Penn's “Little

Big Man" (1970) and Robert Alt-

man's “Buffalo Btil and the Indians"

(1976) are all filled with a sense of

how myth making overwhelmed his-

tory. Lately, that sense of the West

as a place of unredeemable violence,

the disillusioned heritage of the

196Q’s. has become increasingly po-

itent m film.

In "Unforgiven" (1992), Mr.

Eastwood's William Munny is a re-

formed killer with a serious case of

backsliding. When the evil sheriff

(Gene Hackman) kicks Munny bru-

tally, the heroine, a prostitute called

Strawberry Alice (Frances Fisher),

yells that he has beat “an innocent

man.
“Innocent, of what?" asks the

sheriff, suggesting how far moral
assumptions have shifted. In "Un-
forgiven." people are guilty until

proven innocent of something. Even
Paladin would have found that atti-

tude hard to sustain.

Sharon Stone is a gunfighter in

Sam Raimi's "Quick and the Dead.”

a film in which people stand in the

street and shoot each other in a

contest for money. Though the direc-

tor was toying with western conven-

tions, that kind of action wouldn't do
on a series. (Each week a new guest

star is gunned down?)
Within the last three years, “The

Quick and the Dead" and “Wyatt
Earp," with Kevin Costner, were .

big-name flops. “Bad Girls" failed,

but “The Ballad of Little Jo" gave a
smart feminist .twist to the Old West.
The revisionist possibilities are rich

but risky. And those risks are even
harder to take in the confined, .cau-

tious world of television. So when
television westerns emerge at all

today, they are likely to represent
the sunny heritage of the 60's, which
implausibly portrays white people
as virtuous figures who understood
the Indians all along.

That impulse accounts for "Dr.
Quinn," the heir to Michael Landon's
"Little House on the Prairie." After
"Bonanza," Little Joe came up with
a family frontier story with more
promising, feminine demographics
than those for shoot-'em-up west-
erns. (Even "Bonanza,” especially
toward the end of its run, reflected
attitudes now labeled politically cor-
rect. The Cartwrights were always
helping Indians who were discrimi-
nated against and convicts who
needed a second chance.)

SO BIG

MUSIC By Alex K. Justin / Edited by Will Shortz

Orchestras Play to Win
ACROSS

1 Teleflora rival

4 It's semi-attached

7 That being the case
12 Eastern music
16 Willingly

18 Dummy
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By BERNARD HOLLAND

T
|HE New York Philharmon-
ic opens its season on
Wednesday with a winning
program. And make no mis-
take, concert programs are

designed to win. As orchestra man-
agements ponder how to fill seats
and keep them filled for two hours at
a time, programming becomes a
combination of field strategy, mass
psychiatry and games of cat-and-
mouse.

Concert

strategists may
go to great

lengths, or none
at all.

Wednesday evening's music bears
several messages. First is the ritual
exercise in renewal, and with it a
sense of celebration. There will be
glamour in equipoise: first from
partygoing subscribers in the audi-
ence at Avery Fisher Hall, then
more glamour from Anne-Sophie
Mutter playing the Brahms Violin
Concerto up on stage.

Kurt Masur will introduce his or-
chestra to a new season (though
given its recent labors at the Lincoln
Center Festival '96, one is hard
pressed to distinguish one season
from its predecessor). Brahms sets

rj
e l°ne for the no-nonsense spirit of

Mr. Masur’s regime in New York.
Underlining it will be Tchaikovsky’s
most serious, well-made and power-
ful symphony, the Fourth. Nothing
threatens, and yet all is sobriety:
What better symbol for the year to
come.

Go back to the Philharmonic on
Thursday, and be led by the a la
carte approach to program building:
something old (Mozart's C minor
Piano Concerto), something new
(the United States premiere of
Georg Katzer’s “Soundhouse") and
something in the middle (again the
Tchaikovsky Fourth). One concert,
three centuries: all bases covered.

But look a little deeper as well
Note first that Mr. Kalzer's piece
begins the evening. This is the strat-
egy of benign entrapmenL If you as a
manager are pretty sure that con-
servative listeners will recoil from
the unfamiliar name and the threat
of “modem music.” bait them with
the lure of Romantic effulgence an
hour ahead. Tempt them further
with piano virtuosity by Vladimir
Feitsman directly to come. Timid
customers find themselves right
where orchestras want them.
That is. unless they come late. Mr.

s
Katzers piece. I am told, takes

I-
abour 23 minutes. A Jot of program-
openers are deliberately shorter.
Brevity insures that stragglers are

5 not left uncomfortably long to cool
l their heels outside the doors

; no mu-
i sic is disrupted by the tardy. Admit-
' tance after the first movement of a

symphony is another, if less satisfac-
tory, solution. Audiences these days
have become sufficiently high-mind-
ed to resent Beethoven's movement-
to-movement thought processes' be-
ing interrupted by clomping pro-
crastinators. even though the great
man himself presided over concerts
in which different pieces by other
composers were regularly inserted.
The first-movement maneuver

does offer catharsis. Conductors en-
joy the soul-searing opportunity to
menace the latecomer sinful enough
to miss a moment of their greatness.
For those already seated, there are
the uplifting effects of righteous in-
dignation.

A short program-opener that is
also new kills two birds with one
stone. Orchestra managements pay
their debt to contemporary music
(at a very reasonable price) ; com-
posers, and not necessarily the best
or them, enjoy a thriving, tailored-to-
nt cottage industry. A lot of these
pieces die shortly after birth and for
good reason. Yet I expect that many
a composer has sent a child to col-

taS
^ 3 Vear °n emission

On Thursday, Mr. Feitsman will
be icing on the cake. Visiting orches-
tras or middling reputation, on the
other hand, regular,y depend on the

Itav Sf*
°f blS‘narh-e virtuosos

like him. They help sell the event,even when it means inserting GriegLS SS°hn in Lhe m‘ddle ofsome otherwise coherent stylistic or
nationalistic statement
Wan yet a week more, and you will iexperience the child-prodigy effecL i
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10 aduithood now rest easv iW,Ih the new crop of barely pubes- !

cent virtuosos. Here the Philhar-
monic presents the 13-year-old pian-
ist Helen Huang, who is expected to
make child’s play of the Mendels-
sohn G minor Concerto. Other
grown-up musicians in children's
bodies include the astonishing Sarah
Chang and the impressive Hilary
Hahn, both violinists. They sell tick-
ets.

Some programmers reject the a Ja
carte format and lump contempo-
rary music into entire evenings. Call
them ghettos, but these concerts
often serve valuably. The week of
contemporary music at the Tangle-
wood Festival a month ago, for ex-
ample, made true virtue of isolation.
With not a Straussian six-four chord
in sight for days on end, new music
seemed defended from the past and
allowed to breathe its own air. Noth-
ing could have pointed up more viv-
idly the moat that, for better or
worse, separates a devouring past
from the more fragile, often or-
phaned, multiplicities of the presenL

Program builders are also turning
to one-event/one-idea affairs in.
which a pervasive theme is led
through various other media, acquir-
ing on the way that currently exalted
state known as "contexL" Christo-
pher Hum’s Pepsico Summerfare at
Purchase, N.Y., a number of years
ago alerted us to the possibilities of
weekendlong immersions, and this
bandwagon has taken on many pas-
sengers since.

Bard College devotes two summer
weekends to a single composer; this
year, Ives. The Schubertiade at the
92d Street Y, given to a 10-year sur-
vey of Schubert's music, lost steam
halfway through but is limping still
toward some sort of closure. The
Brooklyn Philharmonic’s theme
weekends, often a little rough in con-
[*pt and execution, uy to brighten a
less than brilliant orchestra with
topics like Eastern European mysti-
cism or American jazz.
Newton tells us that every action

elicits an equal and opposite reac-
tion, and maybe this is why I come
across more and more concert pro-
grams liiat seem willfully incoher-
ent — like I Ching exercises set in
the middle of a program book. Li-
cense-plate owners do the same The
aspiring cool proudly custom-order
their messages. The truly cool are
pleased with whatever numbers
come their way.

19 Remote
20 Groupies follow

them
22 OPENLY
25 Express disapproval

of

26 Kind of grandparent
27 First name in rock
28 Saute

29 Informs positively

30 Start of the Sons of
the Covenant's
name

31 Rice dish wjtfuneat
32 Insult, modem-style
33 They come before

yodfis

34 Panama Canal, in
slang

37 Ewer’s adjunct

40 Exert one's
influence

42 “Some meat
and canna eat":
Bums

43 “You Are My
Destiny" singer

44 Prefix with dollar

45 ‘Looking for
"

(Gershwin hit)

46 Actress Carter

47 BARELY
52 Exemplary

! 53 Suffers humiliation

54 Heckelphones
55 Japanese naval base

i

north ofNagasaki <

56 St. fire
I

57 Falsify, in a way ,

58 Words on a h
Wonderland cake

59 More lenient
jj

61 Northerly region of ir
myth 11

63 Where Empress
Zauditu ruled

66 Mailboxes

67 SILENT FILM
CAPTION

69 They're worth
bonuses, in cards

70 Unwanted look
71 Subject of lshmael's

narration

72

the kill

73 Certain therapy
74 Smooth talkers,

perhaps

78 EllerbeeV It .

Goes" 1

79 Go over ihe lines 7 ,

81 "...my dainty !I
shall miss thee":

Prospero

82 Ahead: Abbr.

83

lime
(eventually)

84 Aries artides

85 “Bad air." literally

89 Housekeeping

91 Oscar winner or
1961

93 Press agents?

94

a dozen
11 95 STEERS CLEAR OF

97 Worrying sort

98 Whitebait

99 Baseball’s Ashby
100 Point of (British

lighthouse site)

101 “Alice” diner
102 Body of art?

103 Detail of pointillism
104 Urgent message

DOWN
1 coin (decide by
chance)

2 Actress Yo there el
al.

3 They can be bad
4 Conclusions

5 Extra: Abbr.

6 Tight wrapper?
7 Braided breads: Var.

8 Not a democrat
9 Canceled

10 Columbia Pictures
co-founder Harry

11 Lizard, old-style

12 Vulgarians

13 Another name for
God

14 FLIP OUT
15 Banned

plant-growth
retardant

17 Revealing 1

comments i

18 Vitus Bering and
others

21 Farm home
23 Sen. Hatch
24 Movie based on an

Isaac Bashevis
Singer story

28 Kind of back or
bank

1 30 At the base of
31 Attribute to
23 "Presumed

Innocent" author
34 Netanyahu and

others

35 Godwin's “The
Adventures of
WilHams-

36 Aloha

37 Unsophisticate
38 ‘The Cherry

Orchard" girl

39 DEFIES DANGER
40 Cigars

41 Latest thing

44 Scnewup
46 Certain designated

section

48 Apices

49 Finish, finally

50 Have (revel)

51 Copland ballet

52 Suffix in camera
names

55 Indian master

61 Faulkner's"
Thirteen"

62 Daughter of Cronus
63 One of the

Barrymores
64 Poet Coolbrith et al.

65 Apropos of
67 Pointed

68 Breaks, in a way
70 Lash, the cowboy
74 Freeloaders

75 Acclaim
76 Auto maker

Maserati

77 Tuscany province
78 Wing it

80 Canine cover
82 Fraught

85
£
0,oneer speaking

86 Calhoun and others
87 Speaker’s need
88 Remains to be seen?
89 Driver's aid
90 What’s wrapped upm the whole ball of

wax?
91 Prom night rental
92 Fini

93 Storehouse
95 Astron. clock setting
96 Pile

ijul gBsii IIP yarn

MSB®*
58 Actor Hawke of

“Alive"

59 Trimmer
60 Stand
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...A hook, a play, an opera: Kafka’s ‘Metamorphosis’
4 PERA is the most cen-

Btrai thing in my world,
everything else I do

comes from opera,” says compos-
er Ron Weidberg, whose new
opera Metamorphosis will be pre-
miered at the Acre Festival at the
end of the month.
“The question is not why do I

compose opera, but why do 1 com-
pose opera in Israel where the sit-
uation is almost impossible,”
Weidberg says, referring to the
lack of performance opportunities
here.

“When composer Gyoigy Ligeti
received tile Wolf Prize a few
months ago be was asked by the
presidenc ‘'What is a Jew who sur-
vived the Holocaust doing in
Germany?’ Ligeti answered very
simply that had he been living in
Israel, he wouldn’t have become
the composer he is. It was a tough
answer but there was more than a
grain of truth in it. After all, here
in Israel there is just one opera
house. Compare this to any
European country and you at once

realize why the performance pos-
sibilities here are virtually nonex-
istent,” says Weidberg.
He explains that “for many years

I didn’t write a real opera, only
semi-operatic works. And then
came this suggestion from Musica
Nova to do a chamber opera and 1

decided the time has indeed come
to do a new piece.”
The choice for a source was

Kafka’s short story
Metamorphosis. “At this point
there is no real point in doing a
huge opera, so I decided on a
chamber one. But this is just the
beginning — after Metamorphosis
will come The Castle," another
Kafka opus.
Why Kafka?
“First of all he is one of us,” says

Weidberg. “But much more
importantly, Kafka is one of the
most relevant existential creators
of our time and compared to
Beckett, for example, he is more
humane and warmer. I couldn’t
have written an opera about a
topic which is not relevant to our
daily existence.

“1 rewrote the text for the libret-

Sweet Chestnutt:
A starry benefit

IN TUNE
DAVID BRINN

Sweet Relief n,
The Songs of Vic Chestnutt

VARIOUS ARTISTS
(2VMC)

THIS disc displays how con-

cept and implementation
mesh perfectly, and in the

process exposes the basic hippie
ethics of alternative rock.

Sweet Relief is an organization

farmed when acclaimed singerf

songwriter Victoria Williams
developed multiple sclerosis a
few years ago.

Like hundreds, or even thou-

sands, ofmusicians, Williams bad
been unable to afford the medical
insurance premiums which are'

inflated due to the allegedly high-

risk lifestyle of rockers.

Thus a few of her friends,

including Pearl Jam and Soul
Asylum, contributed their ver-

sions of Williams’s songs to a
star-studded benefit disk which
defrayed the medical costs.

Williams's disease is now under

:

control, but the idea •behind
Sweet Relief of musicians help-

ing musicianswas so popular that

a fend was established for artists

who are in need of financial help

to cover medical bills.

Sweet Reliefn is devoted to the

songs of Vic Chestnutt, one of
those songwriter’s songwriters,
who is virtually unheard of in

commercial circles.

Confined to a wheelchair due to
a stroke, Chestnutt’s songs are,

well, chestnuts. Or gems. Or
maybe the best songs I’ve heard
all year.
As Nanci Griffith, who collabo-

rates with Hootie and the
Blowfish for a heart-wrenching
“Gravity of the Situation.” com-
ments in the liner notes, “Vic’s
music seems so much an open
conversation, that though I’ve
never met him, his words and
music have become dear friends

of mine.”
The power of these mostly

downbeat, stark songs becomes
evident in that despite a diverse
array of talent doing the interpre-

tations, all the songs sound like

they belong together, and not. as

in tire case of some tributes, a dis-

jointed mess.
Sure, the returning Soul

Asylum and RJE.M. are easily

identifiable on their versions of
“When I Ran off and Left Her”
and “Sponge,” respectively, but

Chestnutt’s distinctive talents

push through anyway.
Among the other highlights are

Pumpkins a smash hit at

New York’s MTV awards

ALTERNATIVE rockers Smashing Pumpkins took the spotlight

at tire annual MTV music video awards, winning seven prizes

and making its first TV appearance since the drug death of a key-

boardist this summer.
In the 13th annual rock gala, broadcast live from New York's

Radio City Music Hall, the Smashing Pumpkins cook the honors

for their animated sci-fi video “Tonight, Tonight”

“We’ve bad an interesting year. We lost a friend, we lost a drum-

mer, but we hope we haven’t lost any fans,” lead singer, guitarist

and songwriter Billy Corgan told the audience.

The Smashing Pumpkins, which with eight nominations had the

most of anyone, won video, direction, best alternative, best break-

I
through, art direction, special effects and cinematography awards.

Corgan remarked later that be had little fondness for videos that

now dominate the popular music industry.

“All videos ruin the song," he said. “They block the song into a

mental image and for the rest of your life, you’ll see that image

with that song.”
Canadian singer Alanis Morissette won best female artist, new

artist and the editing award for Ironic. The former child actress's

Grammy-winning album Jagged Little Pill has done very well in

Israel’s charts.

Morissette, introduced by actress Susan Sarandon who saluted

the growing role of women in music, told fee audience, “Although

we women are coming intoour own, we still love you men for what

you are, just to let you know,”
Rapper Coolio won best rap video and video from a film for his

monster hit Gangsta’s Paradise and best dance video for 122.4.

The former convict and crack addict has become a spokesman for

responsible music, singing about social issues.

Bush, a British alternative band, won the viewers’ choice award,

determined by calls to an MTV phone number, for Glycerine.

Alternative rock band fee Foo Fighters won best group video for

Big Me, a parody ofa Mentos candy commercial.

Foo Fighters’ Dave Grohl and Pat Smear once played wife

Nirvana, which broke up after the suicide of lead singer Kurt

Cnham. .

The Fugees won the R&B award for Killing Me Softly, a hip-hop

remake of the 1973 hit by Roberta Flack. The band performed a

medley that included “Ready or Not” from its album The Score and

rapperNas singing “If I Ruled the World.” (Reuter)
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to even though you can see that

Kafka was a first-rate dramaturge.
His eye doesn’t miss any derail

and he has a fust-rate overall the-

atrical vision. Kafka didn’t write a
short story but a three-dimension-
al opus which is exactly why the
adaptation was easy and very
pleasant.”

According to Weidberg, “Kafka
uses the language of human
beings. He uses very precise sen-
tences, very specific choice of
words, and in more ways than one
his language is similar to today's
Hebrew, which is also a very pre-
cise language which gets better
and better with the years. And
don’t forget that because he died
70 years ago there is no problem
of royalties, which is also very
important within the overall bud-
get.”

WEIDBERG adamantly believes
that opera is an art form for fee
community at large. “The new
opera house at the Tel Aviv
Performing Arts Center is a great
place, but opera should not be lim-
ited to it Opera should be present-

Composer Ron Weidberg
wants opera to be ‘relevant to

our society.'

ed where everyone can attend it, in

a community center, in a church,
in any place in which people can

gather. I believe feat at the end of

fee 20th century, opera should
take place wherever people are

performing music," he says.

He is quite critical of fee so-

called grand operas written in this

day and age.

“Opera in its 19th-century form
is passd. And for many years I

haven’t seen a 20th-century opera

in which two people are talking to

each other. In today’s opera world,
there is always a tension between
the librettist and director on the

one hand, who warn to have a play

with music, and the conductors
and singers who want songs with
spectacle. In fact tills is the entire

history of the opera world since its

beginning.

“When tile music is not melodi-
ous and not singable nothing
remains.” be says.

“Today’s composers are search-

ing for an anchor in the show in

the sets and have totally forgotten

to try and reach areal artistic truth.

I want to see today's opera being
relevant to our society. Look, we
are now sitting around a table talk-

ing. Let’s compose this, this is

what makes a zeal theater, and not

a mere spectacle as grand as it

might be."
Weidberg does not write tradi-

tional opera. “I do not negate the

operatic voice and I do believe
that any opera singer today can
sing perfect Hebrew. But I looked
for actors who can sing, actors
who are very musical in this case.”

So his cast features the likes of
Sassi Keshet, Eli Gomstein, Yuval
Zamir and Robin Weisel-Capsuto.
to name a few.

Yet although Metamorphosis is a
chamber opera, its composer at

mce emphasizes that “chamber
opera is not. grand opera on a
smaller scale. It is a very different

kind of work which is much more
authentic, a much more existential

drama than what opera lovers are
used to.”

Before the premiere of
Metamorphosis, Weidberg will

enjoy a very rare opportunity to

bear some of his other works per-

formed as the Ra’anana
Symphonette Orchestra opens its

season wife a concert devoted
entirely to his works, an honor

very few Israeli composers have
enjoyed through the years.
Under the baton of its new

music director Yuval Zaliouk the

Symphonette performs Weid-
berg’s Rhapsody, his piano con-
certo (played by Revitaf
Hachamoff) and his violin concer-
to (with Nitai Zori as the orches-
tra’s concertinaster) on' Saturday
in Ra’anana. As an added bonus,
one of fee composer’s chamber
works will also be performed.
Any living composer around the

world today would probably envy
Weidberg,'who within less than 10
days wifi hear three of his sym-
phonic works in the concert hall

and immediately after that enjoy a

premiere of a new opera, perhaps
also indicating a metamorphosis
in the composer’s own career.

Metamorphosis will premiere at
the Acre Festival on September 28
with three more performances on
the consecutive following days.
After that it will continue to be
presented in other locations in

Israel under Ike auspices of
Musica Nova.

Wine, woman and song

BRAZILIAN singing super-

star Gal Costa will be the

headline attraction at the

eighth Rishon Lezion Wine
Festival on October 1 and 2.

She’ll give two concerts in the

Carmel winery courtyard and
then, because tire demand for tick-

ets is already so great, a third at

the amphitheater on October 3.

Brazil is the fourth country to

lend its particular flavor to the

festival which last year show-
cased Greece. As well as Costa

there’ll be camival'on tire streets,

wife performances from both vis-

iting and Israeli Brazilian song
and dance groups such as
Batucada Tel Aviv. Capoeira, Ze

HELEN KAYE

Brasil, Macumba and visiting

singer Fernando Seixas.

Israeli singer Ilanit and the mar-
velous band Atraf will also lend

their talents to fee Latino feythms.

Special programs include a
salute to fee music of (unrelated)

Sasha and Zohar Aigov, wife

Sasha’s son, Negbi, and actress

Aliza Rosen who’ll sing the songs

Argov wrote for fee Nahal Troupe
in its ’60s heyday. Zahar’s pro-

gram is Zohar Bedeshe (on the

lawn) wife such as Margalit

Tsanani, Shlomi Shabat and Ofri

Salem.
There’ll be shows by Arkadi

Duchin. Hava Albersiein and
Shuli Natan, songs in Yiddish
from Yankele Bodo and friends,

rock from AJon Olearchik, jazz
from Minuette, comedy from
Mod Katz and much more.
Altogether there are some 700

performers, appearing in 35 dif-

ferent shows on 27 stages, 50% of
them free.

The budget is NIS 1.4m., 50%
of which comes from the Rishon
municipality, the rest coming
from Carmel Mizrachi, advertis-

ers and ticket sales. Tickets, on
sale at agencies, are from NIS 30
to NIS 50, except for Costa. Her
show is NIS 99, including wine
and cheese.

‘Fragments’ of Jerusalem
come together on Channel 1

RON Havilio’s most potent HELEN KAYE ' in Jerusalem between the famil

memory is of a divided overseas postings, “so I had a d
Jerusalem. Like tire Berlin “I thought to make a 30-minute mooolitan childhood, but 1 v

Smashing Pumpkins has overcome the loss of two of its mem-
bers to drugs.

plaintive versions by Indigo Girls

of “Free of Hope” and a duet by
rootsy folkster Joe Henry and his

sister-in-law Madonna on “Guilty

By Association” feat is among the

most sublime recordings fee god-
dess of pop has ever made.
The liner notes are also a joy, in

which each artist writes about

Chestnutt from a fen’s viewpoint.

It’s a kick to be reminded that

rock stars are first and foremost

music lovers.

Sad, uplifting, funny and full of
insight into the human condition.

Sweet Relief II is .
an early con-

tender for record of fee year. How
sweet it is.

Zero
SMASHING PUMPKINS

(Helicon)

Judging by its dominance at this

month’s MTV Video Awards
(which have long surpassed the

Grammys as the gauge of what is

popular). Smashing Pumpkins is

fee band of fee moment
Despite or because of a recent

scandalous past - in which key-

boardist Jonathan Melvoin died

of a drag overdose and drummer
Jimmy Chamberlain was fired

from fee band for his own drug

problems - the band is more pop-

ular than ever.

To capitalize on feat popularity,

fee band has released its latest

single, “Zero,” from their latest

disc, Mellon Collie and the

Infinite Sadness and has added a
few outtakes and a couple ofnew
tunes, including a tribute to

Melvoin, to make a mini-album.

The band is impossible to cate-

gorize, containing elements of
heavy metal, punk, ’70s-style

arena rock and pop. Crunching
guitar riffs from leader Billy

Corgan abound, as do his miser-

able-geek lyrics.

Fans of fee band will have to

own this, but those uninitiated

would do better to start some-
where else in the band’s oeuvre.

The closing track, “Pastiche

Medley.” is totally unbearable.

True to its name, it’s a patchwork
of parts of over 50 songs. A"
snatch of one song is quickly

replaced by another of totally dif-

ferent tempo and temperament
Shock therapy is probably more
fun.

YOU OUGHT TO KNOW

Alanis Morissette’s stunning

debut Jagged Little Pill has tied

Whitney Houston for having the

best-selling album ever by a
female solo artist the Recording
Industry Association of America
announced last week.
Jagged Utile Pill was certified

at 12 million copies sold in the

United States, tying Houston’s

debut Whitney Houston and out-

doing industry veterans like

Carole King, Madonna and
Mariah Carey.

RON Havilio’s most potent

memory is of a divided

Jerusalem. Like fee Berlin

Wall, a wall divided the city at

Mantilla.

It is this memory that led to his

six-hour documentary on the saga

of a city called Fragments -
Jerusalem. ... .

i-. . ..hln..l986, wbeaairStaitedfee film* -

-feey were pullingtfiown Mantilla,”

.

he says of the district from which
the family was forced to move in

1948. “It was a sort of sore in the

middle of the city, a metaphor fora
city at wax”
Fragments is at once the highly

personal stay of Israel's capital

and of a family. The making of

what Havilio describes as a filmic

diary which starts with Mantilla,

took 10 years.

Channel 1 will screen two
episodes back to back next

Tuesday. The first part is called

Mamilia Diary and deals wife
Havilio’s childhood which is cen-

tered on the neighborhood and
wife the family’s peregrinations to

Paris, Istanbul and other places

where his diplomat father was sta-

tioned.

Tbe second segment, Far-Off
Days, explores Jerusalem’s ancient

sites and is intertwined with the

Havilio family history, which is

also the history of Jerusalem.

Each oftbe subsequent segments
are similarly intertwined, wife
Havilio’s own family, including

his father, grandparents, his wife

Jacqueline whom he met in fee

Old City in 1967. and his three

daughters, Noa, Yael and Naomi,
now 21, 19 and 16.

HELEN KAYE

“I thought to make a 30-minute
film on Mantilla until I started

questioning my father, and then I

realized that I had to go back in

time,” Havilio explains. Him, be
says, demands more care.

. The Havilio family has been in

Jerusalem morej or -less continu-

ously since 1492. He tells of R.

David Havilio, an 18th-century

kabbaiist who was very involved

with tbe false messiah Shabtai Zvi.

His mother’s side of the family, the

Rosenthals, arrived from Vilna in

1812. They were engravers, fol-

lowers of the Vilna Gaon, and had
been sent ahead to prepare for the

coming ofdie messiah. this time in

1840.

At the Jerusalem film festival in

July, Fragments received a special

award “in recognition of its innov-

ative techniques and commitment
to cinema as a medium.”
“I think I’ve created a new film

language” Havilio concurs. “F3m
is our most significant artistic lan-

guage but the theatrical, imagina-
tive reality of movie making does-
n’t appeal to me.”
As a painter and an art historian

he says he feels “that the axis of
visual art is a passion for reality.

[Artists] attempt to understand the

reality of their own period.

“All feat is a much neglected

field in movie-making. The art

film as such is nearly gone. I don’t

believe in the division between
feature and documentary. Tbe
desire to make a film is like the

desire to write a book.”

Havilio. 46, was born and raised

in Jerusalem between the family’s

overseas postings, “so I had a cos-

mopolitan childhood, but 1 was
back in Jerusalem at 18 and from
16 I already knew that film was
what I wanted.”

However, be started as a still

photographer and was good
enough to have .had exhibitions at

r the Israel: Museum irothb '70s.

• Thenj a-young man wid£tf family

to support, he became acontractor,

an importer of antiques, and “got

a bit of financial independence.

That’s when I decided to become a

filmmaker, after I’d shot my film

in super-Smm.”
He called it simply Journal and

made it “to see if my kind of film

language works."

Then he made the first segment
ofFragments as a test and “got an
enthusiastic response. “He also

got some financial support, about

3140,000 from fee Fund for the

Promotion of Israeli Quality Films,

the IBA and tire Israel Film
Service, but most ofthe Sl million

the film has cost so far has come
out of his own pocket.

Today he teaches at the

Jerusalem Film School and at the

city’s Cinematheque. He also

teaches aikido.

The movie isn’t finished yet
There are still three segments to go
“but it’s all so difficult in every

way, especially because of tbe

invasion of the entertainment men-
tality."

As well as on TV, Fragments,

premieres tonight at the Jerusalem

Cinematheque, at the Tel Aviv
Cinematheque tomorrow, and will

be screened over three days.

Joanne Dm, Western heroine
TTOANNE Dm, heroine of 1940s and 1950s

I Western films, including Howard Hawks's clas-

tjP sic Red River, and John Ford’s She Wore a

Yellow Ribbon has feed, aged 74.

“After I made Red River, ail I had submitted to me
was Western subjects.” she said.

“Once you’re typed,” she told syndicated

Hollywood columnist Hedda Hopper in 19$7,

“you’re lost.” Tbe auburn-haired actress said; “While

a Western is a good bet for the producer and tbe male
star, it seldom does anything for the woman in it.”

Born Joanne LaCock in Logan, West Virginia, she

moved to New Yoric and vowed to get into show
business.

Dru came West wife her first husband, singer and
actor Dick Haymes. Hawks spotted her sunning in

Palm Springs and put her under contract far Red
River. (Los Angeles Times)

NEXT YEAR in Jerusalem:

3,000 YEARS in the HISTORY of the HOLY CTTY

Introduction by Teddy Kollek, Text by Tim Dowley and Heike

Qoshen. PHOTOGRAPHS BY MAX.-MOSHE AND HILLA JACOBY

In tills foil-color, large size book of photographs, selections

from the Tanach and the Hew Testament are interspersed with

historical and explanatory text Jerusalem - from its earliest

beginnings to fee age-old festivals celebrated in modem times

- as portrayed In the photographs by the award-winning team

of Max-Moshe and Idla Jacoby.
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TO: Boobs, The Jerusalem Prist, FOB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please send NEXT YEAR IN JERUSALEM. Enclosed Is ray check

payable to The Jerusalem Past or credit card details:

H Visa (1 ISC/MCD () Diners (JAmEx

A Memory and a
This beautifully sculptured charm is a

stunning replica of the Seoond Holy

Temple in Jerusalem. Finished in 24k

gold electroplated over diamond cut

bronze, the unique medallion is an

artistic and historically significant

tribute to the Jewish People. With an

18" gold-layered chain, this pendant

is a perfect gift for any occasion.

Actual size: 2.5 x 2.5 cm (1 x 1 in.)

JP^i^NiSjjflJM^

pfrMBeM dbTheJarusaton Post POB 81, Jerusalem 91000, Israel

| Please send me a Holy Temple charm pendant Enclosed is my check payable to|

| The Jerusalem Post, or creiSt card details.

I Q VISA Q ISC/MCD DIMERS Q AMEX

j
Enclosed is my check forMS 99.00, payable to The Jerusalem Post
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Business&Finance
Report on

market reform
due today

Current account deficit

up $700m. in first half

DAVID HARRIS

THE Brodet Committee on the

reform of the capital markets is

scheduled to make its recommendar-

dons public today.

Finance Minister Dan Meridor
called for the creation of the com-
mittee in July, during the most
recent crisis in the capital market,

when bond prices plunged amid a
general investor flight from the

provident funds, Israel’s most pop-
ular long-term investment instru-

ment.

Back then, Meridor called mar-

kets “a central part of the capital-

gathering mechanisms for the busi-

ness sector" and said they required

a number of structural changes.

The committee has been examin-
ing four specific topics: the desired

structure for savings in the econo-

my, incentives for and taxation of
savings; coordination of die legisla-

tion, regulation and inspection of

the capital markets; and policy for-

mation fear the bond, stock and cur-

rency markets.

Chaired by Treasury director-gen-

eral David Brodet, the other com-
mittee members are Prof. Amir
Barnea. lawyer Axye Mhukevitch,

CPA Prof. Yitzhak Swan, adviser to

the finance minister Dr. Shulah

Pessah, the Bank of Israel’s Dr.

David Klein, and Supervisor of
Capital Markets Doron Sboitx

Shaul Braunfeld, director-general

of foe Tel Aviv Stock Exchange,

also attended committee meetings.

The group has been meeting at

least twice weekly and was sched-

uled to report last week. The
Finance Ministry attributed the

delay to technical difficulties.

While the committee has been
carrying out its investigation, other

stop-gap solutions have been imple-

mented. The most notable one was
foe so-called safety-net mechanism,
by which the central bank inter-

vened in bond trading by purchas-

ing T-bills when it felt their value

was decreasing too sharply.

Since the establishment of the

committee, the media has been

speculating as to the contents of the

report The suggestions on the eve

of its publication included decreas-

es in pension fund benefits, possi-

bly by reducing the pension base

from doable foe average salary to

one monthly average salary.

It is also being suggested the

committee is recommending a

gradual reduction in capital gains

taxes on Israeli investments in for-

eign securities from 35 percent to

20%.
A further rumored proposal is the

creation ofan economic court, deal-

ing with business and market relat-

ed crimes.

ISRAEL’S current-account deficit

totalled $3.1 billion in the first half

of foe year, $700 million larger than

in foe same period last year.

The current account deficit,

excluding unilateral transfers, pri-

marily US aid, increased between

January and June to $53b. from
$43b. in the fust half of 1995, the

Central Bureau of Statistics report-

ed yesterday.

The current account deficit has

increased in size four-fold over the

past three years.

Israel imported goods and ser-

vices worth $20.8b., compared to

519.2b. in the first half last year:

Meanwhile, exports of goods aod
services brought in $14J7b., an

:of $700m.

DAVID HARRIS

The gpvgmmanr ha$ marift

it sees as a priority foe need to dras-

tically cut the balance of payments
deficit. In 1992. this comprised a
small surplus, hut had became a
54.1b. deficit in the last full year of

the previous government.
Foreign debt reached 520.5b. net

($45-5b. gross) by foe end of June,

an increase of some $700rn. This

debt was offset by Israel’s $25b.
state assets abroad.

Foreign investment in foe period

rose 5200m. to 51.2b. Israeli invest-

ments abroad increased from
5200m. to 5600m.
People living in the autonomous

areas spent $700m. in foe first halt

Bezeq to allow Internet
access for non-subscribers

JUDY SIEGEL

COMMUNICATIONS Minister Ltmor Livnat yesterday gave Bezeq
permission to supply Internet services to all phone users on a non-sub-

scription basis.

This arrangement had previously been rejected by her predecessor,

Shulnmh Alorn.

In a meeting with Bezeq director-general Yitzhak Raul, Liveat gave

_ the go ahead to Bezeq’s 135 service, which had been in the planning

stages for a long time. The proposaL^f.course,-met \yith_mucfri0pf1osL

i., -rrtioq from- commercial Internet servers providing Jinks to the computer
network on a subscription basis only. The date for the launching of 135
and prices have not yet been announced.
Livnat said she regarded allowing anyone with a computer and modem

access to foe Internet as a positive development Schools could use it to

provide pupils with Internet access, she said.

Kaul said he expects hundreds of thousands of new Internet users to

take advantage of foe service.

Dozens ofFilipino activists picket the offices ofthe Energy Regulatory Board in Manila yesterday
to denounce recent increases In domestic fuel prices.The protesters stood behindcardboard repti-

rcag bfpetfotpumps symbolizing foreign and local oil companies, which they said were benefiting
(Renter)

Swiss gov’t considers slaughter
of 230,000 potential mad cows

Livnat to Poland for talks

on telecom cooperation
JUDY SIEGEL

COMMUNICATIONS Minister
Ltmor Livnat is leaving today for

a three-day visit to Poland to dis-

cuss a cooperation agreement
between foe two countries in the

field of communications.
Livnat will also look into possi-

bilities of involvement in other

projects and encouraging private

investors to invest in Poland.

Livnat, who was invited by her

Polish counterpart, will also attend

the dedication ofNetia-Telekom, a

subsidiary of RP Telekom of foe

Dankner Group, along with the

prime minister of Sweden and foe

Polish communications minister.

Anumber of Israeli industrialists

in the telecoms field joined her on
foe trip. She will also visit Jewish

sites in Warsaw and the Majdanek
concentration camp.

ZURICH (Reuter) - The Swiss
cabinet yesterday proposed the

slaughter of up to 230,000 cattle in

a bid to eradicate mad cow disease

in Switzerland once and for all and
restore consumer confidence.

“Mad cow disease”, or Bovine
Spongiform Encephalopathy
(BSE), is a brain-wasting disease

that scientists say may be linked to

a human equivalent, Creutzfeldt-

Jakob Disease.

Switzerland trails only Britain in

the number of BSE cases.

“We want to restore consumers’
confidence in beef and put con-

sumers at ease in the European
Union,” Swiss president Jean

Pascal Delamuraz said at a news
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conference in Beene.

Britain is considering cutting a
scheme to slaughter an extra

147,000 cattle most at risk to mad
cow disease. It has already slaugh-

tered around 450,000 older cattle

over 30 months old under a sepa-

rate scheme.
Last week the agency reported

three new cases of mad cow dis-

ease in Switzerland, including two
animals bom after the 1990 ban on
using animal meal feed.

The mad cow cases reported for

August and September bring the

total to 223, of which more than. 10
followed foe ban. Some 160,000
BSE cases have been reported in

Britain over the past 10 years.

Attention Subscribers

Going Away on Holiday?
If you wish to suspend your subscription while you're on holiday,

please Inform us now, so we can efficiently process your request
When calling or faxing, please give us your name, subscriber number, telephone

number, and the dates on which you wish deliveries to stop and resume.

Jerusalem 02-5315610 Tel Aviv 03-6390333 Haifa 04-8623 166
Fax 02-5389017 Flax 03-6390277

Thanhyou foryour cooperation, anti Chag Same'ah

The Circulation Dept.
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Israel Airports Authority
M-HP Land Border Terminals

|
Passenger Terminal Activity on Yom Kippur

|
On Yom Kippur the land border terminals will be closed.
The terminals will open and close at the following times:

Terminal Closing Date Closing Time Opening Date Opening Time

Aflenby 22/9/96 11:00 24/9/96 08:00

Rafiah 22/9/96 11:00 23/9/96 24:00

Jordan River 22/9/96 12:00 24/9/96 06:30

Aravah 22/9/96 12:00 24/9/96 06:30

Taba 22/9/96 12:00 23/9/96 22:00

In the first eight months of 1996,
Swiss authorities recorded 36 BSE
cases.

Switzerland banned imports of
British beef in March and saw its

own beef barred from export to

Germany and Austria:

The Swiss cabinet said it was
proposing the slaughter of cattle

bora before December 1, 1990, the

year Switzerland initiated a ban on
feeding cows with beef bone and
remains which could help spread
the disease.

It also recommended the slaugh-
ter of direct offspring of BSE
infected cows.
The measure was aimed at estab-

lishing Switzerland as a BSE-free
nation, to rehabilitate the market,
minimize potential risks and bring
back consumer confidence, the
Swiss Economics Ministry said.

Raytheon gets
$lb. contract
from FAA

WASHINGTON (Reuter) - The
Federal Aviation Administration
said yesterday it awarded a con-
tract potentially worth nearly $1
billion to a team of companies led
by Raytheon Co. to upgrade air
traffic control systems.
Raytheon won the contract over

rival bidders Boeing Co. and
Lockheed Martin Corp. because of
the technology portion of its pro-
posal, FAA officials said.

The contract is to build the
Standard Terminal Automation
Replacement System, or STARS,
to replace air traffic control com-
puters with a next-generation sys-
tem for FAA and Department of
Defense facilities across foe US.
The systems are used in foe air-
space within about 80 kilometers
of airports.

Raytheon will provide systems
and services necessary to develop,
integrate and install new traffic

computers, displays and software
in Terminal Radar Approach
Control facilities and towers, the

FAA said in a statement

“It will provide air traffic con-
trollers with the very latest in tech-
nology, replacing 20-year-old
equipment,” Transportation
Secretary Federico Pena said.

“Consumers will see fewer delays,

systems will be safer, more reli-

able, and will grow as traffic

3ws over foe next several

Travel on US airlines is expect-
ed to grow to nearly 800 million

people by 2003 from about 580
million in 1995. foe FAA said.
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down $100m. from foe equivalent

figure last year. Of this sum.

foe amount purchased from January

to June 1995.

Israel paid $3b. in unilateral

transfers in foe first half, a 5300m.
increase. This is, in the main,

because of internal US political dif-

ficulties in foe second half last year.

By the end of the government’s

fbar years in office. Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu has indicated

he hopes Israel will be well on the

way to weaning itself of US finan-

cial During his July visit

to the US, Netanyahu told Congress

that Israel must learn to live without

foe annual $IJ2b. in civilian aid.

BUSINESS BRIEFS
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phone units. Siegel

p.-, . Mortgage Bank hasradaced its mongage rates

interest of 6.1%. Calh Beck

Merrill Lynch: Leumi
turnaround tangible

GAUT UPWSBECK

AS Bank Leumi ’s turnaround

becomes more evident, its shares

are increasingly attractive for

investors with an intermediate and

long-term perspective, according

to a statement by analysts from US
investment bank Merrill Lynch.

According to the report. Bank

Leumi has made substantial

progress in rationalizing its interna-

tional operations and improving

asset quality since 1993. This year,

the bank began major cost-cutting

in its domestic business.

Merrill Lynch forecasts these

developments will enable Leumi to

meet its target of 9% return on

equity in 1998. The analysts pro-

ject net income growth of 2% in

1996. and 14% in 1997.

According to Merrill Lynch,

Dankner to increase stake

in Hapoalim Investment
GALfT L1PKIS BECK

THE Dankner Group, which is

controlled by the Dankner family,

intends to increase its holdings in

Hapoalim Investments, with tile

aim of becoming a controlling

shareholder, sources familiar with

the company said yesterday.

One of the options being consid-

ered by the group is a partnership

deal with the Dovrat-Shrem group,-

which recently outbid Dankner in a
tender for a 23-percent stake in

Hapoalim Investments, through its

subsidiary Urban.

So far, the two groups have not
met to discuss that prospect
The tender was held in line with

the newly revised Banking Law’s
limits on the banks' non-banking
holdings. If Dankner does not form
a partnership with Dovrat-Shrem. it

will have to purchase additional

stock on the open market The
group, through its subsidiary Israel

Salt Industries, currently holds
15% of Hapoalim Investments'
shares, which it plans to maintain.

Sbmuel Danknex, who beads the
group, said the shares he bought
shortly before foe 23% tender were
purchased at a “good price.”

Dovrat-Shrem ‘s bid was some

$25 million higher than Dankner s.

Last week Dankner looked into

the possibility of blocking foe sale

of Hapoalim Investments to

Dovrat-Shrem by purchasing a
25% holding in UrdteL

.

This would have allowed a move
which would have let Dankner
deraiL Boyrat-Sltrcifris^pfcws jo
raise NlS60m. throu^aVnghts
issue, which requires the approval

of75% of Uxdan’s shareholders.

The rights issue is apparently

Urdan’s first step to fund an invest-

ment in Hapoalim Investments.

The acquisition has placed a debt

burden on Urdan, estimated at

some NISI30m. - NISLSOm.
At foe time of the purchase

Dovrat-Shrem said the bulk of the

funding would come from the cap-

ital market
Dankner turned to Bank Leumi’s

mutual funds and Analyst broker-

age firm in an attempt to purchase
their 16% combined bolding in

Urdan. Financial sources said

Dankner examined the option but
decided it is not worthwhile, even
though it is theoretically possible.

Dovrat-Shrem could not be
reached for comment.

Zisser, Wertheimer agree
to Africa Israel’s spin-off

Jerusalem Post Staff

BUSINESSMEN Mold Zisser and
Eitan Wertheimer, who together
hold about 14 percent of Africa
Israel's shares, have agreed to sup-
port the bolding company's spin-
off at the company’s shareholders
meeting, scheduled for Thursday.
The Wertheimer-Zisser group

yesterday signed an agreement with
Bank Leumi, whereby foe two
agreed to the spin-off. As part of foe-

agreement, Leumi will sell the
Wertheimer-Zisser group's shares
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Leumi's reduction of its operating

cost and reorganization of the

branch network are among the

bank’s “most important tools for

achieving its strategic goals.”
.

Among the five major Israeli

banks. Merrill Lynch ranks Leumi
fourth and fifth on a number of effi-

ciency indicators. Leumi’s 1995

ratio of costs to average assets of

2.9% and average 40 staff per

branch were above the five-bank

average of 2.6% and 32 respective-

ly. Average costs per branch last

year were also the -highest in the

sector and 18% above the average.

According to foe analysts,

Leumi’s new ' management early

retirement program reflects it is

“committed to holding costs flat at

least through 1998.”

—

along with their own when it sells

its surplus shares in Africa Israel,
after Mjgdal — the insurance sub-
sidiary — is spun off from the group.
• The consortium wiD pay the bank
a 5% commission for the sale.

According to the agreement, the
Wertheimer-Zisser group will
retain its right to maintain its shares
m Africa Israel if ft decides to com-
pete in the tender Bank i«wni
intends to launch for the safe of its

surplus holdings in the company

e
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Low CPI
boosts market

TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET
ROBERT DANIEL

194*94
+241%

TWo-Sfded Index

STOCK indexes jumped more
than 2.5 percent yesterday, led

by shares of Teva Pharmaceuti-

cal Industries Ltd., after the

Consumer Price Index came in

below estimates, raising hopes
for an interest-rate cut.

“The macro and micro condi-

tions have changed slightly re-

garding interest rates and expec-

tations for interest rates,” said

Idan Azoulay, portfolio manager

at Impact Securities in Tel Aviv.
*
‘That immediately affects the

market”

The inflation index rose 0.4%

m August bom July, compared

with estimates ranging from
0.6% to 0.8%. Lower housing

prices accounted for the drop.

Teva’s shares surged 5.25%,

after its American depository re-

ceipts rase 6% late last week.

A US Food and Drug Admin-

istration panel on Thursday is to

review copaxone, Teva's first

original drug, a treatment for

multiple sclerosis.

Also, last Wednesday, Teva
said the FDA cleared the compa-

204.00
+2.60%

Maof index

ny to market Clonazepam, a

drug to treat seizures. The drug
is a generic version of Roche
Holding AC’s klonopin.

Investors are also looking to-

ward tomorrow’s release of the

Brodei Committee's report pro-

posing structural changes' in the

capital markets.

The Two-Sided Index leaped

2.81% to 194.94, while the Maof
Index climbed 2.6% to 204.

Bank Hapoalim was the most

active issue, rising 1% on
NIS 7.7 million worth of shares

traded

American-Israeli Paper Mills

Ltd., known here as Hadera Pa-

per, advanced 4.5%. Nice Sys-

tems Ltd., a producer of digital

voice-logging systems, rose

4.25%.

Both were following their

American depositary receipts

higher.

Koor Industries Ltd. shares

added 2.75%. The state-con-

trolled telephone company, Be-

zeq, climbed 3.5%.

(Bloomberg)

Frankfurt, London
stocks hit new highs

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - Leading
German and British stocks dosed

at record highs yesterday, boost-

ed by another strong start on
Wall Street, where investors are

confident US inflation is under

control.

The German DAX index, un-

derpinned by the firmer dollar

which makes German exports

more attractive, ended up 33.91

points at 2,629.87, only just be-

low the session high of 2,63032.

Frankfurt floor trade ended
about 30 points above its previ-

ous intraday peak, set on Friday.

London stocks also scored a

record dose at 3977.2, up 93

points on the day and some eight

points up on their Friday intraday

high, but off Monday’s opening

peak of 3,980.8.

Dealers said cautious investors

were still sitting back to see if

New York could repeat its 1.15

percent rise of Friday, when the

Dow closed at a record 5,838.52

as treasuries powered ahead. By
the tune London closed the Dow
was up 3255 points at 5871,07, or

more than half a percentage

pewnf. >' • •:». e.yiuit

‘
' Tfc - psychological

-4l
000-,ilevel

looked a probability for the

FTSE in the near term, London
dealers said.

Dow soars to record close;

pulls back from 5,900
WtmMEHiEETR

NEW YORK (Reuter) - Bine-

chip stocks soared to a record

dose yesten&y, building on the

previous session’s strong gains,

though the Dow index foiled to

hold above the 5,900 level, which

it breached for the first time in

late trading.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age, ended the session up 50.68

points at 5,889.20, according to

early, unofficial results, after

powering to an all-time high of

5,905.47.

Advancing issues topped de-

clines 7 to 5 on heavy volume of

more than 426 million shares on
the New York Stock Exchange.

The Nasdaq index added 528
to 1,193.95.

(Confirmed from Page 1)

Emirates.

It should be noted that while the

multilateral forums, which began

with great fanfare in early 1992

on the heels of the Madrid peace

conference — to discuss arms con-

trol, refugees, economic develop-

ment, the environment, and water

- still exist, in practice, the talks

have been largely dormant for

about two years.- The reasons dif-

fer for each of the five tracks.

Foreign Ministry officials say

they want to revive the multilater-

als. However, acting director-gen-

eral Eitan Bentsnr said that any

threat to halt the mnltilaterals “is

almost a denial of the Madrid
conference,” which was premised

not only on dealing with territori-

al differences but also on Israel's

integration in the region.

According to UH, resolutions

passed at foe conference of for-

eign ministers seem to resemble

resolutions passed at the July

Arab summit in Cairo. The con-

ference condemned “Israeli prac-

tices violating peace agreements

and [its] failure to honor commit-

ments” in the interim accords,

such those relating to the IDF
pullback from Hebron.

The foot that the Arab League

SYRIA
1)

meeting did not discuss the

November regional economic
summit bodes well few: the event, a

- the senior US official said.

-gan Mubarak's statement last week
992 that the conference would be held
sace is also taken as a good sign, he
zon- said.
Jop- Until recently, the official con-
rater ceded, the administration was
alks concerned by statements emanat-
for mg from Egypt casting doubt on
dif- whether the conference would be

held without Israeli concessions
say jn the peace process,

tier- State Department spokesman
gen- Nicholas Bums said die US is

any unconcerned by the statements
s “is issued at the Arab League sum-

nut, and prefers to judge develop-
used merits by “what they say in pri-
torj~ vate to each other."

“I see no reason for us to be
concerned at all this morning

ft™5 about the Middle East peace
for- process or its health,” Bums told

reporters.
Jtdy In a break with peace process
COQ_ protocol. Ambassador to the US
ksc~ F.liflhn Ben-Elissar will not link
ien

.

ts up wife the Ross team when it

comes to Jerusalem. An embassy
h™*: official explained that this is
IDE becanse Ben-Elissar, who arrived

here two weeks ago, is still set-

ague ding into the job.

R
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New chapter for Arsenal

hS-trick
Wenger to take reins

fai1 10 SU2EL

Tuesday, September 17, 1996 The Jemsalem Post

Mickey and Motti’s boys

boosts

Arsenal
with 4-1

win
LONDON (Reuter) - Ian Wright

hit a hat-trick as Arsenal cele-

brated the appointment of Arseoe

Wenger as their new manager
with a 4-1 win to deny Sheffield

Wednesday the chance of taking

top spot in the Premier League
yesterday.

Wednesday was in command
for much of the first half and
deservedly held a 1 -0 lead at the

interval when strikerAndy Booth
outpaced Ian Keown to latch on
to Ian Nolan's through pass and
tuck a shot into the far comer.

Summary: Arsenal 4 (David Platt

57th min, Ian Wright 61st penal-

ty, 78th, 89th) Sheffield

Wednesday 1 (Andy Booth 25th).

Halftime 0-1. Attendance:

33.461.

Breath tests

after matches
LONDON (Reuter)

Professional English soccer
players will face random breath
tests after matches and training

sessions, the Football

Association said yesterday.

“We will be testing players at
every professional league chib
this season, either alter matches
or at the end of training ses-

sions,” FA spokesman. Steve
Double said.

“If a player is drinking
enough to producea positivetest

after a game it would indicate a
serious drink problem.”

Former England
.
skipper

Tony Adams admitted at the

weekend that he was an alco-

holic.

Maradona
unsure if he’ll
•i?r ?n3s»vvn ? ' ’ *

playagam f

LONDON (AP) - Diego
Maradona is still leaving every-

one guessing if he’ll play soccer

again.

The 35-year-old Argentine, at a
brief news conference Sunday
while attending a street soccer

tournament in London, hedged
about his future in the game.

“It’s not decided if I will play

again, but 1 don't think so,” said

Maradona, once considered the

world’s No. 1 player.

“I’m definitely going to finish

my training course to be a certi-

fied manager.” he added, fueling

speculation he may one day seek

to coach Argentina’s national

team.

Maradona, who completed a

10-day treatment program for

drug abuse last month in

Switzerland, has been on a
“semi-holiday” in recent weeks
in Canada and the Caribbean.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: IS noon the day
4 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 pjn. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday In Haifaand 12 noon Thursday In y

General

WHERE TO STAY

Vi
1

g iV’-J

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS

JEWISH QUARTER, BEAUTIFUL 2 loom
apartmenL for holidays and ShabbaL *
Succa. Tel. 02-628-9131.

NEAR KING DAVID Hotel, beautifully
furnished, equipped. 2 bedroom apart-
menL Tel. 02-617253.

RENTALS

TOKYO (Reuter) - Frenchman
Arsene Wenger was named as the

new manager of Premier League
club Arsenal yesterday following

his release from Grampus Eight
in Japan.

Wenger, who turns 47 next
month, will be the fifth man to

lead Arsenal in 18 months fol-

lowing George Graham, Stewart
Houston, Bruce Rioch and Pat

Rice, who is in temporary charge
of the team.

Arsenal said Wenger, former
coach of French clubs Nancy and
Monaco, would take over at

Highbury on September 30.

“Why did I accept this offer?

Because I have a special commit-
ment with this club Arsenal,”

Wenger told a news conference
in Nagoya.

“And because 1 refused too

many offers and that in the brains

or the heads of the people in

Europe they woald think that I

don’t want to go back or don't

want to take any offer again.”

Wenger becomes only the

fourth man from outside the
British Isles to coach a senior

English club following Slovak
Jozef Venglos at Aston Villa,

Argentine Ossie Ardiles at

Tottenham and Dutchman Ruud
Gullit at Chelsea.

His first priority will be to

bring stability to a club which
has been severely criticized for

the way it has handled its affairs

over the past two years.

Following the departure of
Graham in February 1995 for

feceiving illegal payments.
Arsenal has bad two spells under
Houston as caretaker manager,

and a season under Rioch, who
was sacked five days before the

start of this season.

Over die weekend tile club,

rocked by midfielder Paul
Merson’s admission of drink,

gambling and drugs addictions in

November 1994, was hit again

when club captain Tony Adams
announced he was an alcoholic.

Shortly before the announce-
ment of Wenger’s appointment,

Houston was named manager of
Queens Park Rangers just three

days after quitting Arsenal.

Houston succeeds former
England midfielder Ray Wilkins

at die first division club.

Wenger said he had originally

hoped to take over formally at

Arsenal. WXt January, with an.

interim manager running the'

squad until he moved to Britain

ext June.

His last match in charge of
Grampus Eight will be on
September 28.

Wenger is among France's

most respected soccer coaches, a
man to whom colleagues turn for

advice'.

Having made his name at

Monaco, he has not been short of
opportunities to move onwards
and upwards, having been court-

ed by Franz Beckenbauer’s
Bayern Munich as well as his

friend David Dein’s Arsenal.

But die timing was never quite

right and his commitment to the

contract he was serving steadfast

He once told the French sports

daily VEquipe he had always
been impressed by the constancy
of English fans

1
support for their

teams.

WengeT said he had spent too
long at Monaco. “It’s rare in

modern football for a coach to be

NEW BLOOD - Arsene Wenger will take over Arsenal at

month’s end.

at a club for seven years ” he
said.

“The climate in the club had
deteriorated but I wanted to

respect the engagement I had
made.” /

He was sacked in 1994 after a
very poor start to die season.

Wenger has in the past been
linked with the French national

team job. But he said he had
never received an offer from his

country's federation.
“1 wouldn’t have wanted iL 1

prefer a club- I’m too young to be
only but on the training field

occasionally.” he said, implying

he would probably have turned

down Glenn Hoddle’s offer a few
weeks ago of the job of
England's technical director.

JWenger .said the fact.that Jus,
former Monaco midfielder had
become England coach at such a
young age was different because
it was his own country.

After leaving Monaco. Wenger
received no interesting offers

immediately. “After two months

1 got itchy feet and decided I

would say yes to the next serious

offer that came,” he said.

He surprised even himself by
going to Japan’s Grampus Eight

but has no regrets. “It has been a
very good experience.” he said.

Wenger turned a bottom-of-
the-table J.League side into

championship hopefuls and
domestic cup winners.

“Football in Japan is much
stronger than people imagine m
Europe,” said Wenger, an assidu-

ous student of the game.
A midfielder with Mulhouse

and Racing Strasbourg in his

native Alsace region, Wenger
began his coaching career at the

age of 31 with the Strasbourg
juniors.

He moved on to Cannes as

assistant coach, then at 34 took

the reins of first division Nancy
where he stayed for three years

before joining Monaco in 1987.

In his first season, Monaco
won the French league title with

England internationals Hoddle
and Mark Hateley.

In 1992, he guided Monaco to

the final of the European Cup
Winners' Cup. coincidentally the

last trophy Arsenal won.
Wenger said his main aim in

football was to have his teams

play with style. “You need to win
to achieve that but I’m not inter-

ested in simply winning.” he said.

Wenger is already well aware
of the talents of two players on
Arsenal's books - Frenchmen
Patrick .Vieira, .and zRemi .Garde;
who:joined from AC Milan and -

Strasbourg respectively.

“(Vieira) has lots of talenL He
has the qualities of a modem mid-
field player. He’s 20 and has lots

of room for improvement. He has
a great future,” Wenger said.

Garde, a 30-year-old defender,

had been out of contract with
Strasbourg and joined Arsenal as
a free agent Wenger was delight-

ed the club had been able to sign

a player of his experience and
expertise for nothing inside last

month’s British transfer deadline.

He said the notable movement
of. French players in the close-

season international transfer

market was good for his coun-
try’s game and the national team.
France stage the World Cup in

two years’ time.

“When a player is abroad be
pushes himself to the utmost of
bis possibilities, as if to prove
why he’s there and I think that

goes for a coach too ” Wengftr
said.

CLASSIFIEDS

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - An rales
include VAT:
Single Weekday - N1S 117 lor ID words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
11.70

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 words (minimum), each adefl-

tional word NIS 17.55.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257A0 toe 10 words
(minirnum).each additional word - NIS
25.74.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351.00
tor ro words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 44.46.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 702.00
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional
word NIS 7020.
Rates are valid until 31.10.96.

ABU TOR, 4 rooms, furnished, iirst

floor, reasonable, short term. TeL 02-624-
5114.

2-3 ROOM APARTMENTS tastefully
furnished, spacious, AC. views. Long
term, immediate, Telbieh, Rehavia, Abu-
Tor, Nayot, 3-4-5 rooms, unfurnished.

AU PAIR FOR childcare and house- CAESARIA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE with
keeping. Sleep-in. Good salary. Tel. swimming pool, air comfiUonlng & central
03-688-6868. vacuum. Sea view. Tel 06-363261, 050-

RENTALS
23172SL

_

German Colony, Grvat Oranim, Kiryat
Shmuel, EVA AVIAD, Realtor. Tel. 02-
561-6404,052-801944.

N. TEL AVIV, 4 rooms, 125 sq.m., fur-

nished, excellent location, parking, air

concStkmmg. Tel. 03-6044094.

BUSINESS OFFERS
Tel Aviv

BUS. PREMISES
REHAVIA 6. (LUXURIOUS); 3; TaL
bleh 2-4; kmpfchort-terrn. REHAVIA RE-
ALTY. TeL 02-5665622.

DIRECT FROM OWNER- luxurious, lull

equipped, quiet, near sea, long/short
term. TeL/Fax. 03-628-8773.

SALES
GERMAN COLONY. 2, quiet, centra). 20

MAGNIFICENT
APARTMENTS Sharon Area

sq.m, basement, garden, underground
parWng^m mediate. “ISRABUILD* Tel

2-3 BEDROOMS
in me Opera Tower

TeL 03-549-8498, 052-536687
BUSINESS PREMISES

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,
new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISRABUILD. Tel 02-S66-6571.

FOR RENT, LUXURIOUS offices. 174
sq.m., elevator, air conditioning. Interest-
tng price. TeL (from Mon.) 03-5753730.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 17th floor, view erf Knesset, stor-
age. parking, S495.000. ISRABUILD, TeL

SALES Tel Aviv

TALBIEH, 4.5 SPACIOUS ROOMS,
AC. elevator, equipped, reasonably
priced. EVA AVIAD. Realtor. teL 02-561

-

8404.052-601944.

NEAR THE SEA, 4 rooms, 128 sq.m..
excellent location. TeL 03-604-4094.

PHONE RENTAL

THE M&M boys - Mickey
Bezkowitz and Motti Aroesn -
took on their alma mater,

Maccabi Tel Aviv last night, but

their team, M.M. Givat Shmnel,

failed to show their managers'

old flash, losing to the defending

champs, 84-72.

Givat Shmoel’s zone defense

looked like Aroesti at his prune
in the early going, keeping
Maccabi from going inside.

However, once Maccabi guards
Oded Katash and Doron Sheffer

started hitting from outside, big

men Randy White and Buck
Johnson were able to establish'

themselves underneath, and & 42-
34 halftime lead soon ballooned

into double figures, clearing the

way for early garbage time.

Meanwhile, Hapoel Jerusalem

kept pace with the champs, over-

coming a determined Hapoel
Safed club in overtime, 98-8S,

while Hapoel Eilat escaped with

its first win. a narrow 84-83 tri-

umph over Hapoel Holon.
Newcomer Maccabi Ra’anana
won the battle of the Sharon, tak-

ing its first National League vic-

tory, 90-82 over Bnei Herzliya,

while Hapoel Tel Aviv again

looked pitiful, this time getting

mauled by Maccabi Rishon
Lezion, 107-78, Tel Aviv’s sec-

ond consecutive home loss.

Maccabi Td Aviv 84
M.M. Givat Shmuel 72

Berkowitz promised an NBA-
style show at the arena in Even
Yehuda where his club hosted

Maccabi Tel Aviv, and lived up to

bis word with a pre-game laser

show, cheerleaders, and contests

for the fans.

Unfortunately, his team failed

to match the caliber of the spe-

cial effects, although they gave it

a gritty try in the first half. Led
by Gerald Paddio, who had 12
points early on, Givat Shmuel (1-

1) was tied at 11 with the

champs, and trailed'by only four

fair in the half, before Maccabi

asserted itself underneath and

started hammering away at the

young Givar Shmnel squad.

The second half was all

Maccabi, sparked by Brad Leaf

whose 19 points off the bench

contributed greatly to his club’s

relatively easy victory.

Hapoel Jerusalem 9S

Hapoel Safed 88 (OT)

Adi Gordon again came up

arr* for Jerusalem, which looked

like it was about to be surprised

by Safed.
Despite playing with a squad

that has barely practiced togeth-

er, die Northerners had coach

Pirn Gershon’s squad on -the

ropes after coming back from a

six-point deficit early in the sec-

ond half.

In fact, when new foreign play-

er Tyrone Mays hit two foul

shots with 52 seconds left to give

Safed a 79-78 lead, it looked like

it would score an upset That’s

when Gordon hit a three-pointer

to put Jerusalem on top 81-79

with just 32 seconds left

Hapoel Eilat 84
Hapoel Holon 83

With time running out,

Holon ’s Milton Wagner tried a

desperation three-pointer that

looked like it was going in.

However. Holon’s Kobi BalouL,

thinking the ball would go short,

grabbed it and put it in for a two-

point basket, leaving his team a

point short, and Holon fans won-
dering whether be shouldn’t have

let the ball go.

Eilat led most of the way, but a

flurry led by Holon’s young Ere!

Besser got his team back into it

Eilat’s James Forrest was unstop-

pable on offense, scoring 26

points, but the club played anoth-

er poor defensive game.
Maccabi Ra’anana 90

Bnei Herzliya 82
Finally cleared, albeit tem-

porarily, by the league's financial

overseers to start its season, Bnei

Herzliya (0-1) came up short,

particularly underneath.

Ra’anana’s Tomer Stemhaner

controlled play early in the paint,

limiting Ofer Fleischer to no

points in the first half, while for-

eigner Marie Brisker was always

on band, to spark his club’s

offense when it needed a shot in

the arm. .

Herzliya 's. new foreigners,

Todd Mitchell (35) and Terrence

Stansbury. were the only legiti-

mate offensive weapons coach

Muli Katzurm’s club could

muster, but that was only enough

to keep the game close, as

Ra’anana’s (1-1) Korea Amisha

earned a measure of vengeance

against the club that let him go

this season.
_

'

Maccabi Rishon Lezion 107
Hapoel Td Aviv 78

Former Maccabi Tel Aviv star

Doron Jamchee got some shoot-

ing practice in against Hapoel

Tel Aviv at Ussishkin, scoring 33

points in what was a laugher

from halftime on.

With Darren Daye adding 28, it

was just a question of how big

the point differential would be,

as Tel Aviv players insisted on
taking impossible three-point

shots rather than try to play any

land of organized offense. Borby
then, it didn’t matter.

National Basketball League

Team W L PH
Maccabi Rishon 2 0 4

Hapoel Jerusalem 2 0 4

Hapoel Hat 1 1 3

GlvatShume) 113
Maccabi Ratonana l 1 3

Hapoel Gaia Syon 1. 0 2

Maccabi Tel Aviv 1 0 2

Hapoel Tel Aviv 0 2 2

Hapoel Safed 0 2 2
Bnei Herzliya Oil
Hapoel Holon 0 1 1

Maccabi R Gan 0 0 0

Israel to host Russia in

World Cup qualifier
THE national soccer team will

host Russia in a World Cup quali-

fier on October 9, the Israel

Foptball Association . announced
yesterday—-The. • march^at- -Ramat
Gan’s National Stadium, will

begin at 5 pm.
One day earlier, the under-21

squads will face off at Herzliya.

The national team match will be
Israel's second, following its

impressive 2-1 home win over

Bulgaria earlier this month.
In other news, Gabriel Levy, the

new head of the IFA, will TakeT
over his duties next week, replaSL
ing Azrikam Mflchan.- -

’ -

Post. Sports Staff'

Yesterday’s 4-day County Championship match results:
Canterbury: Kent beat 131, P.Cottey 83, A.Shaw 74). w Weston 891 Woiwstar*hm» 71

pshire by 148 runs. Kent 445 Surrey 471-9 declared and 205-7
211. Hampshire 358 and 150 (A.Hollioate 85). Glamorgan 9 ^ UxbridS^ MidtUesex v

CCague 6-51). Kent ^4 points At Worcester. Worcestershire 485 and 258-3 declared
P

A, Norths mnfnn-
^Gloucestershire by five wick- (P-Holloway 90 not out, KParsons

hamntanshire
ets. Gloucestershire 334 and 292 83 not out), Middlesex 350-3imnptonahne beat (M.LyachTa.J.RusscllSOnotouq declared and 357-8 (P.Weekes

'_
h -_ T7

?’ TMoody 7'92)- Worcestershire 160, . M.Ramprakash 110).
,2*;

.

319 and 311-5 (G.Hick 106. Middlesex 9 pomTsomemet 7.

County Championship Standings

At Canterbury: Kent beat

Hampshire by 148 runs. Kent 445
and 211. Hampshire 358 and 150
(G.White 66, P.Whitaker 53;
MMcCague 6-51). Kent 24points
Hampshire 5.

At Northampton:
Northamptonshire beat
Lancashire by nine wickets.

Lancashire 356 and 275.
Northamptonshire 471 and 163-1

(R.Bailey 92 not out, MJLoye 67
not out). Northants 24 points
Lancashire 7.

At Chelmsford: Sussex beat
Essex by 137 runs. Sussex 363
and 417-8 declared (YDrakes 145
not out). Essex 360 and 283
(R.Rollins 59; LSalisbury 8-75).

Sussex 24 points Essex 8.

At Cardiff: Glamorgan v
Surrey match drawn. Glamorgan
364 and 442-9 declared (SJatnes

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Can
Hfflma Tel. 03-0659937.

Team P W L D Bat Pis BowfPts Total
Leicestershire 16 9 1 6 53 57 272
Surrey 16 8 1 7 48 60 258
Kent 16 9 1 6 47 48 25T
Essex 16 8 4 4 54 55 248
Derbyshire 16 8 3 S 50 54 247
Yorkshire 16 8 5 3 46 54 237
Warwickshire 16 7 6 3 35 53 209
MkkSesex 16 7 5 4 30 55 209
Worcestershire 16 5 4 7 41 60 202
Sussex 16 6 8 2 36 54 192
Glamorgan 16 5 5 6 46 39 183
Somerset 16 4 6 6 34 57 173
Hampshire 16 3 7 6 37 55 158
Gloucestershire 16 4 7 5 22 55 156
Northamptonshire 16 3 8 5 35 55

'

153
Lancashire 16 2 6 8 45 48 149
Nottinghamshire 16 1 9 6 38 51 123
Durham 16 0 11 5 22 56 93

OFFICE STAFF
Brisbane, Essendon in semis

FINNISH AND DANISH speakers
wantedM-flgh salary! Call Michael . TteL

SITUATIONS VACANT
Dan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP

LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER
and aupair, experienced

Israeli references, in

Moshav near Rishon Lezion.
TaL 03-967-3777

Z ^.Brisbane Bcars demolished reigning pre-^ a place m ftc

The Australian Rules football win may be a costly one for the Bears,

^tkT’u
5 Sta

Lf
to3

S
r^chacl^ injured his ankle in the fhiidbua£“biggcst

next weekend and Sydney feces
***** teams wiJI to the SqSex 28

„
^“Satunlay, emphasis on goalkicking practice durimr the weekpaid big dividends for Essendon as the Bomtebe^wScoS
Captain Gary O’Donnell and defender Gavin Wanganecn said vastlyimproved accuracy in front ofgoals had helped the

the Eagles 22.12 (144) to 8.19 (67)
^ team 38 crushed

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

CELLULAR PHONE RENTAL- Rent free.
Only pay insurance, i N IS/per day +
units. Tel. 03-688-6888, tax 03-888-

SITUATIONS WANTED
Joseph Hoffman, Sports Editor

Jerusalem
, .'.CW -

* • ^
* -

<
. *

- •
•*

WHERE TO STAY
THE JERUSALT
ter - DoubT gill HERZLIYA PITUAH. FOR rent/sale,

luxurious house & swimming pool. Sea
view. Tel 09-540994, 050-261725. -

Tel Avtv

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

homes in wine country tor saie/reni fSeeking New Faces!

!

HOMES IN WINE country for Sde/renl
Pardess HannaACarkur. Zichron Yaacov,
MS PROPERTIES. TeL 0&573-721.

HOLIDAY RENTALS SALES/RENTAL
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / SUITES,
Gan Hair, near sea, tourists I business-
men, short/tong lerm. Tel. 03-696-9092,
050-358972.

HERZLIYA PITUAH. LUXURIOUS
house & swimming pool Sea view. Tel. 09-
540994. 0S0-23172&.

FOR TOURISTS, PLEASANT apartment
In Tel Aviv or Jerusalem, for Holidays.
Best locations, air-conditioning, imme-
diate. Tel. 972-3-966-2070, 972-3-969-
8915.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
SOUL MUSIC
Norm Guthartz

THE queens of soul
music are coming alive
in Eilat, They're not vis-
*t“8; but Terry
Hollinger’s show, tour-
ing the hotel circuit is
tbe next best thing to
their being there.
Hollinger had a hit her-
self when she was with
the vocal group
Musique, but now does
impersonations - she
calls them “tributes”- of
Diana Ross, Aretha
Franklin. Donna
Summer and. the big
favorite, Tina Turner.
The Baltimore native
also does male singers:
Michael Jackson. Prince,
Sammy Davis Jr„ Cab M _
Calloway and in white McGregor Is

face, Al Jolson. Her Trainspotting.’

appearances, through
the end of September; are: 11 pjn. on Sundays™® midnight on Thursdays at the King Solomon
Hotel; 1030 pjn. Mondays at the Laguna; 11
pjtL Tuesdays and midnight Saturdays az the
Royal Beach; and 10:30 pjn. Wednesdays at the
Sport HoteL

THEATER
Helen Kaye

SHAKESPEARE in Beirut? You bet! Cameri
artistic director Omri Nitzan has directed a
suavely acted, very sophisticated, very winy and
very impudent Comedy of Errors which extols
the benefits of piece without ever sermonizing.
Dan AJmagor’s translation brings the jokes into
the '90s while Ohad Shahar, Natan Datner,
Ya’acov Cohen and Rami Baruch keep them
aloft Not to be missed. Tonight on the Cameri
mainstage at 8:30 p.m. (Hebrew with simultane-
ous translation into English)

FILM

Adina Hoffman

BUTTERFLY KISS - With her
pinched rasp, hunted gaze and the long, low
stride of a gawky teenage boy. Amanda
Plummer's screen presence has always been
bizarre. But in English director Michael

junkie Mark in the year’s big cult movie.

Winterbottom's harshly poignant black comedy,
she pushes her usual weirdness to a new extreme.
For the role of Eunice, a bisexual dominatrix and
casual serial killer, she wears 17 tattoos under her
blouse, as well as navel and nipple piercings and
a crisscrossed set of full-body

,

padlocks and bike
chains. Written by Frank Cottrell Boyce, the
movie is unquestionably raw, but it's also a work
of real honesty and unexpected pathos. Equal
parts road movie, existential fable and darkly
humorous love story, Butterfly Kiss is one of the
most original movies of the year, and it's well
worth the difficult viewing. Also with Saskia
Reeves, whose patient, anguished performance
as Eunice's thoughtful (over, Miriam, gives the
film its plaintive emotional pitch. (English dia-
logue, Hebrew subtitles. Children under 17 not
admitted without an adult)

TRAINSPOTTING - Nasty, funny,
repulsive, invigorating, Danny Boyle's film
offers viewers an instantaneous high, followed
by a crash and then another high, and so forth.

The movie's manic flip-flops in tone are clearly
meant to mirror the ecstatic ascent and corre-
sponding downward spiral the living-dead hero,

Mark Renton, feels as be sticks himself with a
hypodermic frill of heroin and breathes deeply.
Adapted by John Hodge from Irvine Welsh's cult
novel, the low-budget Scottish movie is designed
to shock. Trainspotting isn't a great movie, but
it's got ferocious energy. (English dialogue,
Hebrew subtitles. Children under 17 not admitted
without an adult)
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ACROSS
1 Fussy cat pinedterribly (8)

5 European accepting Arab's
word ofhonour (6)

8 Book lecturer (6)

9 Profit from curiosity (8) .

10 Reveal girl’s near (8)

11 Boredom ofLatin hymn we
listen to (6)

12 Top social classes are
wicked with the drink (8)

13 Ship—worth a lot? (6)

15 For this charch book,
Henry exchanged many
pounds (6)

18 Revered college had debts
(8)

20 Transmitting not the start,

but the finish (6)

21 On a ship, going past Kent
coast (8)

23 In the fourth part of the
play hand is idle (8)

24 Son felt sick as he left

harbour (6)

25 Tries a crazy sort of
humour (6)

28 A few words from thejudge

(3)

DOWN
lPart of skin daughter

concentrated on (5)

2 Notice way of speaking

becomes a bad habit (9)

3 Eject those attending (4*3)

4 Rumours from Peking of

changes in party message?

(73)

5 Refuelling operation
—mine's best (3,4)

6 Bloke is building a

monument (7)

7 Meditates to reorganise

thought (9)

12 Exercises in Wigan and
Oldham, for example (9)

14 Laze of children can be a

vicious wild thing (9)

16 Third note wrong—amend
it (7)

17 Left to set light to the coal

(7)

19 Cordelia is only a girl

having an affair (7)

22 Avoid American city (8)

SOLUTIONS

EQQHS3S2S Q S D
n a @ Quaasm

Hnnasaana s b
a a m a snEaaa

aasaaaDaa masBBSS 3QQ003quo asa n s a
asasmaa ssasssa
0 a s EDS Q s s
EElSaHS 3 0 3
a a sasBnmsmo
B0OQBS h a a
d a s aaammancia
anassa a o a
a a a sgaanaa

Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS; 1 Layer, 4 Boats, 10

Tremble, 11 Strut. 12 Extra, 13

Setback. 15 Chew, 17 Agree. IS

Error, 22 Lore, 2S Perhaps. 27

Caper, 29 Resbn, SO Educate, 31

Death, 32 Deter.

DOWN: 2 Alert. 3Embrace, 5 Osset,
S Tornado, 7 Strew, 8 Dense, 9

Stake. 14 Ewer, 18 Help, 18

Garbage, 28 JBechase, 21 Spire, 23
Osier, 24 Ordee,28Admit, 28 Place.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
X Change (5)

4 Indigenous (6)

9Hasnogofll(7)
10 Lowest point (5) -

11Murder (4)

12Fast byplane (7)
13 Mother (3)

14Hemmder(4)
16Too (4)

18 Nothing (3)

20SWLondon
district (7)

21Youngsalmon (4)

24Play(5)
25Legal decision (7)

26Short sleep (6)
27 Derisive remark

(5)

DOWN
lUSstate(6)
2Minority Sri
Lankan (5)

3Stmk(4)
5 Exceptional (8)

6Subcontinentals
(7)

7Joins up (6)

8Indian state (5)

13 Greek dish (8)

15StyEsh(7)

17Ofsour taste (6)

IS Innocent (5)

19Public speaker (6)

22Getup IS)

23Lovegod(4)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

631 News In Arabic 6:45 Exercise Hour
7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8.-00 AT the Cuttfog Edge of Science &30
Family Relations 9:00 Literature 9:30
Health 9:45 Programs for young children
10:15 French 1030 Mathematics 10:40
From World Lfteratura 11:15 Scientists
11:30 Science and Technology 12:00
Geography 12:30 Everything's Open
13:00 Onedto Line 14:00 Surprise Iran
14:25 Katy Cat and Tommy 14*5 Gays,
Gal andm 15:00 Zortbir

CHANNEL 1

1530Zap to 1 1532Tbm and Jerry 1550
The Adventures 6t Dodo 16.-00 Heartbroak
High 16:45 Yaldudas 16-.50 A Now
Evening 1724 Mastermind 1B.40 The
Adventures of Dodo 18:15 News in
English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
1830 Apropos - current affairs IfcOO
News in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
1M1 Partners 2030 Mabat News 20*fi
SHton -- repeat of the popidar local drama
series 21^5 Happy New Year Israel -
rroeat of program broadcast on Saturday
2330 As line Goes By 2330 News
0030 Verse d the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Herbie the Love Bug 14:00 Echo
Point 1430 Junior News - news maga-
zine for youth 15:00 Bdto - adventure
series IfcOO The Bold and the Beautiful
17:00 News magazine with Refi Rested
17:30 The Mommies - comedy series
16.-00 Ruby IfcOO Lingo 1925 Banana
Sptt - Ralph Inbar's Dutch candid-camera
series 2030 News 20:30 Ramat Aviv
Gimmet 21:15 The Price is Rtoht 22:15
The Great Craze - Israefi ran about
Ephraim, a man whose nerves are (rayed
because his wife Is frigid, his son is

spaced out and the son-oviaw of the man-
ager ot the bank where Ephraim is

I is a snitch who spies on every-
one. Starring Sefl Rivfin. (88 mins.) 00:00
News OOriKS Camomile Lawn - mini-series
about British families caught in the throes
of World War n 2*5 On the Edge of Hie
Shelf

JORDAN TV

15:05 Iris the Happy Professor 15:15
Captafci Planet 15:45 AO 18:10 Road to

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged
at MS28.0B per tine, including WiT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS520.65 per line. Including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, In English,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Centre,
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a, 9, 23, 26, 28. For info, call

882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah
installations, Chagall Windows. Tel.

02-416333,02-776271.

TELAVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and
Anton Roland-Rosenberg Collection

- 24 masterpieces by modem artists.

Fauvfem- Wild Beasts. JosefBeuys

-

Drawings and Objects. Prints - new
acquisitions. New Horizons:
Sculpture. Face to Face. The
Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CON-
TEMPORARY ART. Summer
Exhibition for ChBdren: Celebration

of Colour - games and workshop. I

Am You - Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 ajn.-6

p.m. Tue. 10 ajm.-10 p.m. Fit 10
a_m.-2 p.m. Sat 10-3 p.m.
MeyerhofT Art Education Center, Tel.

6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFArdfel 04-

8374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: KupatHo&nL
Avtadori, 670-6660; Balaam, Sateh e-Din,

627-2315; ShuafaL Shuafat Road 581-

0108; Dar Aldawa, Herod’s Gate. BZP-
2058.
TWAviv: agwipharm. 40 Einslefo. Ramat
Avfv. 641-3^0; Kupat HoSm Maccabf, 7
Ha-Shia, 546-5558. Hi 3 am.
Wednesday: Pharma Daf Jaboflnsky. 125

Ibn QvJra. 54642040. HI midnight
Spperpharm RamatAviv, 40 Snstaft ftl-

3730; London Ministora Supetphaim, 4
Shaui Honelach, G9&011S.
Ra'anana-Klar Sava: Haraqn, 47
RothscMM. KEarSava. 765-2520.

Netanya: Magen, 13 Wetoramn. 822885.

Krayot area: Hyperaharm Ala. 53
Ha’atzmaut, KkrafAta, 844-8132.

Haffa: K&yat EDeaar, 6 Mayertioff Sr*.

851-1707.
HenSya: Clal Pharm, Beit Mericaztm, 6

Maskff (cnr. Sderat Hagaiim). Hendiya

Pituah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 am. to

nddnighL
Upper Nazaretti: Cted Pharm. Lev Hair

Mali. 570468- Open 9 am to lOpjn.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusafom: B&ur Ho5m (internal, obstet-

rics); Shaare Zedek (surgery, ENT);

Hadassah Sn Kerem (orihqpedcs, pedL

TO^vt«
1

T^
,

^vlv
9
^ecfc^ Center Dana

Petfiabic Hosptal (pedtetrics): Tel Aviv

Medical Center (WemaJ, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies i

(Eh^sh) h mos

(fiai 101 (Hebrew) or 911
of the comIn most parts coirtry. In

AshdocT 8551333
AsNodan 6S51332
Bmntwta* 82747S7
Bait Stomrah 6S23133
Om Region- S7B3333
aw- rmPA**
Sta*ffi12233
Jennatan- 523133
KamraT 9685444

War Sava* 902222
Nahariye- 9912333
Netanya* 604444
PetahTtoier 8311111
Rahovor 9451833

TelMr 5460111
nberiBs* 783444

Avoniea 17:00 French programs 19:00 Le
Journal 19^0 News Headlines 1935 UN

Programs 20*0 Man ABve

Show 20:45 varieties zino Star Trek -
The Next Gwieration 22.-00 News in
English 222S Mission Impossble 23.15
Cfuna Beach 0(b00 My Two Wares-com-

MQDDLE EAST TV

7riX) Quantum Shopping BriM TV
14.-00 700 cut ISrira Larry King 163
Hunter 16£5 Famly ChaBmge 17^*6
FamBy Matters 18:10 Saved by the Befl
1835 Day and Data 1930 Worid News
Tonight (Arabic) 2fc00 American FbotbaB
23M CNN 23£30 The 700 Club 00ri» TV
Shop Quantum Shopping 3A0 TV
Shop

CABLE
[TV 3 (33)

16.-00 Cartoons 13:30 The Fnrit of
KnowiedoB 17115 From Day to Day I8d»
Amores 19:00 News in Arabic 19:30
Magazfoe on the arts ZChOO Mabat News
20:45 Cafl Red - emergency air-rescue
operations 21:46 Showcase 22:15
Cinema magazine 23:15 Video Clips
OOriWO»edoMn

ETV 2(23)

15S30 Butterfly island UfcOO Mathematts
for Beaut IhflO Mathematka in daBy life

17£5Australa Wfld iBriM Fanfly Atoum
16:30 Auction 19:00 Faces of CuRure
1BOO Famity relations 20:00 A New
Evening, with Russian subtitles 2£h30
Welcome to France 21.-00 Star Trek: The
Next Generation 21:45 Pap Songs 23S00
The Life and Times of American artist

Andy Wferhol

FAMLY CHANNEL (3)

IfcOO Sisters (rpt) 9:00 One Life to Live
(rpt) 9i45 The Youna aid the Restless

10^0 Days of (Sir Lives (rpt) 11:20
Winfrey 12:10 Neighbors (rpt)

1205 Dates (rpt) 1&30 Starting at 130
14:05 Sweet Justice 14:55 Sisters 1550
Days of Our Lives IBrfO Neighbors 17:10
Dates IBM One LBe to Live ISM The
Young and the Restless 1&ti30 Local
broa£ast 2lh00 Peria Negra SXh50 Mateu
Beach 21:45 Hart to Hart Homs is Where
the Hart Is- TV movie 23^0 Frasier23*45
Melrose Place 00^0 Models Inc. 1:20 H3
Street Blues

a MOVIE CHANNEL (4}

11:30 Charles and Diana (1982) - docu-
drama (rpt) 13:05 knpact (1949) - an
untaffhM wile and her lover plot to mutter
her wealthy husband, but things go wrong
(rpt) 14:55 What'S New at the Movies
15:10 The House on Garbaidi Street

(1979) - docu-drama about the capture of

Ado# Elehmann by the Moasad (rpt) 13:50
Sour Grapes (19^) - the chief scientist of

a beverages company invents a secret for-

mula that makes people addfcted to the

company's jproducte. When the formula is

tost, heandtheboaid of dtrectorssetoilto
find it (83 mins.) 18:15 Special program on
new movie A Time to KB 1830 The
Passage (1987) - during the Depression,

a mWonaktfs daughter fate in love with an
unemployed man and marries him (ipQ

2000 The Man Inside (1990) - a German
" "

. reporter Joins the staff ot a
to order to expose lb underhand

methods. WBh Jurgen Procbnow and
Peter Coyote. (94 im) 22:00 Beyond
Fbrgiveness (1994) - a

~

whose brother has been kfltod by a I

mercenary sets out tor Warsaw to seek
ot body-

husband's murder. The pottos cannot
accept her evidence, but she to deter-

mined to seek revenge (rpt} 2JJS Track29
(1988) - a bored Southern befle runs off

with a handsome stranger claiming to be
her son. starring Theresa Russel and
Gary Ottnan. directed by Nic Roeg. (90
mins.)

* CHILDREN (G)

6:30 Cartoons 9riB The Children of Oz
9^0 VR Troopers 10:00 LWe Untversfly -
Once Upon a Time — 10:30 Minor
AcQustments TI:D0 Saved by the Beit
11:35 The New Adventures ol Black
Beauty 12:00 Chfquitit8S 13.-00 Surprise
Garden 13U20 Popcomia 14:06 The

end of the North Wind 14^5 Jin Jin
I the Panda Patrol 15d» VR Tn

fSdS LBfle UrtvarsBy- In the Past li___
HarrarT Wtoi Mr. Copper 162S Saved by
the BeB 17HJ5 Max C^cfc 17U» Chiquiftas
1&20 Mot 1BA0 Make-Believe Ctoset
19riW Detective Hush Hash 10:30 Three'fe

Company 20:00 Married with Ctflidren
2tfc25 Ftoseanne 20:50 The' Ren and
Stimpy Show 21d)5 Kg Brother Jake
21:30 Look Who's Taking

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22200 Broadway BIO (1934) — a man who
has married money risks everything on a
racehorse, whfle only lea

sva in

• (1993) - a gang i

daring al the workers at a prestigious LA
accounting firm. The brother of one of

them is a martial-arts expert who deddes
to capture the murderers. With Lorenzo
Lammas (86 mins.) 1:05 BHnd Witness

(1989) -- a. bfind woman witnesses her.

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Georgia 5 * I

AphroditB 7:15 * Sense and Sen
930*Three FBms MadebyDanWotman
930 G.G.GILJerusalemMaB(Matoa) «
788448 Nutty Professor. 4:45. 7:15, 9*5
* Cretan FWeman,4:45.7:i5 * Eraser,

430,7:15, 9"^5* Heaven's Prisoners ,

7:15, 10* Babe (Hebrewdbtogue), 4:45

* The Eighth Day, *45, 7:15, 9:45 *
NBsston knposdbfe, 7.-15, 9^5 *F8pper
AM *A Time to Kn 430, 7:15, 10 *Tb
Dto Far 7:15 * Babysitters 4:45 RAV
CHEN 1-7* 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mecher
Bonding. 19 Woman SL, Talpkrt

S«rtptoaffie»Oearittfui Glrte#Four
Rooms 5. 73ft ft45 * Independence
Day 4:15, 7, 8:45 * The Rock , 43a
7:15, 9^45 Phenomenon 5,730.9:45
* The Hunchback of Notre
Draw(English efiatog) 730 *The
Huncnoaot of Notre Dame(Hebrew cte-

Jqgl 5 * JumanJWSan Princess (Hebrew
d&ogjm ftiftfls TWoBti* ipywfu Treasure

SdcS5Sm B
8*

V

|^S*s
1

|Jne

B * The Ptoiat Blue^Thu 12i
midnWht

MEVASSERET ZION G.G. <3L
Heaven's Prisoners 43a 7:15. 10 *
Posttno 7:15, 9t45 * LRfle Giants 4:45

TEL AVIV
DIZefGOFF * 5172923 The Brothers
McMullen • Leaving Las Vegas •
Buttertj^Klss 11 ajru_1. 3._%._755, 10

Sense end Sensfbll 10*
Sax FQm 12 mtorwht GANrtfrlR *
5279215 71 ton GebM SL The Most
Desked Man 5,730; 9-45 4- PrisdBa
230 GAT * B967B8 Phenomenon 5,

730, 9:45 GjG. HOD 1-4 • 6826226
Hod Passage. 101 DbernolT SL Mission
hnposstbtoVThe Eighth Day 5,* Babe

, 5 * Heaven’s Prisoners 430, 7.-15, 10
... 1130 anu, LEV 1-4 *
I ATknetoKV 12,2.4:15.7:15,

10 * Ttafairaotting 12:15,230.5,7^5,
9^5 * Com Comfort Farm . 2,5. 7:45,

TO * Antonia's Une l^^g^
Time

• MaNto Wwahie Cwe IWl (MtCU) mvtae in Ihe

area, around the dock.

Mecflcai help for tourists (in Englah)
177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205. 24 hours

a day. tor information In case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 561-0303. Tel Aviv 546-1111

(chUdrerVyouth 696-1113), Hatta 867-

2222/3, Bea^ieba 649-4333, Netanya

625110. KarmW 988-8770. Ktor Sava
767-4555, Hadera 346789.
Wb» hotlines for battered women 02-

6514111, 03-548-1133 (also to Russtarri,

07-637-8310. 08-855-0506 (also to

Amharic).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

525-4819, 544-8191 (men), Jerusalem

625-5558, Haifa 8534533, Etel 633-

1977.
Hadassah Medical Orgsnizatton - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

624-7676).

12, 2, 4. a 10
to Kffl 430, 7:15. 10 *

5, 730 * Nutty
Professor • Eighth Day 5, 73a 10 *
Fargo 5, 730, 10
RAV-CHEN* 5262288 Dtengoff Center

(ndependanceDay 130,47,9*5 * The
Rode

,
430.7:15,9:45 * Striptease 5.

730, 9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre
DamefEmtefictetogl * The Hunchback
ot Notre DHItte&igBsh dferipgj 1130
ajiL, 230, 73a 9*5 . * Stolen Hearts

1 130 BJTL, 230. 5, 730, 9:45 * Now and
Then , 1130 am, 23a 5, 73a Ow *
The Hunchback ot Notre Dame (Hebrew

1-5 * 5102674 Opera House fl

To Do In DenverBRna
I Girls . 5, 730, 9:45

* Striptease * Star Man 730
GlG. TAYELET 1-3 * 5177952 2 Ybna
Hanavi SL Sense and Sens&iffty 7:15,

10 * The BkdaMTThe Eraser 720,

10 aGL TBLaVIV » 5281181 65
Ptoskar SL The EraseriKhyina
FreamanWIiutty Professor . 5.730,10
TH- AVIV MUSEUM F*t 10 * Nafly

etM-Amaud 5,8JAIEB

CMEMA CAFtAMAM * 8325755 lb

Die For 9:15* Antonis'js LMe7ri5 *
11 Posttno 7:15, 9:15 GLOBBCfTY A
Time to KBI 430. 7:15. 10 * Nutty
Professor 4:45, 7:15. 9-A5 * Mission
tmpossflrie 4:45, 7:15, 045 *
Babef/ebrswafefog)4^5
ORLY* B3818®BeauWul Girts 7, 9:15

RAV-GAT 1-2 » 8674311

7*8416898 Strtotaase 430, 7. 030
* The Rock 7,930 * Things Tb Do tn

Denver 4:45, 7, 930 * Independence
Day 4,6:45,930 Phenomenon 43a
7,930 * Four Rooms 430,7,930 *
Beautiful Girls 4:45. 7, 930 * The
Hunchback ot Notre Dameffefareir cMa-

tog) 5 * Toy Story(Hebrew data/
•Swan Princess(Hebrew cSaiog) *ft
Thkes Thro • KAuppets Treasure

fs&KMJumartJi Sun. 7.9^, 430, 7,

9:15 * The Rock Sun. 7, 930;4:15, 7.

9:15 -k The Hunchback of Notre

Dame(Hebrew dialog) •Swan
PriitcessM "takas ltoo Sun 11 am

.« (102 ir

Ufa (1946) - a young man contemplating
suicide b savedby his guaitfian angel who
comes from heaven to prove to turn that

hto Hie has value. WBh James Stewart and
Donna Reed. Directed by Frank Capra
(130 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

IfcOO Open Unh/eraBy 1230 3.000 MDe
Garden (rpt) 1230 Cock on The W3d Side
(rpt) ISwOThe Gris from the Ttood (rpt)

1430 Open University 16.-00 3.000 Mile

Garden (rpt) 1630 Cook on the Wfid Side
(rpt) 1730 The Girts from the Hood (ipt)

IfcOO Open University 2030 in Search Of
~ 20:30 ABC Natural History 2130
National Geographic Explorer 22:00
Messengers from Moscow 23:00 in

Search Of _ (rpt) 2330 ABC Natural

History (rpt) 0030 Open University

SUPER CHAINEL

630 The Ticket fc30 NBC News with Tom
Brokaw 7:00 Today 10:00 European
Money Wheel 1430 WSH Street Morning
Reports 16:00 MSNBC - The Site 17:00
National Geographic 1830 The Ticket
1930 The Selina Scott Show 20:00
Dtoe&ne 21:00 GMette Sports Mraadne
2130 Horse Racing 22:00 The lor
Show with Jay Leno 2330 Late Nigh! i

Conan O'Brien OOriM Later with Greg
Ktnnear 00:30 NBC News with Tom
Brokaw

STAR PLUS

fcOO Mr. Belvedere 630 Van Can Cook
7:00 El TV 7:30 GabrieBe B30 Santa
Bmbara 930 The Bold and the Beautiful

10:00 Oprah Winfrey 11:00 Remington
Steele IfcOO Yhn Can Cook 1230 ETV
13:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 1330
Black Beauty 14:00 Lost to Space 1530
Home and Away 1530 Chariot

'

16:00 M*A*S*H 16:80 Chic _
1730 The Extraordnary 18:30 The Bold

rad the Beautiful I9d» Santa Barbara
20:00 The Twfltoht Zone 2030 Baywatch
2130 Kriket 2Z3Q E TV 2330 Oprah
Wtofrey 0030 Hoopranan 0030 Home
and Away 130 The Sullivans 130
GabrieBe

CHANNEL5

630 Bodes in Motion 730 BasicTn
16:00 Bodies to Motion 16:30 Is

BasketitaB (rpt) 1fc15 English League
Soccer 19:30 Women's VbfieybaB 2030
Tb be announced 2130 South American
Soccer Magazine 22:00 En^sh League
Soccer ShdlieU vs Arsenal Z330 fecial
preview of the League of Champions
2fc45 Kick Boxing 00:00 Snooker

CINEMA
AFULA
RAV CHB4 * 6424047 Independence
Day 7, 9*5 * Star fitanBThings To Do
in Denver Sm. 7:15, 9:45; 7, 930
ARAD
STAR Striptease 7:15, 9:45w Heaven’s
Prisoners sun.7:15. 10; , 7:15.9^5

Tb Die For 730, 9:45 ARIEL The
Rock 9
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL « 8647202 Independence
DayAA Tine to KH.430, 7:15, 10 * The
Eraser«M»ston ImposstoleA 730, 10
Heaven’s Prisoners 43a 7:15. 10 GLGL
OR1 1-3* 711223 TVaknpotnngWkitte
Professor 5, 730. 10 * The Rock 5.

730, 10
ASHKELJON
G.GL GIL * 729977 A Time to

KnHMHsavan’s Prisoners 430, 7:15,

iCMrThe Eraser • Nutty Professor •
Trainspotting 5,730,10 RAV CHOI*
711223 Phenomenon 5, 7:15, 9:45 *
Stolen Hearts 730. _ 9:45 _
independence Day 4:15, 7, 9:45 -* The
RoS 43a 7:15. *45 * Striptease 5,

730, 945 * The Hunchback of Notts
gme^Mrewctefog) 530

RAV CHBI * 5531077 The Rock430,
7:15, 9:45 * bidependence Day 4, 7,

9:45 * StripteasettTMngs Tb Do bn

Denver 5, 730, 045 Phenomenon 5,

7:15, 9:45 * Mstoon bnpossBrie 5,

730. fc-45 * Nutty Professors, 730.
S-.45* Phenomenon 5,7:15.9:45 * The
Hunchback OT Notre Demo(Hebrew dfe~

5 * Nutty Professor •
5, 730, 10 * The Eraser

10* A Time to ran 430. 7:15. 10
IEGEV 1-4 * 235278

Independence Day 4, 7, 9*5 * The
Rome 430, 7:15, 0:45 * Beautiful

GMsttSfrfrtease 5, 730. 9:45

DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Indep-
endence Day 8
EILAT

i Day730. 10 * A Time to

,
10 * Striptease 730, 10

* > iv »»

Nutty Pit*
* 887277

EUROSPORT

Cycfing from Spain - Eva 1630 Motor
Sports Magazine 1730 Oscathton 18:00
Brattog 1930 Tractor Puifing 2030 The
Strongest Man In the Worid 2130 Boring
- five from Spain2330 Soccer. WbrldCup
Legends 0030 Cycfing from Speto (ipff

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Soccer: T^er Cup, 3rd place _
(rpt) 630 Soccer Tiger CupRnal
8:30 Car Racing: Formula N
1030 PGA Golf 12:30 Car I

Squash 1430 Cydtog 1530 Car
Formula Nippon, Japan 1730 Hockey:
toda vs Mabyaia 1930 Horae Raring
1930 Boring 2130 That Boring 2230
Australian Rules Footbafl 2330 TOA Golt
00:00 Tennis: WTA Tournament, San
Diego 130 Car Racing: Goodwood
Festival

BBC WORLD

News on Hie hour 9:15 Panorama (rpO
1030 Famborough Aerial Show (rpt)

1130 Tomorrow^ World (rpff 14:15 The
Money Programme (rpt) 15:15 Worid
Business Report 15:30 Asia-Pacific
Newshour 1630 The Travel Show (rpO
17.-15 Panorama (rpt) 1830 FOm 96 (ipO
2135 The Clothes Show 2230 Airport

Opt) 23:00 ktiemational Business News

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 630 inside
Pottles 730 Moneyfine (rpt) 830 Worid
Sport 930 Showbiz Today 1030 CNN
Newsroom 1130 Worid Report 1230
Business Day 13:00 Asian News 1330
Worid Sport 1430 Asian News 1430
Buatoess Asia 1530 Lany King Live 1630
Wbrld Sport (ra() 17:30 Earth Matters
1830 QSA 2030 Worid Business Today
2030 CNN World News 2130 Lany King
(rpt) 2230 European News 2330 World
Business Today 23:30 World Sport 0030
Wbrld News Survey

SKY NEWS

news on me nour osw ado wot
1030 Fashion Magazine 11:3
Nightfine 12:00 World News and E
1430 CBS News Thb Momini

News on the hour 630 ABC Worid News
1130 ABC

TNews and Business
Monfeg 1630

Fashion Worid 1730 Worid News and
Buatoess 1830 Live at Five 1930 Tonight
wtih Adam BouBon 2030 Sportsfine 2130
Taroet 0030 CBS Evering News 130

; Worid News

RADIO

VOICE OF MUSIC-

636 Morning Concert 9:05
Fourth Suite for viola da gamba i

continue; Mendelssohn: Midsummer
Night’s Dream overture and tockfontaf

music; Beethoven: Symphony no 1;

Prokofiev: Sonata to D for vtofin solo op
115 (Shriiam); Satat-Saens: Trio no 1 to F
op 18 (Beaux Arts); Bartolc Divertimento

for strtogs1230 Ligltt Classical - works lay

Weinberger, Mozart. Schubert and others

13:00 Leonid Kogan, violin - Faurfi:

Quartet to C for piano and strings op 15;

Khachaturian: VtoSn concerto 1436 Fofc

music 15:00 From the Recording Studio -
Chen ZmbaMBta, marimba and percussion

1630 My Concert wUi Yoni Rechtar 1830
New COs - Bach: Sonata no 4 to C minor

for violin and harpsichord BWV 1017;
Mozart Piano concerto no 18; Detaiands:

Motet from Lamentations of Jeremiah;
Marin Marais: Memorial to SL Colombo
2035 (1) Frankfurt Radio Orch., Bolshoi

Theater Choir, oondL Ototiri KBaenfco -
Rachmaninoff: The BeHs symphonic
poem; Prokofiev:AlexanderNevskycanta-
ta. (2) Mozart Piano concerto no 25
(Richter/Padua and IfenfoefBashmet)

2230A Musical Journey- •

McMuBati*nie Both Day 5, 73a 10*
A Time to Kffl 430, 7:15. 10 *
NETANYA
GLG. GIL 1-5 « 828452
ProfessorMBsston (nuossMa 5,74
10* The Eraser 5,730.10*ATfrnetb
KBI 43a7:15,10*HeavenTtPitoijeni
430, 7:15, 10 * RAV CHEN

4, 7. 9*5 *
I Gbfs 5. 73a 9*5

* Phenomenon 5,7:15.ft45 *
The Rock 9:46 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame/Ffebrew cfafcn) 5 * Swan
Princess(Hatymv dialog) Wt Tbkas
TWottMuppets Treasure Isfand7. 930_ *
Independence
Eraser 7,930
YEHUD
A G.G. GIL HBawMiTS Prisoners 7:15,

Ifc 43a 7:15, 10 The EraserUtaaks i

(tnpossUaMb Die 5. 730. 10 * Nutty

7, 9*5 * Tito

Professor 5. 730, 10
PETAHTIKVA&a HECHAL Time Tfo

LEV 1-4 Independence Duy 5, 730, 10
'"’- potting 10 * Striptease

30, 10 * Cold Comfort Farm
* The Hirochback of Notre

Dame 5
HERZUYA
DANIEL HOTEL The Etohth Day
7:15,9*5 STAR* 589068 A Yfcae to KB
7:,&,?^i2SSrrSR^i04

Striptease
,
930; 7,930 *

Independence Day 7. 9*5 * The
Baser 7.930
KFAR SAVA
G.GL SL *7677370 Nutty Professor 5,

730,19, 5, 730, 10* The Eraser 5,

730 * Flipper 1130 BJIL, 5 *
bidependence Day 43a 7:15, 10 * A
Time to Kffl 430. 7:15, 10 * Heaven’s
Prisoners 7:15. 10* The Hunchback of

Noire Deme(EngSsh Oaloo) 5 *
Phenomenon 5, 730. 10*1
cSaiog) 1130 am, 5 *
jmjrasfotorao^lO * Babysitters 5

G-G. WRYON 1-9* 779168The Eraser

• Nutty ProfessorttCrylng Freeman
4*5, 7. 930 * Heaven's Prisoners 7.

930 * Flipper* Cutthroat (stand •
Babe(Hebrew dialog) •Baby-sttteraM
Takes TW 4:45 * A Time to
Kllt«Tra1nspottlng* Mission
fanpossffilettTftoRocfc 7.930 * Swan
Princess 11 4*5 * Tb Die For 7,

930
K1RYAT SHEMONA
GG, GIL * 6905080 A Time to
KBMNndependence Day 43a 7:15, 10 *
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Phone reservations: Haffa 728878 Aff

times are pjn. unless otherwise fcxfcated.
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No leads on
missing

soldier’s

whereabouts
BILL HUTMAN

POLICE received several phone
calls yesterday from citizens

claiming to have seen missing

soldier Sharon Edri but turned up
nothing, leaving investigators

with few leads as to his possible

'whereabouts.

Last night, Jerusalem Police

chief Arye Amit met with Edri's

family at Moshav Zanoah, near
Beit Shemesh, to update them on
die search for Sharon, who disap-

peared last Monday night
Police sources said Amit had

nothing new to tell the family, and
mainly dried to reassure them .that

police were doing everything they

could to locate the 20-year-old

soldier.

Family members called on
police to renew the searches for

Sharon. However, Amir stood by
his decision to halt the searches

and concentrate instead on intelli-

gence information and investiga-

tive work.
“We already carried out an

intensive search for four days in

the area between Tzzifin [the

army base where Edri was last

seen] and his home, and came up
with nothing,

1
' a senior police

source said.

“

There is no justification for

starting the search again. The
minute we receive even the small-

est hint that a search might turn

up something, we will star* look-

ing again,*
1
the source said.

Since the search for Edri began
a week ago, police have received
a number of reports from people
who believe they saw Sharon, and
even one or two reports that he
was kidnapped by Palestinian ter-

rorists. None of the reports were
reliable, however.
On Sunday, the General

Security Service and police were
informed by the Red Cross that

the organization received an
anonymous phone call from
someone claiming to be affiliated

with the Islamic Jihad, saying
Edri was kidnapped fay the terror

group.

Hie GSS checked out the infor-

mation, but it turned out to be
unfounded, according to police

sources.

The homes of Edri ’s friends and
places he frequented have been
searched by police.

As of yesterday, the mam
avenue being investigated was a
dispute Edri allegedly had with

his Naha! unit commander over
sick leave.

Police sources said there is con-

cern that Edri took his own life

because of die dispute or is per-

haps hiding out somewhere. The
possibility that he was kidnapped
by terrorists does not appear like-

ly, but has not been ruled out, die

sources said.

Lil Nabholz, president of the Rights commission (left), Swiss Minister Flavio Cotti, and Chief of the Natrona] Bank Bans Meyeij

announce yesterday in Berne, Switzerland a decision by the Swiss Federal Council to launch an investigation of remaining Jewish

assets in Swiss banks.

Swiss allocate SFr 5 million to probe
Holocaust-era economic activity

Talks fail to reach
deal on interest rates

DAVID HARRIS

THE Swiss Federal Council has

allocated 5 million Swiss francs for

an inquiry into Switzerland's eco-

nomic activities during World War
Q and of Holocaust-era assets in

domestic financial institutions,

officials said yesterday.

Over die weekend, there had
been reports that Finance Minister

Kaspar VJDiger proposed cutting

the estimated budget for die inquiry

by one-third. That sparked specula-

tion jbat the Swiss, stung by news

MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

reports recounting (he history of

Swiss commercial ties with the

Nazis, were retreating from their

commitment to the inquiry.

Such a budget reduction was
“unthinkable," said Jewish Agency
Chairman Avraham Burg. It could

lead to “additional steps against die

Swiss government” on the part of

the Jewish Agency and other

Jewish organizations involved in

the efforts to recover the dormant
Jewish assets, be said in a state-

ment.

The reports of potential cuts in

die budget did not reflect a reduc-

tion in the government's commit-
ment co die investigation, Swiss

governmental and banking sources

told The Jerusalem Post.

“Obviously it will be a continuing

investigation, and they will have to

pay for as long as it continues,” one

Swiss source said.

The Swiss inquiry is separate

from the audit of dormant Jewish

accounts in Swiss banks, which is

to be conducted under the auspices

of an independent committee head-

ed by American banker Paul

Vblcker.

TALKS held by die government.

Bank of Israel and Manufacturers

Association last night failed to

reach a satisfactory compromise
for the disgruntled industrialists,

who are demanding a 2 percent to

3% drop in interest rates.

Industry and Trade Minister

Natan Sharansky left the meeting

early saying “nothing will be sort-

ed out tonight It will take several

more meetings before we reach

agreement”
The meeting at the Treasury was

also attended by Finance Minister

Dan Meridor, Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel and
Manufacturers Association presi-

dent Dan Propper. A similar meet-

ing was also held last month
between Frenkel and the industri-

alists, under the chairmanship of
Sharansky.

Propper continues to accuse

Frenkel of causing irreparable

damage to industrialists' and the

entire economy.

In response, Frenkel says he is

prepared to cut interest rates, but

only when inflation has been
curbed. The International

Monetary Fund report, published

last week following tile organiza-

tion's annual inspection of Israel’s

economy, backed Frenkel's mone-
tary policy, saying any divergence

from it could cause severe finan-

cial problems.

Labor election report absolves Peres
A LABOR Party report absolves

party leader Shimon Peres of any

blame for the loss of last May’s
elections to Prime Minister

Binyamrn Netanyahu and the
Iifcnri,

The thick report is the work of
former Knesset speaker MK
Shevah Weiss and will be released

officially today at a press confer-

ence, which Peres is expected to

attend.

Weiss finds no fault with the

basic policy and message with

which the party was seeking to con-

vince the electorate, nor any prob-

lem with the candidate for prime
minister himself. The blame.

SARAH HON1G

according to Weiss, lay elsewhere.

Weiss faults Labor’s salemanship

efforts as formulated and executed

by information campaign chiefMK
Haim Ramon. Weiss considers

Ramon remiss for not having made
greater use of prime minister

Yitzhak Rabin’s assassination and
for not responding more forcefully

to tiie Likud’s Jerusalemcampaign.

He also judges that the Labor
campaigners would have done bet-

ter not to dismiss out of hand those

few polls which showed near parity

between the prime ministerial can-

didates, including a poll which

gave Netanyahu a thin edge.

Instead, the report says. Labor pre-

ferred to trust the reports which

continuously indicated a lead for

Peres and Labor.

In seeking to explain the electoral

defeat, the report points an accus-

ing finger at MK Moshe Shahal,

who wak in charge of the campaign
organizational effort, and at elec-

tions day organizer Meir Nitzan.

Their work was negligent and dis-

organized to the extent that it alone

could account for all the votes

which Peres needed to bridge the

gap with Netanyahu. Weiss finds.

The report also blames the new
election rules. Thar voters’ ID cards

were not stamped and that voters

were not required to sign foe rolls

could have encouraged fraud to

Labor's detriment, Weiss says. The
Labor representatives hired to

supervise the voting and ballot

counting.weteJax and did notcany
out their duties as they should have,

the report claims. Some were
reported napping on thejob.

Campaign manager Bxnyamin
Ben-Eliezer is also singled out for

severe criticism. Weiss concludes

that under Ben-Eliezer the cam-
paign headquarters functioned like

an orchestra without a conductor:

Shahak visiting France

CHIEF of General Staff LL-Gen. Aranon Lipkin-

Sbahak arrived in France yesterday for a working visit

The French Defense Ministry said Shahak, a guest of

French armed forces chief Gen. Jean-Philippe Douin,

would visit French army, navy, and air force bases in

Paris and the provinces and discuss military policy

issues. The IDF said Shahak was accompanied by
operations chief Maj.-Gen. Gabi Ashkenazi Reuter

THE GIFT THAT LASTS
A WHOLE YEAR . . .

Perfect Birthday gift

Original Bar/Bat Mitzva gift

A subscription to The Youth Magazines ofThe Jerusalem Posf

ZOOM
English for children

for ages 9-12

HEY THERE!
intermediate Level

for ages 14-16

YOURS
Easy English

forages 12-14

STUDENT POST
Advanced Level
forages 16-18

NEWS IN BRIEF

Officer testifies in Deri trial

Dep.-Cmdr Nahum Levy began testifying yesterday

in Jerusalem District Court about his questioning in

London of prosecution witness Martin Brown in the

Aryeh Deri fraud trial. A bearing was held for

Brown in London after he refused to come to Israel

to testify.

Brown is a witness in the alleged “trips to London
affair.” According u> the pros&ution, co-defendant
Moshe Weinberg bribed Deri by financing trips for

foe two to London, where they were hosted by
Brown. Levy said one of the excuses Brown used to

avoid coming to Israel was that be didn’t want to

hurt the peace process and Rabin’s government by
testifying against Deri. ftim

Milk, dairy products prices up
The prices of milk and dairy products went up an
average of 4.75% last night, the Agriculture
Ministry announced. A 1-liter bag of 3% millc now
costs NIS 3.45; a 250 gr. container of 5% white
cheese, NIS 3.65; 100 gn butter, NIS 230; and 5%
cottage cheese, NIS 430. Jerusalem Post Staff

El Al appoints new director
The El Al board of directors, in a special meeting
yesterday, approved the appointment of Yoel
Feldschuh as die airline’s new director.

Feldschuh, the choice of Transport Minister
Yitzhak Levy, is 47. Since 1994, he has served as
the president of Champion Motors, the importers
of Audi, Volkswagen and Fiat. He is a retired Air
Force brigadier general, who was an FIS pilot and
a base commander. During the Gulf War be served
as an intelligence officer. Feldschuh has an Master
of Science in business administration from MIT.
He replaces Rafi Harlev, who headed El AJ for 14
years- Haim Shapiro

Dayan given suspended sentence
The Tel Aviv Magistrate's Court gave director Assi
Dayan a two-month suspended sentence yesterday
for abetting forgery no obtain items and receiving
goods under fraudulent circumstances. He was ai«n

fined NIS 750 and will be fined an additional NIS
2,500 if he violates the same laws in the next two
years- Jtim

These monthly papers appear 10 times a year. They contain lively and
exciting material on topics of interest to young people: sports, music, science,
fashion, current events, social problems, stories, and crosswords.

A year’s subscription to any one of the papers
NIS 98 (price Includes VAT and postage)

i

To subscribe, fill in the coupon and mail it along with a check to:
The Jerusalem Post Youth Magazines, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please send the following newspapers) as a gift In my name (indicate dearly which newspaper).

ZOOM YOURS HEY THERE! STUDENT POST

Enclosed is a check for NIS payable to The Jerusalem Post.
(please print)
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A TRIBUTE TO IDF

A PRAYER FOR THE SOLDIERS
OF ISRAEL
Two posters with prayers for soldiers
in English and Hebrew.

Poster a) Group of soldiers:
18 3/4" x 26 3/4" (47 1/2 cm X 68 cm)

Poster b) IDF shield:
27"x 19 1/2 “ (68 1/2 cm x 49 1/2 cm)

Produced by Mediart / CLC

JP Price NIS 39 per poster,
inc. VAT and mailing in Israel

Buy two for only NIS 69,
inc. VAT and mailing in Israel

Airmail abroad - please add NIS 6 per poster

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me the TRIBUTE TO IDF posters; a) copies b) copies
Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post

—
Credit card orders accepted by phone/fax/e-mail
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City - .Code. _Tel.(day).
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Winning cards

IN last night’s Chance drawing,

the winning cards were the jack of

spades, the nine of hearts, the jack

of diamonds, and the nine of

clubs.

Israeli

jewelers
charged with
laundering
$42m. for

Colombian
drug cartel

MIAMI (AP) - When police

detectives in Miami went looking

into a California jewelry robbery
two years ago, they stumbled upon
a lot more.
They found a family of jewelers

tied to the Israeli mob laundering

S42J5 million for the Cali cartel

between February 1991 and June

1993, according to a federal

indictment made public last

Wednesday.
Some of the tainted cash went

.

through a fish company owned by
the Colombian drug ring, which
tried to smuggle liquid cocaine in

the seafood shipments.

Six people were named in a 177-

count indictment on money laun-

dering charges with each count
carrying a sentence of five to 10
years.

Four of those listed on the
indictment were Israeli immi-
grants from the Kashti family,
which operated three jewelry com-
panies from a downtown. Miami
office building.

“It was a family affair,” said
Richard Gregorie, assistant US
Attorney. “This is Israeli orga-
nized crime working with
Colombian dope dealers.”

Prosecutors said the illegal deal-
ings of foe Kashtis were master-
minded in the United States by Eli
Tisona. He is the father of Kineret
Kashti and believed by federal
officials to be a high-profile figure
in Israeli organized crime. He was
the partner of drug lord Phanor
Anzabaleta in the fish, company
Colapia S.A. since 1988.
The case was broken when two

detectives for Meno-Dade police
in Miami tracked some stolen
goods from a California jewelry
robbery in 1993 to the Kashtis’
businesses, Gregorie said.

Detectives began checking foe
Kashtis’ account transactions and
discovered money flowing from
US banks to accounts in

Colombia.
“They went a little farther than

they were required to and checked
the accounts,” Gregorie said.
“They found millions of dollars
and we brought in foe IRS and, lo
and behold, we have & two-year
investigation.”

The owner of foe jewelry stores,
Israeli immigrant Dan Kashti, was
able to fool Nations Bank and
other Miami financial institutions.
He would dump gym bags filled
with bundles of $20 bills at teller
windows up to three times a week.
Investigators discovered some of
foe dirty money was used to buy
and ship equipment for a
Colombian fish farm owned by
Arizahaleta and Tisona, Gregorie
said.

cartel supplies most c
me world s cocainemid controls
Sowing share of foe global heroi
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